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Introduction 
The caste system is most frequently mentioned 
peculiarity of the Indian Social Structures. The English 
word caste is probably derived from the Portuguese Casta, 
i.e. race. It is especially used by Europeans to denote the 
different classes into which the Hindus are divided. Varna, colou: 
jati and race are Indian equivalents. Chaturvarnya, the country 
of the four colours is an ancient distinguishing epithet of 
India. To the present day caste is regarded by other nations of 
the world as the characteristic feature of the Hindus. In no 
other nation was it ever observed with such strictness or en-
forced by such severe penalties as among the Hindus. Traa 
birth to funeral pile, it directs every movement. The Hindus 
by day and right, at home or abroad, in walking, sleeping, 
eating, drinking, sucking, sipping; of washing, anointing! of 
clothing and ornamenting the body; of sitting, rising, reclining; 
of moving, visiting, travelling; of speaking, reading listening 
and reciting; and of meditating, singing working and fighting, 
in all the customs of the Society in which they move and in the 
events determining their entire lives, sure always under its 
nervaiding and over mastering influence. It has its law for 
social and religious rites, privileges and occupation; for 
education, duty, religious services; for errors, sins, trans-
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gressions; for intero(»Daunion avoidance and exocommunication} 
for defilement and purification} for fine and other punishments. 
It unfolds the ways of committing what it calls sinst accumulat-
ing sin and putting away sint of acquiring, dispensing and 
losing merit. It treats of inheritance, conveyance, possessions, 
dispossessions of property} and of bargains, gains, loss and 
ruin. It deals with death, burial and burning} and with conmemo-
ration} assistance and injury after death. It interferes, in 
short, with all the relations and events of life, and with what 
precedes and follows, or what issupposed to precede and. fallow 
life. It reigns supreme in the innumerable classes and divisions 
of the Hindus whether they originated in family descent, in 
religious opinions, in civil or sacred occupations, or in local 
residence} and it professes to regulate all their interests, 
affairs and relationships. Caste is the guiding principle of 
each of the classes and divisions of the Hindus viewed in their 
distinct and associated capacity. 
Caste is undoubtedly an all-India phenomenon in the sense 
that there are every where hereditary, endogamous groups which 
from a hierarchy and that each of these groups has a traditional 
association with one or two occupations. Everywhere there are 
Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaishycui and Sudras or untouchable castes. 
Relations between which are invariably expressed in terms of 
pollution and purity. Certain Hindu theological ideas such as 
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Sansara, Karma and Dharma are woven i n to the cas te sys tea . 
The Ahirs, a component of Hindu Caste System, have been 
attached with a number of contradic tory views of the persons 
from time to time, i n connection with t h e i r o r i g in . Therefore, 
one cannot be confident whether they have been originated from a 
Brahman, Kshatriya or Sudra# According to Risley they are the 
descendant of the god Krishna, who himself i s supposed to have 
belonged to the t r i b e of *Yadavas*, i . e . a nomadic race who 
graze c a t t l e and make bu t t e r and are belived to have made an 
ear ly sett lement in the neighbourhood of Mathura. Another account 
represcmts them to be the descendants of the Abars, one of the 
Scythians t r i be s who in the second or f i r s t century before Christ 
entered Indian from the north-west or regarded as an old-Indian 
or half-Indian race who are driven south before the Scythian 
invasion. The word 'Ahir* has been evolved from a Sanskrit word 
•Abhira* i . e . the most numerous ard cleanest of the several cas te 
of cowherds who are found almost i n every par t of Uttar Pradesh. 
The Ahirs have been divided i n t o a number of grand divis ions 
and sub-castes • They ere found mainly in Agra, Kanpur, Miraapur, 
Gorakhpur, Deoria, Bs s t i , B a l l i a , Bara Banki, Hardoi, Urmao, Jaun-
pur, Azamgarh, Lucknow, Jhans i , Ghasipur, Etah, S i tapur , Sultanour, 
Gonda, Etawah, Kainpuri, Jalaun, Fatehpur, Hamirpur and Pratapgarh. 
The cu l ture and t r a d i t i o n s of Ahirs closely resemble with that of 
1. See Chapter I ? . 
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other Hindus* Th@ study of Ahlrs in U«?* in thia dissertation 
has beon siainly attrilmted to their b i ^ density of pooulation, 
nartioularly in the eaatem districts, but distributed, aore 
or less, in every part of the state* 
CHAPTER - I 
Castei- Origin, Development and Definition, 
(a) social stratification in India 
(b) Varna and Jati 
(c) The Philosophy of Caste 
(d) The Motion of Pollution and Caste 
(e) Definition of Caste 
Social S t r a t l f l o a t i o n in India 
The or ig in of the i n s t i t u t i o n of Caste and i t s exact 
meaning i s a problea which has a t t r ac ted t h e Jittention of 
scholars for a long time. But as of now there i s no fteneral 
concensus on the oroblea. To understand Caste in i t s nroper 
nerspect lve i t would be worthwhile to view the problem in the 
background of the or igin of soc ia l s t r a t i f i c a t i o n in India , 
For convenience t h i s h i s t o r i c a l oerspect ive has been divided 
i n to four pe r iods . F i r s t , the Vedic period, ending about 600 
B.C. nnd conpris ing the l i t o r a r y da ta of the vedic saatietas 
and the Brahoanaa. sieccmd the Post-vedic oeriod, extending 
to about the th i rd century of the ch r i s t i an e r a . In th i s 
oeriod we have three types of l i t e r a t u r e which shed l igh t on 
t h i s subjec t . The sacred laws of the Aryas oresent the arthodox 
and the acre or l e s s i d e a l i s t i c stand point while the epics 
t e s t i f y to the contemporary p r a c t i c e s . Buddhist l i t e r a t u r e on 
the other hand, gives a flimpae of the i n s t i t u t i o n as i t anpeared 
to those who rebel led sgainst i t and in r>art nrovldf^e us with a 
natural P ic tu re of soae aspects of c a s t e . The third period may be 
styled the period of the Dharaa-Sfiatraa and ends wHn the tenth 
or eleventh century A.D. Msnu, Tajnavalkya and Vishnu are the 
chief exponents of the soc ia l i dea l s of t h i s age. The fourth 
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oeriod may with nropr ie ty , be ca l led the modern nerlod, 
and I t brings us down to the beglning of the nineteenth 
century . 
I t Bust be fflentioned a t the outest tha t a l l the 
l i t e r a r y accounts of the important aspects of cas te 
cent re round the four order in soc ie ty , namely Drahmans, 
Kshatriya, Vaishya and Sbudra, and not the mult i far ious 
p-rouos which are the nresent days cas tes • 
On the many cu l tures tha t flourished in India , the 
l i t e r a r y records of the Ind®-Aryan cu l tu re are not only the 
e a r l i e s t but contain the f i r s t mention and a continuous 
h is tory of the factors that make up c a s t e . The only other 
cu l tu res whose records are i n t e l l i g i b l e i s the Dravidian, 
but when that cu l tu re put forward i t s documents th^^t are 
ex tent , i t had already been immensely influenced by the Indo-
Aryan c i v i l i z a t i o n . This l a t t e r c i v i l i z a t i o n , therefore , can 
be regarded as the mainspring of the socia l s t r a t i f i c a t i o n in 
2 India*. 
More than 4,^ )00 years haTe elapsed since a colony of 
Aryan from the highlands of central Asia, where they have lived 
together with their own ancestors, and the ancestors of the 
Greeks, Romans and many other nations of urooe as member of 
1, Ghurye, Cm., Caste, class and occupations. Bombay, 1"^ 61, '?.4?, 
?. lensrt, '., Caste in India, VI T>ublicptions, Delhi, r*f75, n,^ '. 
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one coramurity, s e t t l e d on the banks of the Indus ar.d i t s 
t r i b u t a r i e s . h i l e s t i l l located in Punjab and i t s v i c in i t y , 
they were in the habit of s in f in f hyaus as j rayers , or in 
nraisR on honour of t h e i r d e i t i e s . 
In the tiifvadic oeriod th i s vedic hymns would have as 
be l i eve , the Aryans were stronger to any kind of cas te 
d i s t i n c t i o n s amongst themselves. Anyone who hnd the g i f t «r.d 
the t a len t to coffloose a hymn which should a t t r a c t the et tent ion 
and coaasand the admiration of his bre thren, was honoured with 
the snpelatiori of "Brahman", that i s , a safre, an offerer of 
•?rayer. Anyone who rose to d i s t i n c t i o n ir the profession of 
^rms was evlopised under the eo i the t of •'Kshntriya" - t ' lat i s , 
a man possessing nower. The name assifmed to the th i rd c .ste 
i s "Vis", or i t ' s de r iva t ive 'Vais yn*. But throughout the 
hlpvada, except in one of the very l a t e s t hymns (v i z . th«^  
^'urusha >ukta) the whole of the Aryan colony; kings, or? is ts 
?jnd a l l , are included under the name *Vis' people. 
Before the Aryans came to Ind ia , there had been several 
waves of immigration. The Dro/idians were the e a r l i e s t race that 
entered India from the north-west, and they fourd i t already 
occuoied by Kols, Bhils and other t r i be s whose descendants s t i l l 
l i v e , foss i l i sed as i t were, in tru h i l l y re / ions of cen t ra l 
and eastern India . A fresh invasion drove the Jravidians across 
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th.^ Vindhyan h i l l s to the fore.-its of southern Ind ia , the 
Heccan, As the /.ryan spread eastward from the bank of Indus, 
thoy cnme in c o l l i s i o n with the aborefdnes, who natural ly 
erouph opnosed the i r Bdvance foufht them, disturbed their 
s a c r i f i c e , and harassed them in endlesr, w£jys» In vedic 
l i t e r a t u r e these aborigines are described as i r r e l i r l o u s , 
iBjpious a ;a lowest of the low, they are also in some texts 
conteratuously cal led black-skinned - a very s i p r i f i c a n t eo i the t , 
68 the Sanskrit term for *caste* n r i a a r l l y means colour which 
would DOint to an oTiplnal difference of colour sis the f i r s t 
bas i s of cnste d i f ference. Thus, during the Rigvcdic neriod, 
ther- wf?re two co lours , the f a i r (Aryans) and the black (Dase). 
5o long ns those two clas.ses were re l s ted to each other as 
be l l ige ren t s there could be no question of CRste, ??ut the ryans 
ul t imately succeeded in conquering wjd subjupsting the i r 
oo'ionentst and ins tead of ex te ro ina t ing the conquered t r i b e s , 
or reducing them to a condition of s lavery, they followed B 
nolicy character ised by mercy and humanity. The aboriginal 
t r i b e s Cfiffifi to be designated sudras and were relegated to the 
lowest posi t ion soc ia l heirarchy • 
Thus the study Of vedas shows that the) Indian society 
i n i t i a l l y was divided in to two ethanlcal proupa, v i a . the nrypR 
arni udras , and each group was sub-divided i n t o a number of 
1, Bose, ^•' . , Caste system in Ind ia . Calcut ta , IBRO, n-s, 4-'?, 
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cna tes . Many d i s t i nc t i on of cas te were observed in social 
and r e l i r i o u s mat te rs . The audrns suffered from lanny d i s -
e b i l l t i e s in social and le^a l matters and they were denied 
the s t a tu s of equal i ty with the Aryas. 
Although Indian socie ty was s o l i t i n to numerous cns tes , 
the feellnfr of coB»nunal h o s t i l i t y was consnicuoersly abse* t . 
The neonle of a l l cas tes were l i v ing in pe^ce and aiaity. The 
coste syRtem had not yet become so r ig id as to preclude the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of i n t e r c a s t e marriage. There were no r e s t r i c t i o n s 
on i n t e r - d i n i n g aiaong the Aryas, and the sudras were not 
conald 'Ted aa a c l a s s of untouchables} nor were the sudras 
t rea ted a s l aves . Though many sudras had to take service with 
the Aryas to e rn l ive l ihood, there were no born s laves , '^ he 
sudra?! were rerardod as useful members of society nnd were 
invi ted to Pa r t i c ipa t e in ce r t a in s a c r i f i c e s . Relations betwee'« 
t 'le Aryas and the sudras were oerfec t ly c o r d i a l . 
As the time rol led on, the cas te system frew aore r ipld 
and the fult of cas te-di f ferences became more wide. Inter caste 
aarriap-es allowed by the e a r l i e r au tho r i t i e s were condeEned and 
nrohibeted by the l a t e r 3utr^ K^rg|^ « The authors of the :>mriti3 
were equally vahestent in the i r oonosltion to i n t e r cas te 
marriages, and marriages with the sudras were sin^yled out for 
severe condemnation. Ilie l a t e r su t ras and s ia r i t i s setim to adopt 
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an unchar i table a t t i t ude towards tiw' sudras . For ins tance , 
Manu lays down tha t a sudra should not a mass r i ches , evon 
i f he i s capable of doinp go, beceune a sudra on osea t':o 
Brahmans a f te r scquir inp wealth, Kanu*s injunction n^sinst 
the sudras t e s t i f i e s to the frowin<? power of the sudras who 
were co sidered to be an i n f e r i o r cas te aroused to envy yf 
the superior cas tes and lad to the fur ther widening of c a s t e -
d i f ferences . The d i s t i nc t i on of cas te were ir troduced in every 
sohere of s<Ksial l i f e , and even funeral processions hfjd to follow 
dif ferent routes in accordance with the cas te of dead. Accordinf 
to Harm, the funeral procession of a sudra should be taken out 
through the southern gate of tne c i t y , tl^nt of a Vaishyo iiirourh 
the western pa te , thai: of a Kshatriya throufh tht -orther? rpte 
and that Df a Brahman throufh tne eastern ga te . I t is d i f f i c u l t 
to as ce r ta in whether such a rule was ac tual ly observed by the 
neople in ancient India • 
Thus, i t Is an unpalatable fact that the Indiai) cas te 
systero ^Tew more complex and r ig id with the nassare of time. 
After B few hundred years of Aryan sett lement ±r. India^ r e\^  
soc ia l d iv i s ions arose on the bas is of d iv is ion of labour, "he 
"T)wljas" or Aryan ;o t divid d in to th Brahmans, the Kshntriyas, 
and the Vaishyas on the bas i s of work. Those wuo oerforme; 
r e l i ^ o u s ceresaonies and acted as p r i e s t s an i teachers , a t t a i r d r f 
1. Gooal, R., India of Vedic Kalpasutras. Delhi, 1959, pp. 126-1?;. 
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even aeinthood ir qu i te a number of cases were ca l led Brahffiflns. 
The s o l d i e r s and adminis t ra tors were known as the Kshatr iyas. 
Those who were engaped in trade-coamerce and agr icul ture were 
csilled Voishyas* These cas tes acquired soc ia l s t a tus of different 
fflapiitudns it! accordance with the s t a t u s of thy function asRipned 
to them. Those who acted as l inks between men and pods - were 
su-^posed to be on the top of the socia l ladder , r^iose who rar 
the rovernment cwme next in the socia l h ierarchy. The t raders 
and husbandffien were at this bottoffi of the awij«s sec to r , o 
s t a r t with, the cas te system imposed a fou r t i e r organization 
on Ir.diat: society - with the passage of tiii-e the l o , i c of the 
system led to fur ther sub-d iv i s ions . Brahmans in regio l ike 
Uttar Pradesh, for example, got divided i n t o the Kanyakubjo, 
:;uryuparin and 3araswat groups. Similarly various divis ions 
developed affiong the Kshatr iyas, Vaishyas and nhudraa. 
Thus CRste-divisions was not yet i iereditary but functional. 
Tt was only during the l ^ t e r vodic oeriod that th i s d-jvelo^ifient 
took Dlace, During t h i s neriod the divis ion of labour bee lae 
r lp ld and immutable. I t was then that the u r l i e r four divis ions 
became transformed i n t o d i s t i n c t heredi tary cas te ('Toun with a 
fixed tyne of work assigned to each froup . 
;ince tap CKSte in ancient India gradually caae to be 
regarded as sn r i r i ' l " ^ from the accident of b i r t h , no nower or 
1, Raza, M,, Introduction to Ind ia . Gene 
Muslim University," 1961, pp, 177-1«^1, 
ra l ducation, Alifnrh 
e a r t h could change the c a s t e of a nerson in h i s l i f e time* 
But c hi am and J a i n l a i i could not e r a d i c a t e the e v i l s of c s t e 
nysteia p.xv.i were themselves l a t e r reduced t o a s o r t of c ' ^ t e s . 
Tt may conclude tViat c a s t e In I n d i a i s s Brahassrlc 
c h i l d of Irdo-AryRn c u l t u r e , c r ad l ed in the land of t l^ r r n r r a 
and Yftffiiuna and thence t ranafer rer i t o the o the r nnr t of rhc 
c o u n t r y . 
Varnqi 
e hsve seen t h a t if ' n c i e n t In'oio ( r e r i c ^ of vifveda), 
t h e r e were two r ace s - ( i j Arya:. r aco and ( i i ) lissyus race or 
erieBiy r n c e . hiuh i s known as /<rya Varna sni Uafi.; Ynren • 
The word Varna was f i r s t employed to d i s t i n f u i s h betwec" two 
di f fere . ' i t and h o s t i l e peop le s , i t c h e r a c t e r i z e d the one by the 
r e l a t i v e w h i t e n e s s , the o t h e r by the b l ackness of i t ' s s k i n . 
Thus the l i t . o r a ry meaning of Varna i s co lo t t r , Tf the Arysr, 
Vnrnsa s l p ' l f y In l a t e r l i ters^iture the thre«^ c p s t e s r^nuted 
t o be of Arynn n tock , thft expresfiion was orl ir inaTly u<^fin in 
t'T* s i n f i i l r r . The 'Aryan Vnrna' vns the c o l l e c t i v e d e s i ' ^ T t l o n 
2 
of tho e n t i r e l i f ' h t coloured r ace of Invaders • 
)u r in f the VeJic oer iod i t I 3 I n c o n t e s t a b l e thn t the hymns 
t l i s t i n f u i s h t h r e e icain c^ ' t a for ies amonf the "ryan "onul :tiO' -
1, nv«non, H,, I n t r o d u c t i o n to the s tudy of the Doctr ines i 
? . : e n a r t , . , Cas te i n Indian Op. c i t . , on. 122-1?3. 
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p r i e s t s (Brahman), nobles (Kghatriya), t i ' ' l 0 r« of so i l 
(Vaishyas), and people infe i ' ior to the Aryon t r i b e s only 
known as Dasa Varna or s l a v e s . I t i s believed ths t csiate 
was a colour l i ne iaoosed bj- the conquering Aryan o- the darker 
Dravidiana. Thus the f i r s t cas te division was lot based on 
st«itus but only based on colour of skin . The cas te si/ste» i s 
based on o r i f i na l Varnaa • 
In the age of lu t raa . the Indian socie ty was divided 
i n t o four or inc ipa l C'^st'^s, nomely, Drahaan, Kshatriya, Vaishya 
and jhudra; and the Dharaasutras employ the t e ra ^arna to 
d e a i ^ a t e tiiese c a s t e s . The four cas tes mentioned i^ i tiie >^utras 
were dis t inguished froa each other by the colour of tne i r 
p 
skin • Certain colours are associated with four V»ma - wuite 
with the Brahman, red with the Kshatriya, yellow with the 
Vaishya and black witii the ahudra. 
I t i s possible that th i s colour d i s t i n c t i o n i s in sose 
way associated with race , as one i s resiinded of the ancient 
Tfyptlan conve.stion which showed ' - .^pt ians red, Asiatics yellow, 
' lor themers white and Hegros black, 
Hocart has strenuously a t t r ac ted t h i s hypothesis nnd 
ffialntalrs that the t r a d i t i o n a l associa t ion of the colours of 
the four Varnas with point of the cosir>ass - white with the 
1, Atal , y . , Thfe Chanping Front ie rs of C a s t e s . Delhi, 1^69, 
np, 7 -8 . 
? . nopal, R., India of Vedic Kalpasutraa, Delhi, I^SQ, T>. 127, 
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north , red with the ea s t , yellow with the south and black with 
the west - has a r e t u a l , not a r a c i a l s ign i f icance , and refers 
to the four quar te rs of an enclosed town a l lo ted respect ively 
as dwelling places to t e d i f fe ren t Varna, outcas te having to 
l i v e , as they s t i l l do, outs ide the v i l l age fence , 
The iindu society i s divided i n t o four orders - f i r s t 
three cas tes are •twice-born* or dwijas, as the men from tUem 
are e n t i t l e d todonethe sacred thread at the vedic r i t e of 
Upanajfna which e n t i t l e s an Arya to perform sacred acts la id 
down in the holy s c r i p t u r e s , i s r i gh t l y regarded by the 
Dharaaautras as a 'second b i r th*• The sudra who had no r ight 
t o perforB the Uoaaayana. were ca l l ed *FAaJatayah*. the group 
of peoole having nhysical b i r t h only* 
Ghurye wr i tes that in the Rigveda the word * Varna* i s 
never applied to any one of these c lasses (Brahman, Kshatriya, 
Vflishya). I t i s only the Arya Varna or Arya people that i s 
conatrated with the Dasa Vama» The satapatha Brahman, on the 
2 
other h ^ d , descr ibes the four c lasses as the four Varnas • 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note that in the Varna scheme of 
Vedas, there are only four orders and the untouchables have no 
place in i t . But there are references in Vedic l i t e r a t u r e to 
groups, such as the M2£aSU^f ShsMsiJkf ^ishada and Paul Kasa. 
U Hutton, J .H . , Caste in Ind ia . Oxford University Press , 1969, 
p . 66. 
2 . Oburye, C.S. , Caste and Class in Ind ia . Bombay, 1950, p . 47. 
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who are outside the Varna scheme, and whom seem to be dispised. 
In b r ie f , " the three c lasses of the early portion 
of the Kig>-Veda were l a t e r s o l i d i f i e d in four proups, more or 
l e s s compact with three or four otrier groups separa te ly mentioned. 
And the ideas of untouchabi l i ty was f i r s t given l i t e r a r y 
expression in connection with the sudras and tlie s a c r i f i c e ' • 
Up to now the popular view i s that Varna, in the Brahmaric 
theory, i s the term which corresponds exactly to the idea of 
c a s t e . The Varna system enunciates soc is l morali ty which includes 
the various du t i e s and obl igat ion appertaining to one 's T>ositlon, 
avocation or c a s t e i den t i f i ca t i on i r society • 
At any r a t e the Varna of nresent day i s not a c?i3te, 
though i t may be regarded as a group of c a s t e , and there i s a 
tendency among socia l reformers to advocate the subs t i tu t ion of 
four Varna for three thousand or more endogamoua groups of the 
cas te system, a movement which, i f succes!?ful, would tend to fix 
8 hard ar^ d fas t l i n e of socia l cleavage between c l a s s e s , and 
which probably underestimates the power and misunderstands the 
3 
s igni f icance of the cas te system* 
1. i r i n ivas , M.'u, Caste in Modem India and other eaaavi^. 
Bombay, 1970, pp, 63-65» 
2. Varwa, B.N,, Contemporary Ind ia . Bombay, 1964# P. 362, 
3 . i r i n iva s , M.N,, Social Change in Modern India , new Delhi, 1^7?, 
T>, 5 1 , 
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Developnent from Yama to J a t l 
In course of time the Varna system was modified i n t o 
the J a t l system, which corresponds not to the theore t ic 
1 
d iv i s ion , but to the true cas t e s which ac tua l ly ex i s t • 
The ancient Indian socie ty was classed i n to four 
Varnas, and tha t the various J a t i s * which may, in some cases 
have been equivalent to races or t r i b e s , were arranged in to 
2 
one or the other of the Varnas • 
Today, in any l i n g u i s t i c area there are to be found a 
number of cas tes and sub^-oastes* The basic un i t of tho cas te 
3 
system i s a soc ia l grouping ca l led the J a t i • 
J a t i i s a corporate fToup the member of which regard 
themselves as of the same blood and r i t u a l s t a t u s . The r i t u a l 
pure i ty of the J a t i i s maintained by p roh ib i t ing a l l external 
recrui tmai t to J a t i membership* Thus only a person born to J a t i 
members can be a member of the Jgfti and every person must take 
a sT>ouse from the same jLsiil* Violat ion of t h i s a l l important 
ru l e of J a t i endogamy r e s u l t s i n the expulsion of the persons 
concerned from t h e i r respect ive J a t i . The J a t i normally 
p rac t ices or orofesses to p r ac t i s e i t s t r a d i t i o n a l c a l l i n g s , and 
1. Ghurye, 0 . 3 . , Caste and Race in Ind ia . Bombay, 1969, p . 56. 
? . Census of Ind ia , 1911, r epor t , Vol. I , Calcut ta , 1913, p . 565, 
3 . s r i n i v a s , K.rj,, Op. c i t . i p . 24. 
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enjoys a ce r t a in degree of c u l t u r a l , r i t u a l and j u r i d i c a l 
autonomy • 
The »ost important and common c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the J a t i 
are i t*a heredi ta ry meabership and endogamy. 
Today, most J a t i i n Ind ia lussooiete themselves with one 
or another of the f ive ancient d iv i s ions , and mfiuiy claim 
descent frcm an i l l u s t r i o u s personage believed to have been a 
member of the tvjce born order* 
The basic soc ia l uni t in every local system i s the family. 
Families rroup themselves in several wfiiys, commonly i n to lineapes 
and e l ans , endogamous g roup ing l i k e the family i t s e l f . These 
are considered by v i l l age r s to be cons t i tuen ts par t with i r the 
l a rger orbi t of the J a t i . A J a t i i s a grouping for i n t e rac t ion , 
2 in thet marriages in t e rve l a t ion must take place • 
To t!ie ind iv idua l , the J a t i membership determines or 
de l imi ts many of the functioning groups in which he operates 
end a f fects the ro l e s which he may take in v i l l a g e i n t e r p r l s e s , 
Mrs, Karve s t a t e s that the endogafflous un i t s are the ul t imate 
soc ia l r e a l i t i e s , both from t h e point of view of the h i s t o r i c a l 
development of Indian society as also from the point of view 
1. s r l n i v a s , M,JI,, Caste in Modem Ind:^a. Bombay, 1952, p . 24, 
Ghurye, G,:;,, Caste . Clasf? and Occupation. Bombay, 1930, p ,4? . 
uutton, J , H . , Caste in Ind ia . London, 1951, p . 43 , 
2 . Hitchcock, J , T . , The RaiPUta of Kholaour Ind ia , lew York, 
1966, p , 10. 
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of u l t i n a t e elements of the soc ia l organization • 
Thus the J a t i i s the octet common word for c a s t e . Caste 
i s the idea of coffloion descent from which in fac t the Sanskrit 
word j a t i derives i t ' s root meaning. The term J a t i may even 
be extended to cover the e n t i r e Hindu community. In Bengal, 
for i n s t ance , i t i s common to use the word J a t i to d i f f e r en t i a t e 
not only between Brahmfflis arKi sudras , but a l so between Hindu, 
Muslims and Chris t isms. The word j a t i thus refers not only to 
sub-cas tes , cas tes and cas te froup but a lso the r e l ig ious 
community. The Bengalies and the Punjabies, comaonly use the 
term Jalfi to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between thaasselves and neonle from 
other peoT>le such as Oriyas, Assamese, South Indians e t c . 
In short we can say tha t Varna i s one of the four divisions 
of soc i e ty . But we have seen that there are many defects in tliis 
scheme. I t omits those who rank below lud ras , who are imnortatit 
to cas te order, and who are organized according to the standards 
of c a s t e . 
A v i l l a g e r however, can use the four fold d iv is ions to sor t 
out the nr incioal pa r t s of society and to place a J a t i especial ly 
one with which he i s not very fami l ia r , i n a general scheme. 
1. Knrve, I . , Kinship Organization In Ind ia . Bombay, 1953» o. 7 . 
P. B e t a l l l e , A., Caatest Old and rew. Bombay, 1969, pp. 46-47. 
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Tynically, he knows tha t Brahnans are ordained to be the 
hlfhest of the four soc ia l layerss that usual ly f i t s with what 
he finds in h is v i l l a g e , the Brahmofi J a t i s are consionly tonmost 
in the r i t u a l h ierarchy. I t does not worry bia very much timt 
a j a t i claisi ing to be Kshatriya i s far frosi warrior l i k e , or 
tha t no J a t i s claiming to be Valshyas appear in h is l o c a l i t y . 
The four d iv is ions in popular view, were ordained in the beginning, 
t 
are nresent ly uRintained, and are found in a l l pa r t s of the land . 
Thus, the Varna scheoe provides a simple way of ind ica t ing 
the s e c t o r of the hierarchy in to which a pa r t i cu l a r j a t i can be 
f i t t e d . About the or ig in of these j a t i s ( c a s t e s ) , conf l i c t ing 
views have been expressed froo time to time. 
Tradi t ional Theory of Caste 
Regarding the o r ig in of c a s t e , d i f fe ren t views henre been 
expressed in the sacred t e x t s . The e a r l i e s t of the tex ts namely 
the Puruaha Sukta of Rig Veda and Viabntt Purana. suggest that 
the four cas tes were produced from the fcwr pa r t s of the cosmic 
man, the premordial being. But in Bhanvad Gita . the de i ty sa id , 
"the four-fold d iv is ion of cas tes was created by me according to 
the aopointment of q u a l i t i e s and d u t i e s " . S t i l l l a t e r in 
»ftf»ll>hfflrita in the ;^antl-^^FT«t> Bhrigu makes t .e following 
1. Radin, P . , Culture and h i s t o r y , ew York, I960, p . 351. 
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statenent - "there ia no difference of caste"* This world 
hnving been at first, created by Brahna entirely Brahaanic, 
beeaaie (afterwards) soparated into castes in consequence 
of works. Those twice bom sen who were fond of sensual 
pleasure, fiery, irascible, prone to violence, who had forsaken 
their duty and were redliabed, fall into the condition of 
Kshatriyas* Those twice born who derived their livelihood 
from kine, who were yellow, who subsisted by agriculture and who 
neglected to practice their duties, entered into the state of 
Vaishyas. Those twice born who were addicted to aaisohief and 
falsehood, who were oonvetous, who lived by all kinds of work, 
who were black and had fallen froa purity, sank into the condition 
of sudras* Being separated from each other by these works, the 
Brahman became divided into different castes • 
In the same 3anti'»?arva the creation of four castes is 
ascribed to Krishnai'» *The again the great Krishna created a 
hundred Brabaana, the most azoellent, from his mouth, a hundred 
Kshatriyas from his arms, a hundred Vaishyas from his thighs 
2 
and a hundred sudraa from his feet • In Bhagvad Purana one place 
informs us that in the Krita age there was but one caste, and 
this view appears also to be taken in some passages of the Epic 
poeas • There is aost coimaon story which is expressed by Manu -
1. Lakshaanaa, C , Caste Dvnaaioa in Village India. Boabay, 1973, 
pp* 1-5« 
2. Murdoch,J., Review of Caste in India. Hew Delhi, 1977, rsp. 7-11 
3. Muir, J., The Origin of Caste in Vedie Age. Delhi, 1972, pn.14-
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after describing how Brahma, the oarent of a l l world, was b»m 
in a golden egg, he aaya, "Thenfor the sake of the prosparitjr 
of the world, he caused the Brahman, the Kshatriya, the Vaiahya 
and the audra to produce froa h i s aouth, hia anui, bis thighs, 
and his feet**, and allotted to each of these of their dist inct ive 
t duties • 
The Buddhistic re l ig ion however was ready to declare that 
Br^^hnana, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Sudra and Chandala would be a l l 
equal in the world of gods, i f they acted virtucnasly in this 
l i f e , and that a person's worth in l i f e was detendned by his r i ^ t 
conduct and knowledge. The necessity of the closing up the 
formulation of two s l i g h t l y differing philosophies of castes , 
Gautaaa observes - "Mwi of the several castes and orders yho 
always l i v e according to their duty enjoy after death, the rewards 
of their work, md by virtue of a r^snant of their merit, they 
are b«m again in excellent countries, cas tes , and families 
endowed with beauty long l i f e , learning in Vedas, virtuous conduct 
wealth, happiness and wisdom* Those who act in a contrary manner 
oerish, being bom in various ev i l conditions"* Sinful persrais 
» 
are born as low castes and even as animals* 4 person, for 
example, who s tea l s a Brahman's gold, wi l l be reborn as a ^hsuidala 
i f he i s a Brahman, as a Pulkasa i f he i s a Kshatriya and a Vaina 
(a tsxXBd caste) i f he i s a Vaishya* Hen of the lower castes are 
1* Murdoch, <r*. Op* c i t * , p* 9< 
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reborn in hif*ier caatea i f they fulf i l led their duties, while 
tten of hi^Jer castes are born in the lower ones, as a result 
of their neglect of the prescribed duties. 
It i s clear that according to this law-giver conscifotions 
practice of the duties proper to one's own Varna, led to be birW 
in a h i ^er Varna and thus to Salvation . 
In these circumstances one oay fairly conclude that the 
caste system i s not to be found in such a developed state, the 
duties enjoined to the several castes are not so clearly defined 
as in the law booka and Puranas. But, ncYertheless, the system 
i s already known in the earlier part of the Vedasi or rather 
presupposed. The barriers only were not so insurmountable as 
in later times. From all we know, the real origin of castes 
apoears to go back to a time anterior to the composition of the 
Vedic hymns though i t s development into a regular system with 
insurmountable barriers can be referred only to the latest perioc 
2 
of the Vedic times • 
Purther, one finds the statement that the Aryas of the 
India were coiaposed of three castes •> Brahman, Kshatriya and 
Vaishya - and toat the three belonged to the same race. Caste 
1. Ghurya, G,S., Cas^, ^laaa and Ooeupation. B<»bay, 1961, p.6 
2, Muir, J . , Op. c i t . , pp. 14-17. 
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arose chief ly from difference of race, ^hile referring to 
the dis t inct ion between the Aryas and the Dasyus i t has been 
stated that there was great dist inct ion between the white and 
dark racest the conquerors and the conquerored, the freMian 
and the slave • Many western writers such as eallr Brlaten, 
i/,J, ThoaaSf Dudley Buxton, Gi l l in , Coon, Chi^pel, Heeiver, 
Max ^eber, Tosser, Kroeber, and Risley • found r&ee factors 
in the caste systea by the internaixture of the invading Aryan 
groups with the indigenous Dravidian race, on the orinciple of 
hypergaay. Many Indian writers ~ S.C. Roy, N.K. Duti;, G.S. 
Ghurye and imny others have also linked caete with the racial 
2 factor • The in i t i a t ion of the Indiwi caste structures has been 
credited to the Indo*Aryan and the ?amas were of riM i^al origin, 
3 diluted in cemrse of tine thou^ ra^e oixture and hybridisation • 
To exT)lain caste , we have mentioned Senart's ascription 
of i t * s origin to the gens and the family worship. In his view 
caste i s the normal development of ancient Aryan ins t i tu t ions , 
which assimed this form in the struggle to adapt themselves to 
4 
th» condition with which they came into contact in India • 
1. Murdoch, J . , Op* c i t « , pp* 7-1U 
2. Majumdar, D»fU, Races and Culture of India, Bombay, 1973, P.2B9. 
3. Census of India, 1931, Report, V.I, Delhi, 1933, p. 435. 
4. Senart, E., Caste in Indii^ . Delhi, 1975t T>» 191* 
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Distribution over a wide area, tending to multiply frroupst 
contact with the aboriginest eneouraeing pride of blood, the idea 
of oereBonial purity, leading to the eisployiient of the indegenous 
reees in oocupation inrolving nannual labour, while the h i ^ e r 
T>er8uits were reserved for the Aryant the influence of the doctrine 
of natenpsythoaes, which assigns to every oan a def inite status 
determined by the inexorable law of Karma, the absence of any 
p o l i t i c a l power to draw the scattered groups togetheri and the 
authority which the Brabaanioal syates gradually acquired - these 
seen to be the main factor of M. Senart*8 theory of caste • 
riesfield regarded the present division of Indian society 
in to castes as largely occupational in origin. The c lass i f icat ion 
of castes baaed so le ly upon occupation, expresses Kesfield's 
conviction that, "function and function only, as I think, was the 
p 
foundation upon which the whole system of India was built up'* • 
3 4 
Kstkar, Ibbfet-sor and others belong to this school. I t 
1. Census of India, 1931, report, V. I , Delhi, 1953, P. 425. 
Dutt, ?I.K., Origin and Growth of Caste in India, ( n ed . ) , 
Calcutta, 1969, pp. 10-17. 
2. wesfleld, J .C . , Caste System of i^ .w. Provinces and Oudh. 
Allahabad, 1385, P.75. 
5. Ketkar, 3.V., History Caste in India. Mew York, 1909, p.309. 
4 . Ibbetson, D. , Report on the Census of Punjab. Lobar, 1881, 
pp. it2-341. 
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i s quit« el««r that tribes are just as nueh responsible for 
the origin of certain eastss* In the earliest writings of 
the 80-ealled Aryanst who brou^t to India the Sanskrit 
languages and the religious beliefs of which Rinduis* i s 
the developB»it« we find no trace of caste when they entered 
India fros the north-west thi»e invaders were divided into a 
number of tribes, each under i t s own chief* Every householder 
was a soldier as well as a husband^ ^^ Bant and even the sacerdotal 
office was not hereditary* Later on as society beeaae more 
eoaolex, the ctMKiunity was divided much the same way as in 
ancient Persist into four classes - vis* Brahnans, or priests, 
Kshatriyas or warriors, Vaishyas or merchants and sudras or 
cultivatcars and aervantsf the last aentioned consisting p?irtly 
of half-breeds and partly of the blade aborigines who heA been 
conquered and brou^t into servitude -> there was a prejudice, 
coomon to Aryans and the various aborginal tribes, against ^ving 
a daughter in marriage outside the tribal limits* There was 
also, after a time, amongst the Aryans, a strong feeling that 
was desirable, so far as possible, to avoid intermarriage or 
eating with persons of lower social rank * 
aapson also similarly says, 'Primitive tribes who become 
Hinduised, cosoiunities who are drawn together by the same 
sectarian beliefs or by the sane occupation all tend to form 
1* Risley, H.H*, People of India* Delhi, 1969, p* 263* 
2* RaPson, The Cambridge History of India. Delhi, V*I,, p. 121. 
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castes"* 
N'one of tbe theories discussed above i s able to offer 
an adequate explanation of easte* Hotfevert our ain in reviewing 
these theories was to piok out the nuaerous aspect of the 
institution considered important by the various writers* The 
outstanding characteristics of the institution, as ably suaned 
up by Hutton are as followss 
( i ) The caste i s endogaiBous* 
( i i ) There are restrictions on conmensality between Beabei^ 
of different castes. 
( i i i ) There i s a hierarchical j^ading of castes, the best 
recognised poslticm being that of the Brahaan at the top. 
(!•) In various kinds of contexts specially those concerned 
witii food, sex and ritual, a aeaber of a *hi|^* caste i s 
liable to be * polluted* by either direct or indirect contact 
with a aeaber of a *low* caste. 
(v) Castes are very c<Hraionly associated with traditional 
occupations. 
(vl) A aan*s easts status Is finally deterained by the circuas-
tanees of his birth unless he eoaes to be expelled frea 
his casts for soae ritual offence. 
(v i l ) The systea as a whole Is always focussed around the prestig< 
accorded to the Britaums* 
The whole caste systea as i t has coae down to us, bears 
unaistakabls evidence of Brabaanloal origin • 
Regarding the probable origin of the caste-systea, R.C. 
Dutt, in his * History of India* says that i t was unknown to the 
1. Button, J.H., Caste in India. Oxford University Press, 1969, 
P.49. 
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Hindus in the Vedio age^ and was f i r s t developed in the epic 
age« I t divided and disunited the eospaet body of Aryan 
Hindus into three hereditary bodies» v i z . the priestst the 
soldiers and the people. And i t pemanently placed the neople 
under the or iest ly and adlitary eastesf and thereby hindered 
popular p r o c e s s and the growth of population freed<» in India^, 
I t should be remenbered, however* that with the exoeotion 
of priests and so ld iers , the aass of the Hindu people s t i l l 
foraied one united castes , the Vaishyas in the bpic and succeed-
ing ages. And the mass of the pec^le were s t i l l ent i t led , l ike 
the Kshatriyas and the Brahraans, to perform the sacr i f i ces , to 
acquire re l ig ious knowledge, and study the Vedas. But with of 
loss of their independence, the Hindus have beocrae more disunited 
in modern times. 
Thus, the whole caste syst^B who due to the habit of 
Hindu Bind to create eategozles and to carry things to their 
logical end, a eharaeterist ie manifest in their l i terature , 
philosophy and rel igious creeds. The Brahmans applied the 
principle of ezclusioiv^inclusion vigorously to strengthmi their 
nosition in soc ie ty . Such a process of se lect ion/reject ion 
resulted in the diversi f icat ion of caste , occupational and ritual 
structures. The laws of caste prescribed by Menu provided 
1, Boss, H.K., Hindu Caste and Sects . Bombay, 1972, p. 6, 
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leisitiBe^y of the caste-system and established the supemaey 
of the Brahsans over other castes • 
The notion of Poimtlen and Caate 
The idea of pollution/purity i s the ideological basis 
of Hindu society and i s reflected through the caste system. 
Certain ideas regarding pollution arwl purity are cardinal to 
Hinduism* The ancient divisitxi between Aryan and non*Aryan 
race, difference in blood and the Imt of caste prescribed by 
Manu r)rovid<pd the supermaey of the Brahaans over other castes« 
gave r ise to the '"Hindu pollution concept"* 
The Indian caste system i s f i r s t and foremost a system 
of s trat i f i cat ion in which the status of individual i s deterMned 
by his birth and ritual purity* The notion of ritual purity 
governs the differentiat ion of status also* The way neonle try 
to orotect their r i tual purity and the s tr ic tness with which the 
commensal taboos are observed create an impression that the caste 
8y«;tera, as "i.H. Hocart tried to show, i s really a sacr i f i c ia l 
organieatimi in which the status of each individual and group i s 
o fixed according to i t s position in saer i f io ia l operation , 
There are differences between the various rel igious and 
Cfistes in the s tr i c tness aM elaboratinesa of the rules regarding 
1* Murdoch, J*, Review of Caste in India. New Delhi, 1977, PP*4-5 . 
2* Hocart, A*M*, CQste. London, 1950, p* 31* 
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polltttion and purityt but everywhere they cover a large sector 
of l i f e . 
Inter-oaste relations are governed at many points by 
ideas of pollution* Nomally each oaste i s endogtoious and 
eoaplete eonaensality prevails only within i t . There are m«iy 
kinds of restriction between castes • on the free acceptance 
of food and drink, one inter^aarriage and sex relations, on 
touching or going near a BMiber of another caste, e t c . , and they 
all relate to pollution. That i s , a violation of i t solutes the 
sMBber of the hii^er oaste, wd he was to undergo a purificatory 
r i t e , simple or elaborate, according to the seriousness of the 
violation. In such matters, i t i s the caste council that takes 
the necessary disciplinary action. 
The field of pollution i s not, however, confined to 
intereaste relations, the m i^ber of a lineage or Joint fcocdly 
are, for instance, polluted when a birth or death occurs in i t , 
and occasionally, al l the members of a village have to observe 
ceremonial purity at the periodical festival of the village-
deity^* 
The pollution capacity of a caste i s directly proportional 
to the habit of beef eating or dealing with the skin and hides of 
the dead animals, particularly cow and oxen. 
1. srinivas, M.N., Op. c i t . , p. 79. 
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Ketkar gays, "The Brahman i s a t the top of society 
because he i s more pure and sacred than other c a s t e s , while 
untouchables are at the bottcm because they are impure "• 
Thus, our i ty i s the pivot on which the e n t i r e system t u r n s . 
Ranks, soc ia l nos i t ion , economic condit ion nave no d i r ec t 
effect on the /rradation from the standnoint of cas te • 
The heredi tary d iv is ion of the socie ty has been forcing 
mil l ion of our neople to l ive a miserable l i f e , devoid of a l l 
hunan d ign i ty . The Judras have been in fac t t reated as tiiey did 
not belong to the human species* Considered to be of "impure 
blood* aad '•unclean f l e sh" , thoy were, for a l l o rac t i ca l nurposes, 
keot away from a l l associa t ions with the people of the so-cal led 
3 
"up-ier ca s t e s " • 
The members of low ca s t e s , however, are regarded as being 
permanently impure, and therefore permanently capable of causing 
pol lu t ion by touch* The r e l a t i v e rank of any cnste should oe 
determined by difference in degree of permanent no l lu t ion . This 
in turn should refer to regularized a c t i v i t i e s and contacts with 
evemtsi/object to the ca s t e concerned • 
Fonaost aoong such rules are those th<?t safeguard the level 
of cas te PToun p u r i t y . I t s pol lu t ion r e s u l t s from contact e i ther 
with lower cas te froup or with object t ha t are themaelves imriure. 
1, Ketkar, 3.V., Op. c i t . , 303. 
?• Lakshmana, C , Op. c i t . , p , SO. 
3 . RRZSL, i . , Op. c i t . , pp. 1B1-1=i2. 
4 . Blunt, :.A,H., The Caste J.vstem of ' o r them Ind ia . Delhi, 1069, 
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Contect with the former i s avoided by r e s t r i c t i o n s of i n t e r -
a a r r i a f s and sexual r e l a t i o n s with cas te groups of leas pu r i ty , 
some times tho personal touch and approach, and on conaoensal 
r e l a t i o n s , such as ea t ing , siaoking and dr inking. Impure mater ia l s , 
include things having to do with the dead and with bodily emissions 
hence the p r a c t i t i o n e r s of occupations connected with theo 
(such 83 barbertng and lea ther ing) have a low s t a t u s . This in esn^ 
a l ly important because cast:es are linkod to heredi tary occupations, 
whose degrer of puri ty a f fec ts the meabers whether or not they 
aro p rac t i c ing these occupations. 
Those who pol lu te themselves by knowingly breaking cas te 
group ru les (by eat ing or having sexual r e l a t i o n s with lower 
cas te group or by carrying on deneaning occupations) must also be 
?3urified and are barred froB soc ia l in te rcourse u n t i l pu r i f i c a t i o i 
has taken p l a c e . The Banner of the i r pu r i f i ca t ion i s decided 
by whe sub^-caste group counci l , which a lso may determine the 
s ize of any f ine t ha t accompanies p u r i f i c a t i o n . There i s a 
ceremonial meal a t which formal resumption of commensal re la t ions 
are readmits those who have been polluted to the sub cas te grour). 
I f they refuse to reform t h e i r behaviour, they are excomffiunicnted. 
An individual may then be recognised as a member of the Icwer 
cas te fToup with which he has associated himself, a seceding local 
^roup wil l tend to form a separa te sub^caste group • 
1. ^ayer, A.C., The Ind^yi Cf?.\ftrSyif1;§i!i (In 
of Social Sciences ; , pp. 54^-54i. t e rna t iona l tncyclopedia 
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The lovest of the low were called "untouchables" before 
Gandhi*s time. They have since been designated as Harijans, 
or the scheduled cas tes . They could not est or s i t in the 
c i r c l e of the soc ia l ly privileged. Even, the drawing: of water 
froo a well which was used by the dewijas, was s t r i c t l y -)rohibited 
for sudras. The ground on which an untouchable had walked was 
supposed to have bsc(fflte unole^i and had to be "purified" before 
a Brahman could se t his foot on i t . Marital relations with 
Beabers of the upper castes was* of course unthinkable for a 
Sudra. The untouchable infact , have been members of the Hindu 
society only in name. They have been deprived of the right to 
participate in i t s re l ig ious practices or f e s t i v a l s . They have 
been not allowed to enter temples and v i s i t s^red places . Undrr 
these circumstances, they obviously could not be recruited in the 
administrative services of the country v and had no say in the 
p o l i t i c a l l i f e of their motherland. The polluting power was 
80 greet that in certain areas, i f a Brahman came within a certain 
spec i f ic number of feet of an untouchable, he must purify himself, 
often by rubbing soft cow-^ung over his body. In certain nlaces 
lower caste persons and outcaste were not permitted in the area 
of work or dwelling of others unti l after n i ^ t f a l l , ar d before 
day break. Higher caste individuals m i ^ t be polluted by merely 
seeing of these low ranking individuals . 
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The ideas about the power of certain castes to convey 
T)ollution by touch are not so highly developed in northern India 
as in the south* The idea that impurity can be transmitted by 
the mere shadov of an untouchable or by his aonroaching within 
a certain distance does not se^a to orevail in Hinduism, no 
touch 
Hindu of decent caste vould/a Chaaarf or a D<»| and s<Miie of the 
very low castes themselves are quite s t r i c t about contact. 
Theoreticallyt the touch of a member of any caste lower 
than one's own de f i - l e s a person of the h i ^ e r caste . But in 
actual practice this rule i s not s t r i c t l y observed. In the 
Maratha country the shadow of an untouchable i s suff ic ient , i f 
i t f a l l s on a member of tiie h i ^ e r caste , to pollute him. In 
T«ail r^ adu, and especial ly in Malabar, this doctrine i s s t i l l 
further elaborated, so that certain castes have always to keep 
a stated distance between themselves and the Brahman and other 
higher cas tes , so as not to def i le the l a t t e r . Ilius the Shanar, 
toddy-topper of Tamil ?fadu, conttfd.nates a Brahman i f he approaches 
the l a t t e r within twenty four paces. Among the people of Kerala, 
a ?}ayar may appro^h a f^ eoBbudiri Brahman but must not touch him. 
Thus the rules about defilement are very r ig id . 
Generally, the washerman and barber that serve the general 
body of v i l l a g e r s , w i l l not render their services to the unclean 
and untouchable cas tes . Even a modem Brahman doctor, when 
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feel ing the pulse of a Sudra, f i r s t wraps up the patient's 
wrist with a snail pieee of s i l k so that he nay not be defield 
by tottohing his or her skin* 
Civi l and rel igious d i s a b i l i t i e s and privi leges of the 
different sections - segregation of individual castes or of 
groups of caste in a v i l lage i s the nost obvious mark of the 
c i v i l privi leges and d i s a b i l i t i e s and i t has prevailed in a sore 
or less def ini te fom a l l aver India. 
In northern Indiat generally in the Maratha country the 
inoure castes are made to l i v e on the outskirts of v i l l a ^ s * 
In southern India certain parts of the town or v i l lage are 
inaccessible to certain castes* The agitation by the impure 
castes to gain tree access of certain streets« in Vaikaa in 
Travancore brings into c lear be l ie f sose of the d i s a b i l i t i e s to 
these castes* I t i s recorded under the rules of Marathaa and 
the Peshwas that the Mahars and Mangs were not allowed within 
the gates of Pune, after 3 p*»* and before 9 a*B*, because before 
nine and cUTter three their bodies east too long a shadow, which 
fa l l ing on a aenber of the higher castes * especial ly Brahnan 
def i l es hia • 
In the Punjabf where restr ict ion reirarding pollution by 
r^roxinity have been far l e s s stringant than the other parts of 
IndiSf a sweepert while walking through the s tree ts of the larger 
1. Ghurye, G.s*, Op* c i t * , pp. 7-11* 
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tovn, was suDooaed to carry a bro(HB in his hand or under his 
ampit as a mark of his being a scavenger and had to shout mit 
to the people warning theia of his polluting presence. The schools 
aaintained at public cost , were practical ly close to such ii&pure 
castes as the Chioiars and Mahars. Both, the teacher and pupils 
in the school make i t most d i f f i cu l t for low caste boys to s i t 
in the cla8s>ro<»Bs* In Gujarat the depressed castes used to wear 
a horn as their distinguishing mark • 
Since pollution may be caused by contact through food 
or drink, i t i s not surprising that i t should be carried by 
mere bodily contact • and even a man who ha^ l i t a funeral pyre 
and i s therefore tainted by - pol lutes t i l l purified, or persons 
in a similar s tate of ceremonial impurity, cause pollution and 
make i t incumbent on a Hindu of caste to bath and wash his clothes 
before eating or before undertaking any act requiring ceremonial 
purity. Similar purification i s , s t r i c t l y speaking, necessary 
as a result of contact with outcasts or untouchable. Thus, 
Chamars, Ohobis, Poms, Sweepers and many other cas tes , who are 
impure because they eat beef or the flesh of dosestic pid, a l l 
pol lute a Brahman by contact. 
In southern India according to Aiyappan, the low caste 
people should not be seen by Brahmans tta day when they have to be 
especial ly pure, i f they touch a Brahman, the Brahmans at once 
p 
bathe • 
1. Census of India, 1911, Punjab, V. XI¥, Lohor, 1912, p.41?. 
2. Hutton, J.H., Op. cit., pp. 78<^4. 
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Thus the pollution indicates a mythical type of be l ie f 
regarding the ourity and impurity or certain c lasses of things 
and phenoaena* Pollution, karna and dharaa are the tr ini ty 
which re f lec t s and determine the hierarchical philosophy of the 
Indian soc ie ty . The social position of each individual i s fixed 
by ritual purity and not by material conditions. Differences 
of status are just i f ied by the rel igious doctrine of the karma 
and the transmigration of soul . Each individval reaps the 
cumulative fru i t s of h is good mid ev i l deads through a long 
succession of birth and re-'birth. If the good deads* bom into 
a higher caste , i f not punished by being born in a lower caste , 
and the most extreme form of pollution i s untouchability . 
i r in ivas emphasizes a prominent and unique aspect of caste 
in India when he says, that the concept of pollution governs 
relations between different cas te s . This concept i s absolutely 
fundamental to the oa«te system and alongwith the concept of 
karma wid dharma i t contributes to make caste the unique 
2 ins t i tut ion i t i s « 
The main features of the caste system discussed above may 
be summarised as defined by the following writers* 
Nesfield defines a caste as a functional union bounded by 
a marriage union. He goes on to add that the constituents of a 
1. Paranjpe, A.C., Cgste. prejudice and the individual. Bombay, 
1970, pp. 8-9 . 
2. sr in iyas , M.K.. Caste in Modern India and other essays. 
Op. o i t . , p . 190. 
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caste vere drawn from different tribes (or fr<Mi various other 
castes similarly formed) in virtue of some industry, craft or 
function which they possessed in comion. Since he believes that 
the origin and basis of castes rests only in oceupatiwit he omitB 
other features • 
C* Bougie says that the ins t i tu t ion of caste has three 
principal tendenciest repulsion, hierarchy and hereditary speciall-
saticm, md al l three must be borne in mind i f one wishes to | l v e 
a ccsBplete definit ion of the caste system. We shall say that 
a society i s subject to this system i f i t i s divided into large 
number of mutually opposed garoups which are hereditary specialized 
and hierarchically arranged i f , on principle , i t tolerates 
2 
neither Parvence, nor miscegenation, nor a change of profession . 
Dumont dif fers frcxn Bt^igle in sotae important respects, he 
considers the casts system as a cultural system represented 
throu(?h the praoinence of certain ideas , found particularly in 
India^. 
According to Risley a caste may be defined as col lect ion 
of families or groups of families bearing a cMraon nane, claiming 
a cmmon decent from a methioal ancestor, human or divine, pro-
fess ing to follow the same hereditary ca l l ing , and regarded by 
those who are c<»petent to give an openion of forming a single 
1. Mesfield, C p t e System in fj.w. Provinces and Oudh, Allahabad, 
1885, p. yw» 
2. Bougie, C , The fisaeoce and the rea l i ty of the caste system. 
p. 17. 
3 . Dumont, Cast, racism and s t r a t i f i c a t i o n , pp. 64-65. 
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h«Bog«neous c«Euminitjr» The naae generally denotes or i s 
associated with a speolf le occupation. A caste i s alaost 
invariably endogascus in the sense that a mwsber of the l a r ^ 
c i r c l e denoted by the cosuson name may not marry outside that 
c irc le t ^ut within the c i r c l e there are usually a number of smaller 
c i rc l e s each of which i s also endoipnous • 
M, Senart describes a caste as a c lose corporation, in 
theory at any rate rigorcatsly hereditary, equipped with a tradi-
tional md independent organisation including a chief and a 
council, meeting on occasions in assemblies of more or l e s s 
plenary authority, and joining in the celebration of certain 
f e s t i v a l s , bound together by a c(»nBon occupation, observing 
certain cocaaon usages, which relate more particularly to marriafe, 
to food and to questions of ceremonial pol lut ion, and ruling i t ' s 
member by the exercise of a Jurisdiction, the extent of which 
var ies , but which succeeds, by the sanction of certain penalties 
and above a l l by the power of f inal or revocable exclusion from 
the ^oup, in making the authority, of the community effect ively 
2 f e l t . 
Ketkar defines caste as a social group having two charac-
teristics: (1) membership is confined to those who are bom of 
members, and concludes all persons so born} (2) the member are 
fo|^ bidden by an exorable social law to marry outside the ^oup. 
1. Risloy, H.H,, People of India. Delhi, 1969. p. 68. 
2. Senart, M., Op. cit., pp. 68-69. 
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He says that eaoh of these groups has a special nsee by which 
i t i s c a l l e d , several of such s aa l l aggregates are grouped 
together under a ccfftmon naBie« while these l^rge (jroups are put 
subdivisions of groups s t i l l l a rger with indeoendent naaes • 
Thus we see tha t there are several s tages of groups wid 
tha t the word *caste* and * sub-caste* are not absolute but 
comparative in s i g n i f i c a t i o n . The l a rge r group wi l l be cal led a 
cas te while ihe smaller group wil l be ca l l ed a sub-caste* 
According to Oait a cas te i s an endogcdtous eroup or 
co l l e c t i on of such groups bearing a oommon nvme and having the .'jamc 
t r a d i t i o n a l occupation who are so l inked together by these ^ d 
other t i e s , such as the t r a d i t i o n of a common origin and the 
profession of the some tu t e l a ry de i t y , and the same soc ia l s t a t u s , 
ceremonial observance and family p r i e s t , tha t they regard them-
se lves , and are regarded by o the r s , as forming a s ingle homoge-
2 
neous coomunity « 
Hutton ad#pt the above def in i t ion with s l i g h t a l t e r n a t i o n s . 
He says nothing about t u t e l a ry dei ty and family p r i e s t , because 
these are not a universal fea ture of c a s t e . He c a l l s i t an 
endogamous group, or co l l ec t ion of e- .^dogamous groups, bearing a 
common name, membership of which i s he red i t a ry , Imposing on i t s 
monbers c e r t a i n r e s t r i c t i o n s in the matter of socia l in te r -course . 
1. Ketkar, C.V., Op. c i t . , p . 300. 
2. Census of India, 1911, Report, V. I, Calcutta, 1913, p.367. 
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either follOtfing a e(»mon traditional ocoupatimi or claiaing 
a coraon origin and generally regarded as foraing a single 
h(»ogeneoU8 craamunity. 
Diatt refrai« fr<MB defining caste» instead he c i t e s 
aT>r>arent features of caste - "the aeaber of different castes 
cannot have matrimonial connection with any but t)ers<ms of their 
own caste« there are res tr ic t ions , though not so rigid as in the 
matter of marriage, about a member of one caste eating and drinking 
with that of a different caste , in many cases there are fixed 
occupations for different castest there i s strne hierarchical 
gradation among the castes} the most recognised position being 
that of Brahyaas at the top, birth alone decides a man*s connection 
with his caste for l i f e , unless expelled for v io lat ion of his 
caste rules , and transition from one caste to another, h i ^ or 
low, i s not possible* 
It i s true that in most casea the transition from one 
caste to another i s not pwisiblei the individual either remains 
member of his own caste throu^^out his l i f e time or, in case of 
expulsion, he loses the membership and thus becones outcaste. 
An outcoste either to form a new caste or join the rank of lower 
caste • 
.According to Ghurye, the s ix main features of caste, arej 
1. Ansari, C , Muslim Caste in U.P>. Lucknow, I960, p.19. 
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(1) segmental division of society, (2) heirarohy and groups, 
(3) restrictions of feeling and social intercourse, (4) allied 
and religious disabilities of the different sections, (5) lack 
of unrestricted choice of occupation, (6) restrictions on marriage* 
Ghurye treats these features or elements as constituting? a 
1 
system , 
Hocart, whose knowledfre of the cmste system was based on 
f i r s t - hand experience l i k e that of Hutton arid Ghurye, offers 
the following de f in i t ion - "Castes are merely families to vYtom 
2 VHrious offices in the r i t u a l are assigned by heredi ty" • 
Gou0i defines cas te in the seme way, as "Castes in Hindu 
India are ranked, b i r t h s t a t u s groups. The cas te or a sub-
sect ion of i t , i s usual ly ondogamous) i t tends to be ast^ocisted 
with an occupation* A cas te i s not a loca l i sed group, but 
3 
ctmprises sna i l local coisraunities, often several miles apar t" • 
The well known American Anthropologist Kroeber defines 
cas te as follows - "A c a s t e may be defined as em endogamous and 
heredi tary sub->division of an ethnic un i t occupying a posi t ion of 
super ior or i n f e r i o r rank of socia l esteem in c(»R)arlson with 
other such sub-divisions* The cas te anl the clan may be roughly 
described as hor isonta l and v e r t i c a l d iv i s ions respect ive ly of a 
nopulat ion. Castes, therefore , are a specia l form of socia l 
1, fJhurye, G . i , , Op, c i t . , pp* 1-2. 
2, Hocart, A.M., Op, c i t , , p . 20, 
3 , Cough, ^.K., The Socia l s t ruc ture of a Tan .jure Vi 11 age, 
quoted by Leach, E , H , , Aspect or^Caste in South Ind ia , Ceylon, 
f<m, r5p, 1-10. 
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classest which in tendency at least are present in every society. 
Horris Hiopler states that caste is "hereditary", 
"endogttsous", "regulates social inter-cAurse", "graded in rank", 
"has an assenbly or governing body which regulates internal 
affairs", and "has distinguishing marlcs (froa other castes)* • 
In the opinion of MoKim Marriott, castes are understood 
to be ethnic groups within a larger society which tend to occupy 
corporate ranks in relation to each other and aarry endogaaously. 
An "ethnic group" is the term used for convenience below to include 
both "castes" mid "tribes", is an hereditary group within a 
2 
society • 
According to Stevenson there are thousands of groups in 
India which are divided one fros the other either by rules of 
decent, or rules of aarrLage, or by r i tua l , or occupation, or 
ideas about purity and pol lut ion, or by various ocMSbinatimi of 
these c r i t e r i a of differentiation^. 
Jaaes s i lverberg s tates that castes (at least in Gujarat) 
are fundamentally corporate kinship grcKips, pred<mineatly 
endogsdBOtts themselves thou^ characterised by local (v i l lage) 
and lineage exogamy. Their interactions are strongly circums* 
cribed by tradit ion, often l o c a l , of ritual rank which tend to 
ref lect the socio^econoaie power relationships of the class 
1. Opler, M.K., Village l i f e in Morth India. Pp.284-?87. 
2. Marriott, M,, Caste ranking and community structure in five 
regions of India and P a k i a t ^ p.? . 
3 . Stevenson, H.K.C., 'Status evaluation in the Hindu caste system', 
in The Jourral of Royal Anthropologjeal Inat i tute . 1954, 
pp* 45-65* • 
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struotural social systen in which they operate • 
G.D. Berr^aan says th't a caste can be defined as a 
hierarchy of endogasous divis ions in which i^abership i s here-* 
2 ditary and permanent • 
Sherring observes that a caste pr<aiotes cleanliness end 
order, and i t i s , in a certain sense, a bond of union anong a l l 
3 
c lasses of the Hindu ctnoounity • 
Bailey seems to avoid the oroblem of definit ion. He 
refers to three types of aspects of caste , naaely ( i ) r ig id i ty , 
( i i ) cultural eyad ( i i i ) structural types. He finds the f i r s t 
definit ion inadequate as he observes that a set of be l i e f s about 
pollution enforces status r ig idi ty and lEuiutability, or whether 
they are 'analytic* or * synthetic* in nature. 
Thus in the purity - impurity opposition, three principles 
of caste system are employed, namely, ( i ) hereditary spec ia l i sa-
t ion, (11) hierarchy aad ( i l i ) opposition of parts. 
The structural cr i terea in Bailey*s definition of caste 
ares exclusiveness, exhaustiveness and ranking, and the specif ic 
c r i t er ia ares birth asoripticm, hereditary special isat ion and 
cooperative interdependence between caste groups. These cr i ter ia 
4 
are found together only in the small-scale soc ie t i e s • 
1. Silverberg, J«, * Caste ascribes s ta tus , versus caste irrelevant 
roles* in Man in India. June, 1959, p . 156. 
2. Berremen, G.D., *Caste in India end the United States*, in The 
American Journal of Sociology. V. LXVI, Sept . , 1960, pn.12031?! 
3 . Sherring, Hindu Castes and Tribes. Delhi, 1975, p«201. 
4 . Bailey, F.G., *Closed Social Strat i f icat ion in India*, in The 
2uronean Journal of Sociology. V, IV, Ko.1, 1963, p^. ^WfTT 
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Lowie definee caste «8 an hereditary endogamous elasa 
in a series of graded groups* 
It may be said that the nost prooinent characteristics of 
a caste are endogeoDy and ooanenaality. To this must be e4ded 
the following features - (l) Each group or collection of ^oups 
falls with others into a class with certain characteristics. 
(?) That each caste forms part of, Is an eleB«nt in, a systen 
which is associated with certain ideas and beliefs; and (3) 
Tliat within this systea there are levels or classsK which strain 
are associated with certain ideas and beliefs. 
Thus C9ste has been seen either in tenas of its inductive 
characteristics (as in Ghurye) or as a concept relevant for the 
theory of stratificaticm (as in Rroeber). The conceptual unit 
of caste has been viewed either as a solidarity} faxoily (Hocart), 
group (Ghurye and others), ethnic ^roup (Marriott), endogaaous 
group (Barreaan), mutually opposed group (Bougie), ranked group 
(Gou|^), hereditary group (Kroeber and Opler), corporate kinship 
group (Silverberg), socially cohesive units (Varma), or as 
having no sociological entity to Justify its use in a noun 
(stevenscm). 
(1) Endogtfiotui Group 
( i i ) RfpereBmouu Group 
( l i i ) Exogaaoitfl Group 
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We have seen in the f irst ehepter that in the sheatra^ 
four elasaea mentioned, v i s . Brahaan, K8hatriya» Vaiahya and 
Sttdra, with a fifth division for a large and Biaeellaneotta 
group of untouobahles* Hieae are called the four vamaa or 
oastea. But the vama of the present day may be regarded as 
a group of many castes or endogaaous group* 
A caste i s alnoat invariably endoga»Otts» but i s further 
divided* as a rule* into a nmber of smaller circles each of 
which i s endogamous, so that a Brahman i s not only restricted 
to marrying another Braiunan, but to marrying a women of the 
SUM sub-division of Brahmans* Thia definition i s open to 
question, on the ground that decent from a mythical ancestor 
i s claimed rather by the gotra, the interval exogamous divisions 
of the endogamous caste, than by the caste as a whole, further, 
although the endogimoas sub-divisions of a caste i s a genuine 
and ooaaiari feature of the institution* 
The new aub->caste or sub-sub-caste came into exist^oce 
within the four major castes. According to w. Kirkpatriek , 
"each endogisffious section i s divided into several exogamous sects 
or 8Ub-8ectiottc*» According to Mayer % every man i s a member of 
three bodies the kindered, the sub-caste and the eaate* 
1, Kirkpatriek, w., *Pro8dtive exogoay and the caste system*, 
VIII, 1912, pp. clx - ex. 
2. Mayer, M.C., Caste and Kinship in Central India, University 
of California press, Berkeley, 1960, p.295. 
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Dube spoaks of 'soelally auttmwBOUs castes vlthln tiie 
varna systMi* • He states that these castes often share a oonaon 
generic name and l i t t l e with castes of cra^>arable status in 
other reglcmst but often they do not interdinot whilst inter-
•arriage between then i s prohibited. Each caste i s further 
sub-divided into several sub-castes which are fflndoganous and are 
for al l practical purposes independent groups by theaselves. 
2 Kroeber oakes a distinction between caste and clan. 
A caste may be defined as an endogaaous group and hereditary 
sub-division of an ethnic unit, occupying a position of superior 
or inferior rank or social esteem in eosparison with other such 
sub-divisions. The caste and elm nay be rou|^y described as 
borisontal and vertical divisions respectively of a population. 
Castes* therefore, are special fom of social classes, which in 
tendency at least are present in every society. 
Malley points out that a caste i s generally sub-divided 
into sections called sub-castes, aest of which are replicas of 
the caste, both in the Batter of food and drink, nearly in all 
the acre iaportant aatter of inter-aarriage, for the aeabers of 
such sub-cmtes marry only fellow of the sub-caste. Again the 
sub-castes are further divided on the basis of profession • 
1. Dube, S . C , ^n^m YUlM1>f London, 1958, p.230. 
2. Kroeber, A.L., -Caste-, Eocyclepedia of Social SeiencM. 
V. 3, 1939, pp. 254-257. 
3. Malley, 0 . , Indian Caste Cuatoya. Delhi, 1974, p.7. 
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TodajTf one oaste frequently contains several hundred 
8Ub-«astes« In such eases* these sub<»oastes may be related to 
one another exactly or alaost exaotly as are different castes. 
If this i s the case, the 8ub*caste8» in reality are eastest 
the caste naae o<»iaon to all of thrai has merely historical 
significance* This discussion is wrong to those sub-»ea8tes 
which are exoganous in character. It say be said that these 
endogamous divisions are further divided into seversd exogsmous 
groups. The later are designated as cliui or gatra. 
Thust ^^ ^ caste i s divided into endogaaous groups. These 
are occasionally further sub->divided into smaller group of the 
sane nature. Ilnally» the endogamous sub-caste i s broken up into 
oxogamous sections. But some castes have syst«M» that are much 
more complex. The endogamous and exogamous sections have often 
cross-divisions. The AgrawalSf for instance, i s divided into 
eii^teen exogoaous gotras» and also into two endogamous sections, 
known as Daaa (ten) snd Bisa (twenties). Hep resent stives of botli 
the*tens* and * twenties* are found in each gotra. The Kanauja 
Brahman caste i s more complicated. The sub-castes consist of a 
member of exogamous gotras. These gotras are divided into &ui^ . 
or families, also exogamous . 
S(me authors say that with exog^ay as the rule there could 
be no castes, for exo^ eyay mesne fusion. The superimposition of 
endogttBoy on exogamy means the creation of caste. 
1. Atal, r . . The changing frontier of easts, new Delhi, 1968, p.9. 
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^ttb-Caate (Endogamcms Group) 
The easential oharacteristic of sub-oaate endogaByt 
Ketkar aaya that the word "Caate" and au1»-oaate aro not absoluta 
but coB^arable in algnlfioanee* The l a r ^ r group will be ealled 
a eaate while the aaaller group will be ealled a aub-eaate* 
when we talk of a Maratha Brahodn and Konkan Brilwin, the flrat 
one would be ealled a eaate while the later would be ealled aub-
eaate. These diviaiona and aub-diviaiona are introdueed on 
different principlea. 
Bluat net only apealca of the aub-eaataa but alao of aub-
aub-eaatea* He analyaea Ita * principle featurea* and atatea that 
there are f iratly, local, eponymma md eecupational naaea and 
aeeondly, there are aeetional naoea, whieh are derived frcMi castes. 
The fifth variety of nases ia toteadatiei aixth nieknaseat seventh 
baaed on aoBe aoeial cuatosat ei^^th referring to origini ninth 
referring to religicMia belief and tenth naaaa recalling oaatea of 
the Puranifflv. 
Jaokaofi'a atatenent b^ied on eaatea of Boabay ia that 
a large proportion of aub«>eaatea bear geograpbieal nimea. 
Rialey preaenta tiae detailed types of caateea, aa: 
( i ) tribal oaatea, ( i i ) functional ee^te, ( i i i ) aeetarian eaatea, 
1, Ketkar, S.V,, liistory of Caate in Indi^. ?lew York, 1909, p.15. 
2, Blunt, E.A.il., Caate Svaten ia tfortfaarn Indi^. Delhi, 1969, p.49« 
3* Jaokaon, A.M.T., c«f^^ff fff Bfffflfly ff^Tfl^'^^'SYr PP' 51-96. 
4. Rialey, H.H., People of India, Delhi. 1969, p.75. 
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( I T ) castes of the national type, (•) castes formed by crossing, 
(vl) castes foraed by algratlon, ( r l l ) castes formed by changes 
of custons* He states bis view to stating the principles of sub-
castes, that the tendency towards 8Ub->dlvislons vhleh Is inherent 
in Indian society, seeas to have been set in action by the fiction 
that nan who speak a different language, vho dvell in a different 
dis tr ict , tfho obsenres different social oustoas, who follow a 
different profession, must be of a fundimentally different race. 
Kerve observes that there are about two hundred castes 
in each linguistic region giving over two thousand castes in India. 
She says that the two hundred or two thousand groups, do not exist 
from the start. Caste*like structure seems to exist for a very 
long tiae in Insiia, was there before the Aryan came and persisted 
upto the present. 
It has sometimes been said that sub~castes or smallest 
endo^aous groups, ought really to be regarded as the caste 
and that the caste i s merely a general tezm including a number 
of true castes following the same profession. The term Baniya 
i s a purely functional designation applicable to a number of 
castes of diverse origin, eustMU and social status, including 
not only Agrawals, Asvals, Mahesris etc . So far BO restrictions 
on marriage Is concerned, a l l sub-divisions regard themselves as 
forming a single community, bound together by ti^ ieir profession of 
1. Karve, I . , Kinship Organization in In^ia. Bombay, 1933, P.69, 
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the sfwe traditional oceupation as wall as. In msny eases, their 
belief in a eonmon origin* 
Sub-oastes bare the same properties whether nany of few 
exist in the caste* It i s said that these properties are caste-
l ike , so one would expect endo^oay and restricted coamensality 
between sub-castes* It shows that fifteen out of the nineteen 
8ub<-ca8te are quite endogao&ous, and either have no oonaensal 
relation with other sub-castes, or are able to eat with some of 
thea* The tena * Halted* refers not neceaaarily to Uie omaaensal 
relations thenaelves, but to the nuaber of sub-castes with which the, 
were allowed* In no ease did anyone say that they could eat witi) 
a).), other sub-eastes* Fmir sub-castes, besides having cooBensal 
relations with other 8ub*>caste8, also had United carriage relations 
with then* 
The local sub-caste i s the §-roup within which sanctions 
are exerted to naintaln the rules of both internal and external 
behaviour* when sub-caste members act ov@r the external behaviour 
of a fellow, i t can either be over actions towards people of another 
sub-caste, or those of another caste* For there i s no cast body 
to enforce intercaste behaviour* This i s seen fron the outside 
to mean that when a council o<^po8ed of men of & single sub-caste 
deals with intercaste matters, i t i s acting on behalf of the 
entire caste* For outsiders do not usually differentiate between 
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different sub^oastes. For the most part, behaviour i s uniform 
towards a l l sub-pastes of a caste* An even when this i s not so , 
di f ferent ial rules are seldcw applied because there i s r^irely sore 
than one sttb->ca8te in a Yillage* 
Thouc;h sttb-oastes are generall^f equal in the eyes of out-
s iders , these know that there are different sub-Ksastes in each 
cas te , of course, ^ t there i s usually need to identify these 
sub-castes only in matters affecting the easte internally* 
There may be complications in making this % general usage 
for India* For the differences between sub-castes in soae areas 
aay be so narked as to aake thezs readily d i s t i n ^ s h a b l e by other 
castes* In Malabar, for eacasple, the various sub-castes of ^ayars 
include washermen and barbers m well as warriors and aristocrats* 
Since several of these sub-castes l i v e in the same settlement, i t 
i s c lear that here sub-caste membership colours a »i>n*s relat lmship 
with other castes in the same v i l l a s * Mostly, however, sub-castes 
having radically different statustend to beo(»e separate castes* 
As indicated, some writers have held that the sub-oastte i s 
•the real caste* since the main group ac t iv i t i ea - social control, 
endogamy etc* occur at sub-caste rather than caste l e v e l . I would 
tato a rather different view* Both caste and sub-caste membership 
are possesad by every individual and that there are appropriate 
roles alone i s the e f fect ive social unit* 
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Edward Gait gives his view agmlnst the procedure of 
treating a l l aub castes as real castes* thus accepting endogaay 
as the definetive oriterian of caste identif icat ion* I t cannot 
be endogMsy* for that would elevate a l l sub castes to the rank of 
castes* This would not only be contar^r to native fee l ing on the 
subjectf but f^ould also be highly inconvenient in practice, as 
i t would create a bewildoring mult ipl ic i ty of castes • 
Custou and ritual vary froa aub->caste to sub caste . 
Between sub-pastes of the saaie caste in the s ^ e region the 
variation may be small, but between sub-caites of different 
castes or of different regions the variation Bay be large. Diet 
may d i f fer , marriage tuid funeral customs may d i f fer , t^e particular 
^ s chosen for the heme worship or the tinte of worship may di f fer . 
The whole feel and atmosphere of l i f e of one sub^caste i s different 
froo that of another. Everyone accept his caste or sub-Ksaste or 
sub-sub-caste, as observed from his merits or demerits of a 
orevious existence, according to ^ e law of Karma. In this present 
l i f e no change from one caste or sub-caste to another i s possible . 
The following type of endogamous divis ions may be d i s t i n -
guished! 
n ) Bthnic Groups 
This divis ion consists of o<MBpaot tr ibes l i k e the Indo-
1. Mathur, K.S., Casta and rituyl in a Halva v i l l age . Bombay, 
1964, P.64. 
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Aryan Rajputs of Rajastban and Oravldlen Mundasy Oraons and 
SantaXa of Cbhota Ka^ur« and also including tribes lllce the 
5buiBij« Arora, Gujar, Lobana« Bhatia, Mina* Bbil, Don* Koeb, 
Abir, Mahar, Najr&r» Marathat Cond, Kbond etc«, who have adopted 
Hinduisa and transforfted themselves into a caste* 
Tamil. Telugu, B e n ^ l , Oriya and Paschina or Bihari 
Brahaans cooe in i t» These c lasses are very large aiid Include 
whole caste which in their turns are broken up into endo^ a^mous 
sub-castes. Puch iixoups arise partly from the f ic t ion which 
assumes that men who l i v e in a different part of the country 
and speak a different language raast be of a different race and 
T^robably also in sooie measure from the inclusion of different 
stocks under a s ing l e caste name. 
Karve instances as a few major ^oups among Brahnans of 
Maharashtra v i s . Saraswatt Chitpavan, Deshastha Rlgvedi, Madhyan* 
dina and Charak • 
^araswats Bre one group of people in the Brahman cluster 
and their language in Konkani. The Chitrapur SaraBvats co?^sidcr 
themselves to be a separate group. Their language i s Konkani 
which i s considered to be a s i s t e r language of Marathi. The s i x 
1. Karve, I . , Hindu Society. 1961, pp, 22-25. 
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sub<-enit«s of Gaud Saraswats eonsiderad to be cma oaate. In 
shortt they oonaldarad togethor» are on a part with the other 
four of f ive or aix aab-eaatea of Brahmana^ the ChitpaTaaat the 
Deahaathasi the Karhactaa* the Palaheaf the Deuruldias e t e . Deahastha 
Rigredi are aub^divided into: Soartaa and Madhvaa or Vaiahnaraa • 
(3) Sub-Caatee that bears the nasie of ao«e ancient c i ty or local i ty 
nre to be met within the majority of the eastea* The Ahira of 
the Madhya Pradeah have among their sub-castes, the following 
grcmpat Jljhotiat taking their name from Jajhoti , the claaaieal 
deaignation of l^ndalUiendt l^arvaria freuD Karwari Koaaria from 
Koaalaf and K4anaujia from Kanauj* The Berai have the following 
endogamoua aub->divi8ionas Chauraaiat ^^^ ^he Chaurai paragsuia 9f 
Mirsapur d ia tr i e t i Paaagaria from the Panagar in Jabalpurt Hahobia 
from Mah<^at Jaiawar frcw the town of Jaia in Rai Bareli d ia tr ie t i 
Gangapariy earning from the other aide of the Gangea. The Brahmins 
of Bengal have among their sub««aataa the following names) 
Pasehatysy from the weatem part of Indiat Radhiya from Radh 
western Bengal and Barandre fr^a t^e northern part of Bengal. The 
Brahmins of U.P. haire terr i tor ia l name of their sub-caste ~ Kanauja 
from Kanauji Maithil from Methilaf Ji;}hotia from Jajhotii '3araswat, 
named efter the r iver Sareswatif and Caur from an eld time of a 
larpe part of northern India. Most of the awb-costes of the 
Brahmin of the Maratha country bear names of l o c a l i t i e s - Konkanasth 
n mjurye, 0 ,S . , Caate and race in India. Bombay, 1069, n. 195. 
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from the Konkani Deshaath from the Desh, the Deoean plateau* 
Of the nimerotta aub oaatea of Gujrat Brahalnat the najority bear 
tf>rratorlal names like Agraval fro« Agraf Deabwal, Haraola, 
Jharola, Modh, Nayar, Oswalf Parual* Shrittall» Serathia all of 
the* being derived frmn old naaea of local i t ies onee independent 
in their juriadietien. Many of the sub-division of the smarts 
Brahmins of the Telugu Country bear names of the various part of 
that oountryt Velnad, Vengl Nadu, Kasal Nadu, Mulki Nadu, and 
Telaga Nadu. The sub-Ksaste of the KaranaKamma Baidika i s formed 
by Brahmins who originally oame fr<»i the Kanarese country but are 
nov naturalised in the Xelugu Country • Folloving are the some 
of the other castes among vhich the sub-castes bear territorial 
namest Vania, Moehi, Kansorst Sutar, Charan, Kumbhar, Dhed, Darji, 
Lobar and Koli among Gujarat eastesi Kayastha, Bania and Vaidya 
Miong the l^orth Indian castesf Chambhar» Gauli, Koli, Kumbhar, 
Kunbi, Lobar, Mahar, Mali, Mhavi, Sutar and ¥ani among the Maratha 
castes* 
(4) Functional or QocuoaUonal Groups 
such as Mecho and Halia or Helo sub«-ca8tes of Kaibartta of 
whom the former se l l f ish, while the latter who have now given 
themselves rank as Mahishyas, confine themselves to cultivatlont 
and tiM Dulia, Machhua and Matial sub-castes of Bs^is who are 
1, Bhattacharya, J.H., Hindu Castes and Secty. Calcutta, 1968, p.99. 
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distinguished reapeotiveljr by carrying palanquins* fishing and 
labouring as tank dig^rs and earth workers. 
Sub-oastes within aany of the occupational castes bear 
nanes derived fr<Mi the special branches of the occupations* 
ABong the chasbers of the Ma^a Pradesh there are many SCAH-
castes whose naaes are derived froa the particular articles of 
leather that their aeabers are engaged in Baking* The aeabers 
of sub--oa8te Budalgir prepare budlas or oilcans of leather. 
Jingars are saddle makers* The Katwa sub-castt specialises in 
leather cutting* The Dhiaar caste of the Madhya Pradesh has 
Bansia and Bandhaiya as two of i t s sub-castes* The foraer 
tern i s derived froa 'bansi* and b^aboo fishing-red, and the 
latter aeans those who aake ropes and s^king of heap loid fibre. 
The Runbls have a sub-caste called Tilole presumably because once 
they cultivated the sesamua ( t i l ) plant* Fhul Mali, Kacha Mali, 
Jire Mali and Halde Mali, together forming the bulk of the Mall 
caste are sub-castes which taks their naaes froa occupational 
specialisation* Many sub-castes, especially among the castes 
that are either of the nature of ethnic groups or carry on 
secondary undefined occupations, are nased from the nature of 
their special econoalc activities* Slngarla, Tanklwala, Ohuria, 
Sonjhara and Rasdbenla are mome of the sub-divisions of the 
Dhiaar caste in the Madhya Pradesh* Slngarias cultivate *Singara* 
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or watenut* Tanldvalaa are sharpeners of grindstones* Dhurias 
s e l l parched riee* Sonjjharas wash for gold and Kasdhonias 
wash the sand of saered rivers to pick coins dropped in them 
by devout pilgrims* the Carpagari Jogi derives the neme of 
his 8Ub<^aste fron his occupation of using aagie to pvert 
hailstorns* The Manihari Jogis are pedlnrs s e l l i n g beads and 
the Rithn Mknath are so cal led because they s e l l *ritha* or 
soapnut. Khaire, Dhanoji and Lonhare are three of the sub->cnstes 
of the Kunbhis of Hadhya Pradesh* Khaires nresuaably used to 
make Catechu from *Khair% Dhanoje are those who tend small stock 
or *Dhan* and Lonhare farmerly refined sal t* The Lonarla sub-
caste of the Mahar of Madhya Pradesh i s engaged in sa l t - making. 
The 0hangars have Hendhes and Mhaskes as two of their sub-
divis ions , named because they keep sheep (mendhi) and buffaloes 
(mhashi) respectively* 
The Mang^garudis* a sub-division of the Hang-ciMite, are 
so called because they are snake-cbarmors{ the Tokarphodes take 
their name from their occupation of s p l i t t i n g (pbod) bamboo 
(taicar)t the Nades are so-cal led because they make *nadaa* or 
ropes* The Hang - mocbis are leather workers* Kakars make ropes 
of untanned hidr, ^hevis, the barbers of the Maratha cmintryt 
have among their sub-castes Vajantri ^^^ Hashal^i* The former 
are so cal led because they play music and the la t tar because they 
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oarry torches (nashal) before processions. Among Mahars of 
the Maratha country two of their sub-divisions are ne»ed Panya 
and Belit the fonaier fron their working with leaves for making 
umbrellas and the la t ter fr(»B their making mates from chips of 
bamboo. In Madhya Pradesh the Yerande Te l i s , who are a sub-
caste of the Telioastet take their name from the fact that 
formerly they nreased only *erandi» or castor-oi l seed. The 
sale Tells have ^ven up oi l -press ing and are now cult ivators . 
Pecul iari t ies connected with the apparatus or technique 
of an occupation have given their names to the sub-divisions of 
some of the occupational cas te . The Kumbhar, potters of the 
Maratha country» distinguish those who make pots by hand without 
the wheel as Hat^ades (hand-potters)t those who use a big wheel 
as Thorchake (*thor* - big and *ohak* - wheel) and those who 
use a small wheel as Lohanchake, (*lohan* - small) . 
Sub castes due to change of occupation have always been 
coomon — Belwars claim to be Sanadh Brahmans. They took the 
dealing in c a t t l e end c a t t l e carried commodities* which caused their 
separation. The cases of Sadgopas and Madhunapits of Bengal 
provide additional ecample of sub-ee^te and caste formation by 
changes of occupation. The Copar and Sadgopas were one caste . 
The former who deal in milk and milk products are not acknowledised 
as 'good* sudras. These of the original Gopas who gave up their 
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traditional occupation called themselves sadgopast and adopting 
cult ivat ion as their new occupation. 
Kuta Ban;jaras are an occupational off - shoot that have 
taken to the occupation of husking rice* Kayastba - Mochls, 
Kajraatha Oarsist Kajrastha -iibarbhunjast and Kayastha Senduriyas 
claiB to be Kaynfitha who have taken to harness-aaking, tai loring, 
grain-parching ^ d the trade in red lead, respeotiuely* In 
Muradabad, Chamar •> julahas, also cal led Bhuiyars are an occupa-
tional off - shoot of the ja^^ye chamar, who have becoae weavers. 
Phansiyas ^re Muradabad pasis who new s e l l f ru i t . Cidhlyas are 
nn occupational ^roup of hunters, broken off frcMi the Bawariyas. 
The Khatiks have three occupational sub-castes in Kanpur, the 
Hajgar (masons), Soabatta (rope maker), and Mewafarosh (fruit 
s e l l e r s ) • 
(5) Sectarian Croupt 
These include Blshnois of Northern India and the Lingayats 
of Bcmbay. These were originally rel ig ious sects which have now 
closed their rankers to outsiders and marry only among themselves* 
As a rule, however, groups based upon religious differences within 
the range of Hinduism do not tend to become endogamous and the 
evolution of a caste from a sect i s a c<MBparatively rare 
phenoiaenon. 
1, Hutton, J.H,, Caste in India. Oxford University Press, 1969, 
pp. 51 - 52. 
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Differences of rel igious sects have ^ven names to 
sub-divisions among siwe castes* The old d is t inct lors on the 
basis of the Teds, which vas tradit ional ly folloved by the aeabers 
of a group have persisted emong the Deshasth Brahmins of the 
Marathe. country leading to endoganous restrict ions* Among them 
the Rigvedis and Yajurvedis - the followers of Rigveda and of 
the Yajurveda - are so far d is t inct as to be sub-castes. 
The ehamars of Madhya Pradesh have amongst theft a large 
sub-caste named jtatnioBi because the mosbers are followers of the 
Satnami sect* The Padoa Sa l i s have Hindu and Lingayat divisions 
which are endogamous* So, also have the Caulls, the KuBbh>^ zs 
and Pa l i s , Lingayat divis ions among them. The Pankas, a Dravidian 
caste of weavers, have Kabirha and Shaktdha of their principal 
sub-cnstes* The RabJrhas are the followers of the sect of Kabir 
and the Shaktah^is profess to bel(mg to the Shakta creed • 
(6) ??ffi<t^ ^ffm9 
These are marked off by obstaining from or practising 
some narticular social or ceremonial usage* Thus, the Sagahut 
sub-caste of sunris (traders and liquor s e l l e r s ) in Bihar allow 
their widows c^ o renaarry by the maimed r i t e of sagai, while 
another sub-caste of sunris forbids the widow marriage and 
1. Ghurye, G.S*, Caste Class and Occupatier^. Bombay, 1961, p.196. 
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desi^if%te themselves 'biyahut* « the married one» fr<MB biyah, 
the ful l blown wedding ceremony which no woocm can ^ throu^ 
twice. A Bhayut sub->oaate i s found in several castes such 
as Kalwar, Lobar, Mai and Tel i i i t s origin i s the result of the 
practise of widow marriage* 
In Jhansi, the Sadh Kori i s superior to other Koria, 
because they do not eat meat. The Berads of B<HBbay have two 
aub^oastes, the difference between them being that the members 
of one eat the flesh of buffaloes, bullocks or pigs and allow 
their women to follow prost i tut ion, while the members of other 
do not tolerate these pract ices . These la ter are termed Bi le , 
i . e . , white or pure, and the former Kare or Black. Hoger, a 
Kanerese f ishing caste , has three sub->dlvislons named according 
to their rules of Inheritancet AliyasantaYas, Maka, LasantaTas 
and Randesantanas, i * e . , those who Inherit throu^ females, those 
who inherit through males and those who are progeny of reniarrled 
widows* 
(7) n^qknf^^§ 
A few of the groups have names emphasising a peculiarity 
which is somehow regarded as speeifLe or are of the nature of 
nicknames. Masahar, meaning mouse eaters in the noma of a low 
aboriginal caste of Uttar Pradesh. Bhangi, who performs the 
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useful function of reoovlng night s o i l , i s a term probably 
anplied to the cas te simply as a token of contempt - those 
who are broken or out cas te • 
(3) Ifl^^r * Hftfyiftfty 
I t gave r i s e to many andogamous oastet such BB AyogaTa, 
Ugra, Karana, Kukkuta, Kshatr i , Chandala, Daushyanta, Ohivara, 
Mshada, Farasava, Pulkasa, Bhrljya Kantha, Mahishya, Magadha, 
Murdhavasikta, Yavana, Vaidehaka, Vaina, Vrishala and Svapaka 
2 
sub-castes of Sudras • 
(9) Formation of sub-castes due to 'po l lu t ion* andi low 
origin i s not comson. In a i t a p u r , the Dhuniyas have three sub-
castes - Mehtariya, Khwaja - Mansuri and Qassaiya. These claim 
to rif^ier s t a t u s . The Kurciya Ahir of Hardoi, the Ja t iya Chamar 
and ' i kha r Godarlyas have a l l l o s t rank because they are the 
offspring of a union between two persona of d i f fe ren t c a s t e s . 
The Guar 4hlr in Qijnor ranked low because legend t races his 
3 
descent to the ca t t l eherd of the t rue Ahlrs, who owned the c a t t l e • 
In theory a l l the members of each of the numerous groups 
included in these c lasses are regarded as forming a body of Kindred 
thou#i in any p a r t i c u l a r ins tance t he i r pedij^ee may be extremely 
1. rUsley, H.H., People of Ind ia . Delhi, 1969, p . 158. 
? . GoT>al, a . , India of Vedic Kaloaautras. Delhi, 1959, p . 17. 
3 . Atal, Y., The Changing Front ie r of Caste. Delhi, 1968, p .10. 
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obaeur«. In tbe f irst or ethnie elas8«s, the raeial tie 
vhleh kinds the atnliers togethor and distinguishes thea fro« 
other tribes forming part of the save class in palpable and 
acknowledgedt and various legends are current which purport 
to account for i t* In the other oalsses the tendency towards 
sub-division* which i s inherent in Indian society, seeas to 
have been set in motion by the fiction that men who speak a 
different language, who dwell in a different district , who 
worship different gods, who observe different social customs, 
who follow a different profession, or practise the sadne profe-
ssion in a sli(!^tly different way, must be of a fundamentally 
different r^e« Usually, and in the case of sub-castes variably* 
the fact i s that there i s no applicable difference of blood 
between the newly formed group amd the larger aggregate from 
which i t has broken off. 
Tlius, we can define the easts system as a system in which 
society i s divided up into a number of self-contained end ooaplete-
ly segregated units (castes), the mutual relations betwewi which 
are ritually determined in a graded scale. 
The process of sderation i s also the sequel to the 
praetiee of hypergsmy, that i s of seeking a bridegroom in a 
higher caste or sub-coite th«i that of a bride, of isogttsy or 
marrying a spouse fros the ame caste, and of hypergamy or a^oking 
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B bridegroom in a cas te or sub-caste lower than that of the 
b r i d e , wi l l have to be referred to l a t e r when dea l ing with the 
orifdn of c a s t e . Thust hypergamy i s the widespread feature of 
caste-system. 
A caste ^ o u p i s generally endogam<m8 but occasionally 
endogaoiy i s found to co-exis t with hypergany. Hypergoey occurs 
in several regions of India - Kerala, Gujarat* B e n ^ l and par t s 
of Uttar Pradesh. In Pocock*8 terminology bypergaay oorresponds 
to the * inclusive* aspect of cas te while endogaj^y corresp<mds 
to * exclusive ' aspect • 
HyP r^fffliapuff Grcyupf 
The h i s to ry caste-eleioents presented in the e a r l i e r nnrt 
of t h i s chapter shows tha t , before the fundamental element of the 
system, i . e . endogamoua marriage within one 's cas te or sub-caste , 
became an almost inexorable ru l e of socia l l i f e , i t was possible 
for intermarriafre between members of the four 'Varnas* or c?^ste-
froups. As a matter of the f a c t , s ince very ear ly times i . e . , 
at l e a s t frewi about 500 B.C., i t has been the p rac t i ce of a l l t ex ts 
on saored law to account for a l a rge number of named groups as 
a r e su l t of triese in teryarr ia i res t t h e i r permutations and combina-
t i o n s . Intermarriages between fem^ile members of the higher 'Varnas' 
1. Pocock, J . F . , ' Inc lus ion and exclusions / nrocess in the c a s t e -
system of Gujarat*, in South-western Journal of ^ thropology . 
Vol. 13, flo. 1, 1957, pp. 24-25. 
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and Bales of the lover called *pratiloaa', against the hair 
were, however, oondenned* The other kind of intenaarrlaees 
called *aniilOM* in l ine with the hair or grain, were however, 
peroitted to eueh an extent and continued to be in eYidenoe, 
thmi^ only rarely, for suob a long tiae that they mist be 
considered to have been a comon practice in early t iaes . To 
put i t in a generalised form, naturally anieh acre siaplified 
than the probable actuality, taking gir ls to wife froa a * Varna* 
isnediately lower than once own, between Bralfmans and Kshatriyas, 
end between Rshatriyi« and Vaishyas and Sudras on the other, 
was one of the nodes of social Interaction and social assiailatlon 
going on for a long tiae before the social niilieu hardened into 
the caste systea as we know i t • 
There were at least four status groups or *¥arnas* in 
the Hindu society of Vedic tiaes* It was thus possible for a 
aale of the first status groups, the Brahaan *Yama* to aarry a 
fenale froa any of the three lower 'Tamas** A Kshatriya aale 
could Barry froa any one of the two lower 'Vamas* and the 
Vaiahyas could aarry froa the sudra gr<mp, which of course had 
to find wives fre»B aaong i t s own fmiales, over above supplying, 
some at least to the aeabers of the h i^er *Var»as* in the hope 
of bettering or hightening the prestige of the faaily and of 
seeing the progeny of their feaales forming aeabers of a separate 
1, Ghurye, 0 .3 . , Op. c i t . , pp. 222 - 227. 
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^ o u p , s l ight ly at least higher in status than i t s own. 
The customs of hypergaqy introduees an ii^)ortant aodi-
f icat ion into the »arrii^e IAMS of aany oastes* where i t prevails* 
the exogaaous groups are c lass i f i ed according to their social 
positions* and whilst a group of hi^^er rank wi l l tsJce bride 
froB» i t w i l l not give brides to a group of lover rank. The 
following are instances of hypergaKous divisions^ 
The four original c lasses (Varnas) as depicted in the soee-
what contradictory utterances of the law books* which sees to deal 
with a period of transit ion when caste was being gradually involved 
out of a ser ies of hypergasous classes* Thus erne set of passages 
in Manu» Baudhayana* Vishnu and Narada allows a Brahnan to anrry 
in succession a woaan of each of the four castes) while other 
texts fr(HB the same authorities forbid hin to marry a Sudra 
women* According to Baudhayana, Gautama, and Usanas marriages 
in which the wife was only one grade below the husband &re freely 
admissible and the children take the rsoik of the father, so that 
the son o f a Vaishya by a Sudra wonaa was counted a Vaishya* On 
the other hand a l l authorities agree in reprobating marriages 
between men of lower eiasts and women of higher • 
A curious development of bypergamy has taken place of 
recent years eyaong the Pods, a cul t ivat ing and f ishing caste very 
numerous in the d i s t r i c t near Calcutta* These Pods who have taken 
1* Hisley, H.H*, Op. o i t * , p* 165i 
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to Englisli •duoatlon and became clerks, pleaders, doctors 
and the l i k e , refuse to give their dau^ters in narriage to 
their agricultural and f ishing caste fe l lows, though they s t i l l 
condescend to take brides froB the l a t e r . 
Rajputs, Banlas, Kunbis and Patidars and even Brahalns 
of Gujarat practise intereaste hypergaay* where there are 
divis ions naaed 'Tlsas*, 'Oasas*, *Panchas* aaong them to indicate 
the hierarchical status of the groups within the caste or the 
sub»oaste or there are only aaasd or recognised *gols* or t err i -
torial c i r c l e s • 
Brahains of U.P. are known to practice intra--caste hyper-
gfwy, the subodivlslois fanning the basis for i t being in 
principle l i k e those of Gujarat* They are however, naaed d i f f e -
rently as *Ohai|^ar*, two and half hoasesf *Cbara^ar*, four 
housesi *Baraghar*, twelve housesf and *Bawanjati*, fifty-two 
breeds, avong the Khatris. 
Aoong the Banias the sub-divisions, bear nases identical 
with those of Gujarat l i k e *Dasa* and *Visa' e t c . 
According to one account of the organisation of the 
Kanioijia Brahains and their intr icate organisation appears to 
2 have borne different versions - "pemanently verified* by Bum , 
*there are six or seven gotras, each of which is divided into 
1. Boabay Casetieer, 1911, Census report, Voluae VII, Boabay, 
1912, p. 123. 
2. Census of India, 1901,report. Vol. XVI, Allahabd, 1902, 
pp. 209 - 210. 
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ten or dosen Kuls or faaiilies, the naaes of which are mostljf 
local* The Kula in each gotra are divided into three classes 
in order of social rank, one or tvo being called Khatkul, a 
few more the Panohadri* and the remainder the Dhakra* A 
Khatkttl aajr aarry only a Khatkul unless he i s marrying for the 
second time after the demise of his f irst wife who must be a 
Khatkul. For his second marriage he marries with a Panchadrit 
but not a Dhakra* 
The theoritioal consequences for caste and i t s solidarity, 
apart from the possibility and traditional assertion of mtlti-
pl icity of castes or sub-castes are very well generalised by 
Pooook, in terms of Kinship and I can do no better than to quote 
his general oonclusitm* He says that while hypergamy i s a factor 
disruptive to l a r ^ Kin groups the factor making for their 0erma-> 
nenee are today important or destroyed* 
Hypergamy may occur aming different sections of the same 
caate or Jati when such sections are more or less dearly distin-
guishable* This type of hypergamy occurs, for instance, among 
the patidars of Kaira district in Central Gujarat and Anavil 
Brahmins of coastal, south Gujarat* But sometimes, as in the Koli 
Rajput case, hypergamy may cross wide structural gulf. In Bengal 
hyper^emy occurs e^ong ranked Brahmin caste among whom the Kulins 
are the highest * 
1. srinivas, M.fl., Social Change in India. Bombay, 1972, pp* 29-30, 
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KxQgattoua Seotiena or CroBoa 
All att1)-^a8te8 are divided into exoganotts sections vhich 
ean be called elans* The word gotr^ was ffiost often used by 
villagers so these sections* though t^ey have nothing to do with 
the traditional Brahaanioal gotra. The clan has a dispersed 
meiriyership as far as i s known* conteminous with the sub»caste« 
It i s based on agnatic t i e s , putatively assuoied froo the patri-
lineal succession to a coaocm elan na«e, and a coanon clan Goddess 
as well as from the records of the clan*s genealist. A nan or 
wMian i s bom into the clan of the pater in the saae way as into 
his caste. Nothing alters this allegiwiee for aen| for a aan 
does not lose his natal elan aeBbership i f he i s adopted into a 
different clan. Thus, a Ban who was adopted by his father's 
s i s ter 's husband did not beooae a full BMiber of the later*s clan 
though he should have dene, according to traditional usage. He 
perforaed soae alnor rites reserved for the aipatie l ine of his 
adopter, but his aain tutelary deity continued to be that of his 
natal elan. For woaen the position i s acre changeable, for 
after aarriage they have allegiances of varing strength to their 
conjugal clani but scoe sort of t ie to their natal clan always 
remains* 
The exogaaous group aay be defined as a group of persons 
related by blood, between whoa interaarriage i s forbidden. 
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Ezogwy ex i s t s In two forast 
(1) Sept, or in Hindu terBlnologjr gotra exogany and (2) prohibited 
degrees, or Hindu terainology sapinda exogamy. 
Both forms of exogamy tend to integrate the larger grmip, 
the endogamous uni t , by requiring marital connections to be 
established lAong persons outside the smaller units of family, 
l ineage end/or 3ept as the case may be. 
Sept or gotra exogawy, requiring a perscm to seek his mate 
from outside his sept or gotra, which i s banded, in patri l ineal 
s o c i e t i e s , from father to son, may be distinguished as far as 
India i s concerned as < 
( i ) Brahmanie System and ( i i ) Ron Brahmanie. 
( i ) Brahmanie System - Brahmanieal legend noses eiis^t sons of 
Brahmeois who are known as Gotrakara r i s h i e s . Several thousand 
other gotras founded by descendants of the e i i^t gotrakara 
r i sh i s • 
( i i ) The Pon BriAmanic variety of exogamy may even be designated 
totamie exogamy. 
In his c la s s i c study of Hindu exogamy, S.V. Karandikar 
has systemetically l i s t e d the Septs, which form the basis of 
exo^Msy amonf: non-Brahman castes . We can distinguish s i x variet ies 
of them as* 
1. Ghurye, O.S., Caste and race in India. Bombay, 1969, p. 229. 
2. Atal, Y., Changing frontier of cas te . Delhi, 1968, p. 205. 
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(1) Septs which are territorial dlrisionsi 
( i i ) Depts which are faaily sectional 
( i i l ) Septs which are titular or niekna»e groupsf 
(iv> Septs which are based on the number of Gods worshipedi 
(v) Septs which are tot«Bie or based on *devaks* respected and, 
(YI) Septs which are eponyiafws divisions* 
The last variety in i t*s purest form i s also the 
Brahaanie form of sept-exega^r • 
Of these varieties the f irst two and the last are the 
Bost important both because they ateocmnt for a large number of 
castes wid tribes axid also because they bear the closest analogy 
with or reflect the greatest influence of the Brahmanic variety. 
Many castes as regulating their marriages only with the help of 
the rule of prohibited degrees or sepinda exogtfsy. 
Exogamy i s the custom which forbids the member of a 
particular social group, usually supposed to be descended from 
a c<»sMm ancestor, or to be eussociated with a certain locality, 
to marry anyone who i s a member of the same group. An exogaraous 
division, therefore, i s a group outside which i t s members must 
marry. 
The following classes of exogamous divisions are fcmnd 
in Indiat 
1. Karandlkar, 3.V., Hindu exogamy, pp. 220-282. 
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! • Totaadatle. being the nanes of aniaalst plants e t c . , 
sMch as Hansda, wild gooset He«ron« betel-psla* A aan of the 
Hansde divis ion ma^  not marry a voaan of that divis ion, and 
so on. These totwidLstie divis ions are confined for the nost 
part to tribes and castes of Dravidian descent • 
I I . Terri torial , referring either to soae very early sett leaent 
of a section or to the birth place of i t s fcwnder, prevalent 
among nany castes such as Rajputs, trading oastest Ahirs, Jats , 
Bhuoihars, and found also aaong the Kandhs of Orissa and the 
Pagas of AssaB in a very pxlai t ive fora, the sept there residing 
2 in the loccd area whose naae i t bears • 
The settlements of Baroli, Dhcmanda, Ajnod e t c . , are 
linked by naae of the Baroli , IMsaaandia, Ajnodia clans. This 
aay have coae about throu^ a man's having se t t l ed a new v i l l a s , 
his descendants then becoaing separated geneologically as well 
as spat ia l ly , taking the naae he gave to the v i l l a g e . 
Ahirs, a caste found in the Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, 
oarticularly in strong concentration in the eastern d i s t r i c t s , 
are said to have gotrf exogaay in the western re^oni but in 
Bihar i t i s known to hacve exogaaous divis ion of the terr i tor ia l 
type which i s known as a u l s . '^ 'hen these auls are discovered to 
be rather large, they are divided into saa l ler sect ions . These 
smaller sections are called as purukh^. These purukhs fora the 
1. Risley, H.H., Op. c i t . , p. 161. 
2. Hodaon, T.C., The Naga tribes of Manipi^r. 1911, p. 71 . 
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basis of exo i^y of ttis Ahir wherever they exist* In the 
western areas whatever the *gotras* may he, the exogaido rule 
based on them i s very wide* A person has to avoid four ^ tras* 
that of his father, mother's father, father's mother's father 
and his mother's mother's father • 
Among the Ha;]put8 of Bihar the gotra i s tending to supplant 
the elan as mi exogamous unit . The I^osadhs, being sort of untouch* 
ables , have been ua enigma and they have sub-eastes which pass 
terr i tor ia l or local sections and the rule of exogamy among seme 
of them i s very wi ie , barring seven sect ions , of the father, 
father mother's mother's father, father's father's mother's father, 
father's father's father's mother's father, mother's father, 
mother's mother's father and mother's mother's mother's father. 
The Goalas of Bihar, have among them two sub^eaates whioii 
provide an almost unique i l lu s t ra t ion of marital regulations other 
than endogamy influ«fieing caste* They are named Naomulia and 
Sutmulia respeotively, beeause the farmer have to avoid nine auls 
or exogamoiis sec t ions , while the la ter only seven. The muls to 
be avoided aret ( i ) own mul, ( i i ) mother's fa ther 's , ( i i i ) mother's 
mother's father's , ( iv ) mother's mother's mother's father's , (v) 
father's mother's father's , (v i ) father's father's mother's father's , 
( v i i ) father's father's father's mother's father's , ( v i i i ) father's 
2 
mother's mother's father's • 
1. Blunt, E.A.H., Caste System in northern India. Delhi, 1931, p.62. 
?• Risley, H.H., Op. e i t * , pp. 2B3 - 2@6. 
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The Cu;iar of western d i s t r i c t of Uttar Pradesh and eastern 
Punjab baTe 1178 gotras, sost of then, however, are believed to 
be terr i tor ia l in origin. The relation of exogaay with oaste 
in this c(Hamunity i s that i t s rule varies in different sub-Hsastea. 
That s<»ie of these sub-castes avoid four gotras in aarriage should 
inc l ine one to discount any role of exogasy in creating or preven-
t ing frageentation of a oaste into separate endogamous uni ts . 
The Jats have nuaeroui exogasKMis sect ions , aany of which 
believed to have originated in v i l l a g e na»es. I t i s isportant froa 
the view point of connection between caste and kinship i s that 
stMBe sections foxv together one exograioua group, aa the sections 
are believed to be related to one another. 
I l l , l oca l , communal or family sections of soal l s l s e and comna-
ratively recent or ig in . The best exaople of local or family 
sections as exogasous units are provided by at l eas t two castes of 
Maharashtra, the Kunbi and the Chamar. The exogaaous sections of 
Kunbis are called *Kuls* and they are nothing better than surnaiaes 
or names of l ineages , however, received or formed. Msrriae^es within 
the same *Kul* i s prohibited. 
Seme sub-castes of the Kayasths of Uttar Pradesh have local 
groups which they c a l l a ls and base their exogamy on thorn, A 
person cannot marry in his own al or in that of h is mother's father's 
or mother's mother's father's al . 
1. Ghurye, G.S., Op. o i t . , pp. 230 - 234. 
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IV, Titular or WictoiMM groups reftrrlng to «oae personal 
peculiarity or adventure of the founder of the aeptt or to 
aone off ice which he i s supposed to held. 
V* Worship - Septs which are based on the number of Oods worshiped. 
As in Gujarat, a Kula i s a sub-division of the gotra denoting a 
kindred or group worshipping the s w e faoaily god, intenoediate to 
the Kula aiid the gotra i s a larger sub-division of the later 
known as *nukha* or sept, which i s the de-facto exogaoKHis unit . 
VI» Fponjraous - Septs which are eponynous divis ions sre Brahoanic 
fom of sept exogamy. The ancestor who f ives his n«me to the 
^oup being either a Vedic Saint (as with the Brahmems md the 
CRStes who i n i t i a t e th« i ) , or a chief of cwaparatively modern 
date, as with the Bajputs, and others* 
VII. 3<»Be castes have both the Brahmanio gotra and another type 
of exogBBmis sections and a few of then oay now be instanced. 
Among the Babbans, a large landowning caste of Bihar, 
there ex i s t two types of ezogamous uni ts , the Brahnanic gotra 
and terr i tor ia l divisions and exogamio rule i s based on both, 
so that when they "conflict the authority of terr i tor ia l c lass 
overrides that of the eponymous or the Brahoanical c lass". 
The Bhumihars of Uttar Pradesh, the counter part of Bihar 
Babhans, have 34 of the standard Brahmanio gotras. l ike Bhargava, 
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Kashyaipaf Paraabarat Vaahishtha and also recognise territorial 
seetions of aula* In the eaae of conf l ic t the *«ttl* exclusion 
prevails over the gotra exogany. The Kayaathas of Bihar have 
both eotra and terr i tor ia l sections knovn as Kuls{ but they 
base their exogaay on the •KtilsS avoiding only the 'Kul* of one*s 
own. 
Blunt speaks of castes or endoganous sub^easte in which 
there i s only one gotya. the Kashyapa laentloning special ly the 
OJha Lohar and the Kalwar. The Kalwar caste have eij^ht Brahmaoical 
gotraa. Generally speaking, the i^f.ra la a s t r i c t l y exo^mnous 
group aaong the Brahmois, thou^ even here castea are found in 
which the gotra, thmi^ exis t ing, l a not the exogaamis unit* For 
instaneOf the Sekaldvipa Brahadns of Bihar are divided into ours 
or seotiffiis which do not coincide with their gotras, here the pur 
i s exogaffious uni t , i^d orovided aarriages takes place out side 
the our i t Bay be within the gotra, and a s i a i l a r systea i s 
o 
reported of the Sarasvat Brahaan of the Punjab • 
The gotra then, thoui^ nomally the exoga«<Mi8 group within 
the endogsoaous caste or sub-oaste, i s very far fr<HB being a stable 
ins t i tut ion of consistent pattern, even aisong Brahasn caste thee-
ftelves, and the only safe generalisation that can be made i s that 
the endogenous caste i s oub-divided irito endogauous group, usually 
apoken of as frotra or got, and theor i t ica l ly derived either from 
1. Blunt, r.A.H., Op. c i t . , pp. 257~265» 
2. Bhattacharya, Hindu Castes ar;d Sects . Calcutta, 1968, p. 49. 
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the irotrakara risbis of early Vedie tines or fros the gotra of 
gone Brahaan priest vho has sinistered to a non^Brahaanic castet 
these gotras however, are often in reality exogunous units of 
Vicarious kinds, territorial , occupational, totemistic and so forth. 
And often spoken by quite a different terms <- i l lan , kul, mil, 
phaid, pal, pangat, bani, that, mukb, kuri, khel and what not. 
Thus the gotra i s one of the pil lars of which caste 
structure stands • 
En^^n4fd yia^^y jnd K n^^ j-fd 
Saaller in scale than lineages or clan, called the Kutuab 
or Kiaibandh. It aore conoonly refers to kin tracing relations 
through both Bales aid feaales of one or two ascending genersf-
tions. 
3oae people distinguish between the "aain-faaily" 
(Khas Kutuab) and "the faaily" (Kutuab) i . e . between the saallest 
agnatlcally defined group and the co~operating kinderd. 
Kin ooTOOsition of village sub-caate population 
The siaplest kind of sub-^aste i s that c<»iposed of a single 
eleaentary family (Parents and children). 
The second sub-^aste grcmp coaprises a single extended 
1. Lakshaana, C , Caste dynaaiea in village India. Boiriiay, 1973, 
pp. 5 7 - 5 8 . 
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ff^ily E^^^e hnok one or two generations to find ancestors, e .g. , 
a aan with his aarried sons and grandchildren, or two brothers 
and their children. 
!^«xt are those sub-eaates composed of an eleaentary or 
extended family with one or more elementary families of uterine 
kin of affines linked to them. 
The large farmer population i s organised with somewhat 
greater complexity. Overall i t forms a single kin group. 
The household 
A *h(Hi8dbold* refers to those people who share a cooking 
hearth, pool their incomes and have their l iving expenses in 
1 
ciHomon. Char i s also used in this sense • 
We have seen in this chapter that castes are divided into 
well defined grcwps from *top* to *bottMi*. Castes are divided 
into groups on the basis of endogamy, hypergamy and exogMsy. The 
larger division within the caste i s called sub-caste, sub^castes 
then divided into many exogamous groups which i s called gotra or 
clan, tfithin the clan there are many sauill groups such as Kutumb, 
household etc. 
1. Mayer, A.C., Caste and kinship in Central Indifi, London, 1970, 
p. SB. 
H0l« at g>.»^ in Nodj 
l^l *^*®^ «^  «nd Cultural Lif. 
(11) Eoon<»le aspect of Caate 
( l i l ) Hole of Caate In PoUtica 
M Caate Mobility «.«, Interaetlon. 
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^ooial and Cultural Lifg 
Caste has been one of the characteristic feature of 
Indian society. All levels of social and individual behaviour 
are influenced by i t . In spite of a great changes in history 
of India, caste has continued to be an important feature of 
Indian social and cultural l i f e . 
Many social refoxvers and social scientists have expressed 
their concern about the increasing influence of caste on aaay 
spheres of social and cultural l i fe* Caste i s the gr«id peculiar 
rity of Hindu society} permeating all Hindu livest a factor in 
every situation and a complication in every ccmtroversyt and 
perhi98» *the most important single orfanicing principle" in 
village community. M.t4. Srinivas says that *'Ca8tism*« plays a 
crucial role in the functioning of representative institutions 
8did in the struggle for power. He holds i t to be *a powerful 
barrier against the emotional integraticm of the people in India* i 
Castes bound people together by a certain standard of 
behaviour which i s conventional and based solely on kinship and 
community t i e s . The individual has neither states nor r i ^ t s 
apart frtm his groixp l i f e . This communal character of social 
l i f e , the under-developed econcmy, and the consequent gap between 
levels of aspiration and fulfilment that s t i l l exist and prevail, 
1. srinivas, M.N., Caste in Modern India and other aaaay^. 
Bombay, 1970, p. % 
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quite abtrusiYely too, narrov seetional loyalties based on oaste, 
creed and religion, Button » discussing about the function of 
caste to i t s individual aeoiber points out, that oaste proYides 
the indiyidual aeaber with a fixed social ni l ieu, "a permanent 
body of associations which controls alBost a l l his behaviour 
and contracts". Caste «sts for an individual as his trade union, 
his friendly and benefit society, his club and his orphanage and 
i f necessary serves for his health insurance and even to arrange 
for his funeral. 
Ghurye observes that during the last three or four decades 
there i s a tendency for every caste to fora an association of i t s 
Qeabers. the new organisations collect funds to help the poor 
people of the caste, to provide scholarships for i t s young and 
deserving neabers and try to general interests of the caste. 
Such organisations particularly try to guard and enhance the social 
2 
status in the heirarehy • 
Harris<m'^ , on the basis of his observation in the Chitrapur 
Saraswat e^sBunity in Beabay says that Caste organisations help 
the aeabers to aeet their need for entertainaent, education, 
housing «id so on. A caste provides free training and education 
to i t s aeabers in the sk i l l s in which i t i s traditionally profi-
cient. 
1. Button, J.H., Caste in India. Oxford University press, 1969, 
p. l i t . 
2. Ghurye, O.S., Caste and race in India. Boabay, 1969, p. 41. 
3. Haw^jonj S. , India, the aost dangerous deoadea. Boabay, I960, 
pp. 104-105, 
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In so far as castes can be regarded as distinct sub-
eultureSf individual mosbers of different castes Bi#)t develop 
distinct Bodel patterns of personality* The relation between 
caste and individual can be studied via the conventional culture > 
personality approach* Morris Carstairs » on the basis of his 
studies of Brahman, Rajput and Baniya castes in a village of 
Rajasthan, asserts that Rajnuts believed that i t was their duty 
to fight for their religion and their country, and take the role 
of a *protector* in society* They would regard that eating seat, 
drinking, sexual intinaey and other kinds of enjoyaent were per-
aissible* The Brahmans were observed to enphasise the pre-
esdnenee brought to then by birth and their relegious obligations* 
Hating meat, drinking and even tobacco and tea were supposed to 
be prc^ibited for them* The Baniya were characterised by fear 
of sexuality and worship of money* "niey were non-violence of all 
forms of l i f e and followed str ict vegetarianism* Carstairs found 
differences in childrearing practices and ftfdly patterns fros 
caste to caste* There were differences among castes in the values 
about moneyt religion and sex* It was thouj^t that these diffe-
renoes influence the deeper core of personality, which leads to 
olearly distinguishable ideal patterns of personality commonly 
found in each cnste* 
1* Carstairs, M., The twice-born. London, 195'^ , p. 74. 
Aec No 
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Differene«8 in the values of Brahadn «id non-Brahaln 
col lege students vers observed by CharlM Morris • He told 
that oRste i s a cultural tradition that detemined the values 
2 Of i t ' s aeabers* Krlsbnan found differenoM in the attitudes 
of eo l le fe s tudmts of various castes towards prestige of occu-
pation. 
Fumival attributes this to castes having given a r e l i ^ o u s 
basis to inequality* but i t i s undoubtedly due largely also to 
the fact that the ess te systoa has afforded a place in society 
into which any conaunity, be i t racial» social« occupational or 
relogious* can be f i t ted as a retaining i t s own dis t inct ive 
character and i t s separate individual l i f e . 
Sherring^ says that the caste of India i s indlssolubly 
blended with th3 social l i f e of the Hindu, wid i s as auch a 
necessity to hia sm food to eat , 9» garaent to wear and as a house 
to l i ve i n . Indeed, he can often dispense with raiavit and during 
• M t of the year he pre fen the court outside his hmise to the 
hot ro(»s withlnt but he can never free h i m e l f fr<» easts , can 
never escape from i t s influence. 
According to Duff^, «an individual Hindu follows the 
exaaple of h i s caste , Just as a sheep or a wild pigeon, follows 
1. Morris, C , Variety of huaan value. Chicago, 1956, pp.33 
2 . Krishnan, B. , Social prestig^ of occupation. Baroda, 1956, 
pp. 18-22. 
3 . Furnivwll, J . S . , Wetherlanda India. CMBbridge University oress, 
1939, p.464. 
4 . Sherring, M.A., Hindu tribes and Castes. Delhi, 1975, p»3. 
5 . Duff, Tbf }t^^m re^fWTOt PP« 344-346. 
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the exaBtple of the flock. There are local variations in the 
custom and usages of the saise oaste. In one place a Hindu 
will consent to do what in another he would perespterily refuse 
to do, simply because in the forser he i s countenanced by the 
exeoaple of his brethren aid not in the latter, just as a flock 
of sheep or pigeon »ay, fro» accidental oaases, soaewhat vary 
i t*s habit or aoveaents in differ«it localities** lliere i s no 
true liberty among the Hindus, they are ttie bondslaves of caste • 
As a child grows up in caste society, cme wmild expect 
that i t slowly ae<iuires the ways of belief and behaviour that are 
characteristic of i t s own caste. Because our society i s divided 
into many castes on the basis of different cultures. The culture 
of Brahmin i s different from the sudra*8 culture* The culture of 
Brahmin i s always highly sanskritised. The style of l i f e of the 
2 
children of Brahmins i s always influenced by their culture • 
We have seen in earlier chapter that caste i s a very 
coa^lex phenomenon* In the f irst place i t divides the society into 
groups* The ^ouping was characterised by a degree of social 
and cultural identity* The identity of each caste*s society and 
culture vas preserved to a large extent by the rule of endogamy 
by ^ i c h marriages were allowed not only between different castes 
but often between sub-divisions of the same sub-caste • 
1. Murdoch, J . , Review of Caste in India, New Delhi, 1977, p.47. 
2* Srinivas, M.N,, Op. clt*, p* 44* 
3* Beteille, A*, Caatet Old and Mew* Bombay, 1969, p* 31* 
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Cast«8 and rel igions are basic soc ia l groupSt s t i l l effective 
in our social l i f e . The rel igious l i f e i s deteradned rigorously 
by easts* sspseia l ly in the rural area« also deserves to the studied 
while in c i t i e s rel igious practices are slowly shrinking, in 
v i l l a g e s they flmirii^ luxuriantly even now* I t i s the caste that 
r ig idly detendnes the place of i t s neabers in the rel igious l i f e 
of the people • 
Caste determines the laefflbership of the cosaminity* I t i s 
true that in the eaae of soae cas tes , particularly those of 
sectarian origin, reeruit«ent fron outside nay be possible, but 
generally speaking a caste cannot increase the aeabership of i t s 
body ezcent by means of an increase in the number of births within 
the caste . I t also determinss the social status of each caste in 
regard to other castes* 
The caste system enables the caste to act comparatively 
and to ccBitrol the behaviour of i t s ccwponwnt members* I t i s able 
2 in this way to raise i t s posit ion in society • 
Caste has made Hindu society a l iberal federation* Inte-
gration in so varied a country as India omild have been achieved 
only throu^ such an ingenimis system or through dispCMiition and 
totalitarianism* I t i s the caste system which provided a way for 
assimilating outside influences and gro«ips, l i k e the tribes for 
instance* Religious and social revolts which have been punished 
1* Desai, A.R., Rural Sociology in India. Bombay, 1969, p, 968. 
2, Hutton, J.H., Caste in India, Oxford University press, 1969, 
t>. 112. 
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with death by burning and storing by other higher religions, have 
resulted in India only in the addition of new castes to the aain 
systeo, Infactf a easts syatea provided an outlet for very strong 
individual oapacities and a soheae for soeial adjustaent* 
Basing i t s e l f on the Ka|yfi theory, i*e« the belief that 
one*s status in l i f e i s detend.ned by one's actions in past 
incarnations, the caste syaten has provided not only justification 
for the pz^sent disablit ies of the inferior castes, but what i s 
socially Bore significant, also an excellent Botive for the accept 
tanee of the present condition alongwith the incentive for efforts 
to ensure a better future* By providing for strict adherence to 
custMi as also the pKissibility of a cure for frustration, social 
solidarity has been maintained un-interrupted by any conflicts. 
The caste system provided an institutional basis for tole-
rance* Iriving in a caste society »eans l iving in a pluralistic 
cultural universe * each ceste has i t a ovrn occupation, custoas, 
ritual, traditi(ms, and ideas* Caste councils, especially the 
council of the locally d<»in8itt caste, are tiie guardians of such 
pluralisB* the castes of i&odem India perform several functions 
such as providing hostels, cooperative housing and bmks, and they 
act as interest groups in the polit ical arena* Caste also deter-
Bines the attitudes of the rural nan towards education and fixes 
the nature of the education which he entends to receive* A Bri^Bin 
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child vlll» due to easte tradition, generally receive education 
and that to predominantly religious in contrast to the Baniya 
child, who will t»e given secular education and the child of a 
depressed oalss would forgo all education. Further it mist be 
noted that education is not evaluated fron the standpoint of 
individual dcvelopaent or social advance but from that of the 
caste tradition. 
It is no doubt one of the functions of a social system 
to hand on from generation to generation tnat pattern of skill, 
knowledge and behaviour which we speak of as a culture, the benefits 
and advances achieved in man*8 struggle to contr<d. environment, 
using that word in its widest sense, of course. The caste systcw 
is peculiarly fitted to hand on culture patterns and particular 
items of culture, though from its isolating tendency it is probable 
ill - adopted to growth and change. Craft secrets are well safe-
guarded and perpetuated by occupational castes, and the caste 
generally functions as a trs^e union. 
The truth is that caste has developed as a quasi •> organic 
structure in which the caste stands to the society as a whole in a 
relation almost analogous to that of the individual cell to the 
greater organism of which it forms pert. Ihis view of the caste 
system as an organism as it were, a coeiposite unit of many 
individual cells each functioning independently, must not be 
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taken as praoluding a certain fltiidity in the systtf^t a pover of 
outabiUty in easte i t s e l f vithin certain definite liadts* Hindu 
society nay be classified very rou^ly into four grades - Brahauffi, 
Kshatriya, Vaishya and Sudra* 
It say be said that caste systen influences individual 
members in a variety of ways* such as social and cultural l i f e 
including educati(m, occupation, economy and politics* Each 
individual participating in any of these spheres i s bound to 
be influenced by his caste to a greater or lesser extent. Indi-
vidual members of castes may internalise the bel iefs , norms and 
values provided by thg distinct sub-cultures of the caste groups. 
CM^? Wd Eg<^ i^ ?}sy 
Caste, as we know, i s very much like a synopsis of a 
person's l i f e , determining not only the person's behaviour with 
regard to food and sex but also to some extent his occupation 
where in any particular place, he has to l i ve , how to dress and 
VigriouB other features of his l i f e . The varying idiosyncratic 
modes of this behaviour are more-over reflected and supported by 
a hierarchical arrangr^ient of caste groups. 1*is hierarchy again 
Is based on a system of ritual ranking. The caste ranking and 
economic status were closely linked. 
Thus, one of the chief factors which originally produced 
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the oaattf sjrstoB was the eeonoaie principle of the differentia-
tion of function, In acoordenoe vlth vhlch the ancient trade 
guilds and their aodem suocessorsf the occupational CMtest 
ease Into ezlstance and at the present da;^  It Is s t i l l the caste 
sjfsteB vhlch regulates the nature of a Hindu occupation, the 
•ethed of hia Banufaeture, the Uni t s of his cl ientele md the 
prices of hia goods • 
fflHlttt„iB4 OCiWiHH<W 
As long as the caste name cal ls to olnd a particular 
occupation, so long i t v l l l influence the position of the indivi-
dual* In Vedlc age, neaber of the save faally apparently pursued 
a variety of occupations. The son of a carpenter or chariot -
naker could be a poet. But later on Manva Dhar»aaaatra. the 
tradition had alnost becone rigid that particular Jstl or caste 
were to follow particular occupation. A BrahadLn could not t i l l 
the land , nor could a carpenter bectfie a teacher or a priest. 
This rule was evolved by the fact that Hindu leaders believed in 
tl:a -^Mref^ ltary transalssibility of character and considered i t 
to be best to fix a Ban*s occupati«i ta well as his status in 
society by means of family in which bad been bora . the tradi-
tional vil lage aervants have inherited their position from their 
fathers. The higher castss are generally better off than the 
1. Atal, r . . The Changing frontier of Cafta. Delhi, 1968, p.203. 
Boss, N.E., ( 
pp. 217 - 221 2. ss, .g., Mtyr< mi §9glffU tn ^n^it B«Aay, 1977, 
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lower, for ezamnlo, the upper eaates ovn the land and the lower 
eastes helt) to cul t irate i t as tenants or labours. Ownership 
of land i s the main source of wealth and eoomand over the services 
of others* There are several castes* nearly a l l whose neabers 
cmn land* The Rajputs have the greatest area per head, but famers, 
Jats , Brahmans are also aainly landowners* The farcers and Rajputs 
are equal, but the Rajputs hove greater power over land, having 
more land which they work throu^ labourers* The Rajputs would 
have greater eeonosie influence in the v i l lage i f they lent money 
as extensively as they ocHild* In social expenses the Rajputs were 
emerge at the head of the v i l l age • 
In the v i l lage the untouchables were economically subser-
vient , physically segregated and they laboured under numerous 
ritual disqualif ications* !niey were, however, bound closely into 
the structure of the v i l l a s in part by having a role in v i l l a s 
r i tua l , but sore by the quasi-kinship eeonomie t i e between masters 
and cl ients* 
After the change in economic environment which followed 
on the coming of the i^ministration, the master - c l i ent relation^ 
ship broke down and was replaced by a more casual system of daily 
labour, which produces no l a s t ing or close t i e s between the 
employer and the worker* The untouchables made an attoipt to 
improve their status in c<NDmon to the whole of India and they, more 
1. Mayer, A*C., Caste and Kinship in Central India. London, 1970, 
pp* 38-90, 
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or less t go^ Buccessi not fron local eeononlc conditions but 
frcn propaganda and direct ly from l e g i s l a t i v e encouragement. 
The new economy has in a few cases resulted from individual 
business abi l i ty and casteoqualification • Karve ooints out that 
thouf* each caste has generally a traditional hereditary occupation, 
2 there i s no one to one relation between caste snd occupation • 
In Pre-British Eodel of rural India the traditional craft a'd 
technology for each occupation was taught in faaiilies fr<MD £:onera-
tion to generation. That was l i t t l e innovation of technology snd 
Individual had very limited choice of occupation* India's economy 
for ages has been a rural agricultural econwiy. With the advent 
of British rule, faster means of transportation and communication, 
monetisation and industr ial izat ica gradually changed the pattern 
of the economy. Changing technology created new occupational 
patterns and loosened the association between caste end oeoupaticm. 
Meal»ers of castes tredit ional ly bound to occupations leading to 
meagre inc<Mie c(Mild take up occupations earning more money* 
Bailey, In an intensive study of economy and the caste 
system in Orissa, describes how castes which were excluded from 
a share of wealth of the old v i l lage economy now use their eamirgs 
from trade to buy land which carries prestige* He observed that 
acquisition of land brought about drastic change in the alignment 
of power within the v i l lage and easused changes in the status of 
cnstes* 
1. Bailey, F.G., Ca?ty ^ d the Byonom c^ Fyont^^r, Indian branch, 
Oxford University press, 1971, pp* 226-227. 
2. Karve, I . , 'What i s Caste'? Kconomic Weekly. 1958, p. 10, 
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There was a higt] degree of coincidence between po l i t i co -
econoaiic rank and the ritual ranking of cas te . This i s a 
ref lect ion of the general rule that those who nchieve -wealth and 
po l i t i ca l nower tend to r i se in the ritua3. scheme of ranking. 
It i s what i s meant by saying tuat the ranking system of caste 
groups was validated by differential control oyer the productive 
resources of the v i l lage* Thus, this function rested on the fact 
that productive resources were al lotted according to caste , and 
control of these resources was organised by a local ised structure 
of caste*groups* 
As the newer development progranraes take effect their 
often i s some l eve l l ing of econcMSic differences azsong the v i l lagers , 
the l e s s h±(i\ caetes» newly advantaged, jooky for b i ^ e r ritual 
rank and may attempt to use their new po l i t i ca l franchise to gain 
both eeoncHBio and ritual pregatives for their caste . In some 
areas as in Mallear, caste maabem, who formerly had no wider 
social horizon than their caste fellows of nearby v i l lagers are now 
organized with formal off icers and stated purposes reminiscent 
of ehaabers of commeree « 
In Maharashtra, for example, mcmbere of an agriculturist 
cast^ called the Malis (gardeners) f i r s t started intensive sugar-
cane cult ivat ion and recently began cooperative sugar factories . 
Cooperative su^ar factories have become centres of economic and 
1, Srinivas, M.ri., Indiana Vil lages. B<mbay, 1969, p. 17. 
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pollt ieed power and Malles who control some of these fBCtorles 
have becoBc strong po l i t l ea l r ivals of the majority of the 
Maratha caste* 
At present, the Harijans Bre the aost iiaportant source 
of agricultural labour, and i f they becoae educated and conscious 
of their r ights , they wi l l be a threat to the position of the 
doBinart castes* Harijans are ajsong the poorest section of our 
agricultural population and many of th^s are agricultural servants 
of the land owning crates* 
For&erly only Brahadns wsre educationally qualified for 
salaried jobs, but now luany non-BriOiBins too have received 
education and are qualified to o(»pete with Brahmins for salaried 
employment* A signif icant trend, generally, i s the economic 
advancement of the non-Brahmin groups* As a result of this 
development econosd.c differences have become more pronounced 
and have created a variation in economic position and interests 
which i s about as great within as between castes* Many share-
croppers, who formerly l ived on house s i t e s owned by the Brahmins 
and whose lands they cult ivated, are now sharecroppers an contract. 
To a large extant thcor hcvt been abla to buy their hottses s i t e s 
from the Brahmins and acquire cult ivable land for themselves* 
Hsny others have had service rent oomwated into cash rent, arkl 
in no way are they at the beolc and cal l of tha Brahmins as they 
were in the past* 
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Th«8e ohangtts have been slow and ftradual* When lover 
castes iBproved their posit ion they owed the success of their 
efforts to the abi l i ty to take adyantage of the opportunities 
offered by an expanding econmsy with better marketing f a c i l i t i e s 
and a wider demand and cash crops* The new opportunities favoured 
a few in particular who were among the f i r s t to acquire land of 
their owru 
The main eeon<mie divis ions may be rentierst renters of 
land, freeholders who have retained their estates for their own 
cul t ivat ion , agricultural employers and employees - ere only 
partly divided along caste l ines • 
Besides agriculture* the v i l lagers are employed in 
various oocu9etion of f i e l d s , for there i s s t i l l a survival 
of the traditional caste-professions* 
The Pandltt There i s the v i l lage Pandit, who i s considered 
to be the intermediary between the gods and the people and 
nerforms the various r e l i ^ m i s and ceremonial rituals* He 
owns se«e land and in addition to his income from that, he 
receives money and g i f t s when he participates in fes t iva l s and 
ceremonies* 
'• "^irji'Tiui-int'ihiipMfmi'.mi^ii i ver s i t e t s Forlagett 
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Ahlrst Supplying a i lk i s the Ahir caste profession thou^ 
now most of then are agriculturists* Besides the Ahir, others 
also have taken to the a i lk business* 
Bn^ai (Carpenter)s The Barhai have fixed rates of payoent 
for their services to the vi l lagers* 
Kuahar (Potter)s Having forsaken their own profession of pottery, 
the Kurahar depend on agriculture for the ir livelihood* 
Lohar (Black3mith}s The only Lobar family in the v i l lage has 
stuck to i t s traditional profession of blacksaithy* They get 
grain in the harvesting season for their service to the v i l lagers . 
Tfai (Barber)s The Nai are tim professional barbers but they 
have also adopted other means of subsistence such as agriculture 
and s e l l i n g milk* Their help i s needed in almost a l l the 
r i tuals observed from the craddle to the funeral pyre* ScNie-
times they work as messengers also* The women of the Nai caste 
also serve in various ceremonies and receive remuneration for the 
services rendered* 
Dhobi (•Washerman)* Itoough they have turned their hands to 
agriculture the Dhobi have s t i l l stuck to their traditional 
nrofession of washing clothes* 
Gadariat Formerly they were herdsmen. There was a nrofitable 
business* They used to s e l l the raw wool and also prepare coarse-
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rugs* 
Chamar (Leatber worker)t Fomerly, Chasar used to make shoes, 
but now in v i l l ages they are agriculturists* ttiose who nossess 
no lanl and those who possess very l i t t l e land, work as agri-
cultural labours and are paid either monthly or daily* The 
services of Chamar are requested in various oer«&onies* Generally 
they do the nenial work l ike sweeping and cleaning and looking 
after a'^imals* For such services they receive remuneration in 
the form of food, grain or cash* 
Bhaksor> This caste i s not taken to agriculture Bhaksor are 
neither landowners nor agricultural labourers! therefore for 
their subsistence they depend upon their caste-profession of 
basket-^ ork. 
Patfii; The Pasi as a caste are consid€>red more rel iable and are 
employed aa f i e ld watchers • There had been a tendency for the 
econoaic factors to play a decis ive role in determining the social 
status of a particular caste* Wealth has assumed such importance 
that one who possesses i t i s at a decided advantage over others 
who do not possess i t* This has helped the rich in elevating 
their privileged rank over the poor* Ri tua l i s t i ca l ly sneaking, 
Brahaans s t i l l occupy a pr<»BLinent place in the v i l lage but they 
have become inferior in rank to the castes which have economic 
superiority within the rural setting* In the v i l l e^e councils . 
1. Kajumdar, D.r:., ^^^%^ ^ d Comm^n c^^ |Uon in yt InJlm mUf^i 
Asia Publishing House, 1958, pp* 180-186* 
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the Brahaans play an iaportant role. Hov non-Brahsan eastes 
have averriden the traditional upper eastaa l ike twiee->bron 
in the social preeedeaee? A cloee aerating of the aoeio* 
eooQonic conditiona of these eastes reveal that the deciding 
fftOtor in their favours i s their superior eeonoaie position 
Various BoonoKle Effeeta Of Social CBat<»s 
CustoAB " socialt religious and legal - ispinges on the 
economic l i f e of the peaaant at five differwnt pointsi-
( i ) Expenditure on aarriages and other cereaonies, 
( i l ) Restrictions on trade and industry, 
( i i i ) Caste penalties, 
(iv) Repayawat of emeestral debt and 
(v) The aaintenanoe of social prestige. 
(A) Harriage» Dowries are usual aaoagst eastes and good 
social standing. Apart froa dowry, however, there i s alwaya 
expenditure on the oereocmy i tael f , which i s often grossly waste-
ful. Am<m t^ al l castes of good status, the burden of i t fa l ls 
of the father of the bride. He aust provide the girls with 
omaa«its, clothing and household utensils . He aust feast the 
bridegro<»*s party, Brahaans for several days. 
1. Purer-Haiaendore, C.y., gftg^e m m ^^.gfffi^t lajlfl. #|d 
Cevlon. Asia Publishing House, Boabay, 1966, pp. 70-73. 
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ABongst the Icwer eastes* on the other hand bride price 
paid by the father of bridegrooB. 
(b) Other Cereaonieat Various other cereaoniea besides 
oarriage also often lead to extra vaganee and debt, Anongst the 
most ocHM&cm of these are the ceremonies of birth and death. 
The functional castes are the direct desendants of the 
trade guilds of India« and many of them are s t i l l as strict in 
regulating trade matters as the circumstances of modern c i v i l i -
sation v i l l permit* 
( l i i ) Caaf oonaltiest 
Caste pancbayats impose heavy fines on an offender against 
social customs* or to order his to give a feast, either to a 
specified number of Brahmans, or to the brothei^ood, or to both. 
This too has an economio effeot, for as the offender i s invariably 
exccKOMuiieated t i l l the sentsnee has bsen carried outt he must 
often find i t necessary to borrow for the purpose. Naturally 
villagers are reticent about debts due to this cause* and in the 
evidence collooted by the Banking Enquiry Committee, only one 
instance of i t was actually mentioned. 
(!•) RoPMnsant of aneeatral debt^ t 
A very common object to borrowing i s for the repayment of 
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anoMtral debt. It i s alao a type of debt fron wbieh the debter 
finds i t peeuliarly difficult to free himself effectively and 
i t accordingly beeones necessary to explain with soae precision 
the nature of the obligation which makes debt heritable. The 
l iabi l i ty of one person to pay debts contracted by another depends 
ultimately on the principlOf constantly recurring in Hindu lawj 
thnt legal rights are taken subject to the discharge of moral 
obligations. 
(v) Maintenance of social nrestiget 
The caste system i s essentially aristocratic. iiVery caste 
has i t s a??pointed r«ik, and every individual's status in society 
i s governed by the rank of the caste to which he belongs. That 
status can not be raised. It can, however, be lowered i f in any 
respect a man f s i l s to obey the dictates of custom and the 
higher the caste i s greater need for such observance. Some of 
the customs effecting social status have an important econcHBlc 
bearing* 
(a) A h i ^ caste woman must remain in seclusion. She can give 
no asaistitfiee in the f ie lds. 
(b) Customs forbid a Brahman or a Rajput to handle the olou^i. 
The result of this taboo mn handling the plou^di, i s that 
the hiph caste la apt to confine his energies to suprevislon. 
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The eeonoalo rmuXt to increase the eost of cult ivat ion, for 
ainee neither the high easte man hlase l f nor hia wife take 
any active part in agricultural work, they are eoapelled to 
employ for more labour than lower castes* 
In short, tihe high caste agriculturists possesses 
eerttadn def in i te eeon(»d.c advantagea* aet off by the ooatllness 
of h i s cu l t ivat ion . Inferiority of hia crops arni the especial ly 
h l ^ expenditure which he must incur on his social obligationa. 
Thus, the econcmdc factors determine the soc ia l status of a 
particular caste* 
Kverycme recognises that the traditional social syst€» 
in India was organised around easte structures and caste 
ident i t i e s* In dealing with the relationship between ess te 
and p o l i t i c s however, the doctrinaire raoderniser suffers from 
a serious xenophobia • 
At the theorit lcal level three questions have been 
posted by researcherst 
(1) Is i t legitimate for caste froups to participate in po l i t i ca l 
act iv i ty? Do castes remain castes when they are active in the 
po l i t i ca l f ie ld? 
1. Kothari, R* Caste in Indian Pa l i t i ea . Orient Longman Ltd., 
1973f P .4 . 
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(II ) Vhat Is the lapact of caste on Indian po l i t i e s? Does I t 
contribute posit ively and favourably to the deaoeratlc process 
In India? Does I t act as an obstacle to the process of nodemi-
satlon In general and to that of deaooratlo p o l i t i e s In part i -
cular? 
(III ) '4^ hat Is the primary and deterodnlng factor In the Inter-
aetion between easts and po l i t i c s? Does easts Influence po l i t i c s 
or Is I t p o l i t i e s which I s chan^ng the nature of caste Itself^ 
The caste systwn Is characterised by Inter-dependence 
and co-operation and i t does not permit different castes to 
e<HBplete for po l i t i ca l power. Po l i t i e s or competition for 
po l i t i ea l power i s eonfined within the dominant caste . Battel le 
has rightly pointed out how this view i s based on an ideal 
(and not emperleal) view of the easte s y s t o i . We cannot eliminate 
p o l i t i e s from caste just by defining the attributes of the caste 
syst«B in a certain manner* He has oonvineingly argued how 
po l i t i ca l competition eend conf l ict among castes i s an impirical 
real i ty today and such conf l ie t must hove existed even in the 
past. Castes do not cease to be castes simply because they are 
MStive in p o l i t i c s . 
I t i s often argued that vary nature of caste ( i t s 
inherent hierarchy and inequality) i s detrimental to the sp ir i t 
of the drmocratic system. The caste f a c i l i t a t e s the nroceas by 
1. BdtteilXef A., Caste and po l i t i ca l group formation in Tamil 
Nadu, 1969, pp. 259-298. 
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which the e<»aBon illiterate masses in India could participate 
in modern deaocratie politics* Caste is not a hindrance in 
the process of modernisation , on the contrary, it is an agent 
of modernisation. 
According to Kothari , who has criticised those who 
attach a primary role to caste and a passive one to political 
processes* the political structure have their own autonomous 
and independ«it existence. If politics is influenced by caste, 
the latter is also politicised in the process thus bringing 
about a chenge in its character and structure. On the other 
hand the principles of solidarity, reciprocity, exclusiveness 
and ethnicity underlying the jati are also at the basis of 
political structures such as factions and political parties 
in India. 
The concept of dominant caste has be^i criticised on 
several grounds by some authors. They hare argued that what 
is more important in rural India is the dominant caste and not 
the village. According to them, the polities of the village 
is mainly the politics of the dcwlnant caste. The critics of 
the concept often criticise the criteria of dominance as laid 
down by Srinivas (vie. econoiaic and political power, numerical 
preponderance, high ritual status and education) and consider 
it as a mere tantology. 
*^ ?2^5*^^».2A» Ca«t« in Indian Politics. Orient Longman Ltd., 
1970, p.129. 
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Dttbe has or i t l ea l l i ' examined the concept pointing out 
i t s inadequacies and l i a i t a t i o n s in helping to understand Indian 
po l i t i c s* Their argunent could be suaaarised, as follows* 
(1) There are no clear-cut dMdnant castes in every v i l lnge or 
re^on* 4t times dominance i s shared by more than one caste and 
there i s rivalry between them. Thus, they question the existence 
of a s ingle dominant caste in many situations* 
(2) Fven i f there are dominmt castes which wi l l sa t i s fy the 
cr i ter ia enumerated by Srinivas* they point out that the dominance 
i s enjoyed not by the caste as a whole but by a few dominant 
individuals belonging to the caste* These doiadnant individuals 
exploit not only the members of the other castes but also the 
poorer end vulnerable sections of their own caste. 
(3) Sven i f one can identify a dominant caste in a given s i tua-
tion» the members of such a caste and i t s leaders are divided 
into rival factions, thus, l imiting their power and providing 
a scqp>e for the members of the other castes to assert themselves 
and demand a share in power. Even i f one accepts these criticisms 
i t does not necessarily reduce the relevance of the concent in 
understanding p o l i t i c a l phenomena. I t remains a fact of Indian 
po l i t i ca l l i f e that in many regions dominant castes such as the 
Marathas in Maharashtra, Okkaligas in Kamataka and Reddis and 
KaBoias in Andhra Pradesh, en^oy power which i s much more than 
1. Dube, 3.C., Caste dominance in India. Delhi, 1968, pp.32-87. 
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their niwerieal strength vould justify* It is necessary to 
Bake a ayateaatie and coaprebenaive study of the power enjoyed 
by different dominant castes in different regions In India. 
Several caste groups have organised theaselves into 
caste associations. These associations Derfora varimis social, 
cultural« econoBdc and political functions for their ambers. 
soae of these act as interest groups and pressure groups in their 
respective regions. We see the various atteopts by various 
caste groups to cone to terns with the processes of their own 
nenbers. Msny authors have pointed out that the caste association 
liberated the *Jati* froa the villsge and the inall localities 
of south India and enabled it to participate in social and 
political groups wider and in soae ways nore vital than the 
village. Kothari and Maru in their study of the Gujarat 
Kshatriya sabha have shown that socially and culturally diverse 
caste groups coae together to proaote their political intarests. 
Bhatt, in his study of the Patidar Yuwak Mandal has shown how 
caste loyalties are utilised for the purposes of political 
BObilisation. M.S.A. fiao in his study of the Yadav Mahasabha 
has described the various facets of its political activities. 
The nost interesting aspect of his study is the unity (as c^ste 
fellows) seen aaong Yadava leaders belonging to rival political 
parties and their persistent etteapts to secure positions of 
nower in the states and at the centre and the demand made by 
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then for the c rea t ion of a regiment in the Indian Army in the 
name of t he i r c a s t e . Lynch has made a subs t an t i a l contribution 
to the understanding of the p o l i t i c s of untouchabi l i ty with 
snecia l reference to the Jatavas of the c i t y of Agra. He 
r e l a t e s the i r p o l i t i c a l behaviour to the i r attempts to achieve 
soc ia l mobi l i ty . Hardgrave J r . has studied the p o l i t i c a l cu l ture 
of thp Hadras of south India* He also r e l a t e s t h e i r p o l i t i c a l 
behaviour to t h e i r attempts to improve the i r pos i t ion in the 
soc ie ty . 
There are a few s tudies which deal with the re la t ionship 
between cas te and p o l i t i c s in a p a r t i c u l a r region or s t a t e . 
B e t e i l l e has done th i s for Tamil Nadu. Nicholas has traced the 
p o l i t i c a l developments in that s t a t e and the part played by 
cas te in them from 1 9 ^ to 1952. Bailey has analysed s imi lar 
developments ir: r e l a t i on to cas te in Orissa. Hardgrave J r . 
has discu8!;ed the rel i i t ionship between caste* c l a s s and p o l i t i c s 
in Kerala. Sisson has re la ted cas te to p o l i t i c a l factions in 
Rajasthan. Roy discusses the ro l e of cas te in p o l i t i c a l r e c r u i t -
ment i r Bihr>r. Harris<Mi deals with the re la t ionsh ip between 
cas te end the communist movement in Andhra Pradesh. Abbe 3ubois 
considered the cas te system of Hindus as * the happiest effort 
of t h e i r l e g i s l a t i o n * . He regarded tho cas te system as being 
resTJonslble for the -^reservation of India from comnlete bar-
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barisB and as the sure basis of orderly goYernnent as a defenee 
against desnosition* and a means for preserving the arts and a 
sure means of preserving the Hindu pattern of culture *under 
the regime of alien conqueit>r8*. 
The principle of caste i s so firmly entrenched in our 
polit ical and social l i f e that everyone including the lewiers 
have accepted the principle that, in the provincial cabinets 
at any rate* each major caste should have a minister. In the 
f irst popular cabinet in Kamataka state, not only were the 
ministers chosen on a casts basis, but each bad a secretary tram 
his own sub->8ub*ea8te. And todsy this principle i s followed 
there not only in the every appointment, but also in the allot«> 
ment of seats in schools and colleges* Toting i s on the baeis 
of casts md voters do not understand that i t i s not right to 
demand that the elected minister help his caste-folk and village^ 
folk. Incidsntly, no eiqplanation of provincial polit ics in any 
part of India i s possible without reference to casts • 
Questions concerning the role of caste in polit ics raise 
crucial issues regarding the interaction between a traditional 
society and new institutions of polit ical l i f e . They focus on 
two particularly intssting issussi the transformation of a caste-
based society as i t s members begin to participate in the new 
institutions snd the impact of such primoitiial loyalties on the 
1. srinivas, M.I9,, Caste in Modem India and other Fsaayy. 
Op. c i t . , p . 32 . 
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eleeturiil pol i t ioa* In so doing tend to issume the existence of 
easte as s ignif ieant gr<Niping8, se lec t ing for study instances 
in wheih oastes have mobilised p o l i t i c a l l y and through this 
deBonstrating how easte t i e s have enabled these groups to win 
the right to p o l i t i c a l participation. Caste i s s ignif icant 
category of peXBonB in the traditional society who are organised 
into Bany small but interlocking groups* "Rie qiuestion would 
focus on whether these grouos articulated a broad caste loyalty 
in nodem nolitio8» or fomed other kind of association with 
different ideologies and mixed easte meoberships* 
The experience of similarly placed prouos confronting 
similar po l i t i ca l s y s t e m , may help in suggesting variable which 
differentiate conditions producing caste organisations and those 
producing other kinds of po l i t i ca l or^nisat ions* For this 
purpose, Reddis and Kansas of Andhra Pri^ewh may be compared. 
These castes are similar in status to the h i ^ e s t placed nsn* 
Brahmin land owning caates in the s t a t e . Ihey also form roughly 
the same proportion of the population in the areas they occupy, 
eMh the largest group in i t ' s area except for Harijans. Their 
experiences in modern electoral p o l i t i e s are also similar. Both 
have bewfi aee(»odated into leadership of faotitm in the ruling 
congress party, niese faetiona, however, are not caste f i c t ions . 
Both Reddis and Kammas participate in factions established before 
they entered p o l i t i c s , which have required members of many castes 
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into an onfroing factional atruoture* Therefore large part of 
Raddls and KioKBaa politieaX experlenoea ouat be concerned with 
thia proeeaa of nodarniaation vhlch haa iinderout the organiaation 
of aolidaritlea along caate Ilnea • 
2 
Harriaon aaya that the ooBauniat leadera of Andhra 
Pradesh, mostly belong to the peasant oastOt KtfHuui, Slnoe the 
founding of the Andhra oMBauniat party in 19341 the party leader-
ahip has been the property of a aingle sub«^aate, the Kmaum 
landlords, who doninate the Krishna Godavary delta* lliia fast 
oarriea enemoua ii^ortanoe in view of the rising influence of the 
Kaaaas in Andhra l i f e . While the Kaamas dcminate the c<»uDuni8t 
narty of rival landowning easte of Reddis d(winate8 the congreas. 
Eaoaa - Reddi rivalry ia an old affair and the preaent day 
polit ical eoBpetition between th^i i s only a modem recurrence of 
an historic pattern dating back to the fourteenth century. 
Miaa Pattersoa"^ discusses the part played by the three 
important caatea of Maharashtra, v i s . , Brabmana, Harathas and 
Mahars, in the polit iea. The cmigress achieved a notable victory 
at the 1937-37 eleetiona and the non-Brahmin party candidates 
suffered a severe defeat. The congress was able to attract 
Harathaa and other non-Brahmins into i t s fold party becauae i t s 
leader Mahatma Q«idhi was not a Brahman. In her opinion, in 
1. Kotharl, R., Op. c i t . , pp. 129-130. 
2. Harriaon, S.S., Caste and the Andhra Communists, American 
Political Science Heviey. Oxford University press, June7l956, 
3. Patteraon, M.L.P., Caate and politioa in Maharaahtra, Jooiiwde 
weekly. ?. VI, Ro.39, Sept., 1954, p.1065. 
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various waysf caste has exerted en ioportant though at times 
subtle effect on the congress organisation in Maharashtra* 
In April 194fit « l«rge block of Maharashtra congress l e f t I t 
to from the peasant's and worker's party* The foraatlon of this 
party nay be regarded both as an attempt to protest against what 
was considered overtly 'capital is t* domination of the congress and 
to by-pass what was claimed to be continued Brahmin control over 
posit ions of leadership in the Maharashtra congress organisation. 
In the 1951 electiofui, the major cleavage in Travencore-
Cochin was between Hindu and Christians* For a whole year before 
the elections* the Poiocratio congress carried on a steady 
campaign that the local Indian National Congress was dcwiinated 
by Christians* 
Caste and p o l i t i c a l recruitment seen in Bihar congress 
during 1951 elections* The three chief castes were - Rajput, 
Bhumihar and Kayastha* The pattern of recruitment in congress 
party in reflect a l l basic social divis ions in Dihar society . 
They also ref lect what we have already referred to as 'cumulative' 
inequalityI namely, the disproportionate access to power positions 
by moDbers of higher status castes* But there i s also noticeable 
another *c<nintervailing' trend* This i s the tendency of increas-
ing representation of the lower status castes groups in the oarty, 
which may be referred to as a trend towards 'the dispersal of 
inequality'* In other words the virtual monopoly of the upper 
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castes over po l i t i ca l resources has ended and the operation of 
deaocratic p o l i t i e s has endowed the unprivileged lower castes 
with two attributes to po l i t i ca l influence, nuaber and organi-
8ati<»n« The recruitaent patterns in the party therefore, can 
be taken to indicate a sh i f t in the distribution of power, 
notwithstanding the fact that the p o l i t i c a l scene in Bihar i s 
s t i l l doainated by the upper castes* 
In 1951* there was in existence in Uttar Pradesh an 
organisation called the shoshita 3an|^, coaprising the lower 
cas te , which had as i t s aia the iaproveaent of the condition of 
the l a t t e r , n i i s seeas to be but one indication of the fact 
that caste consciousness i s on the r i s e in U,P« 
In Punjab, the conf l ic t i s not between castes but between 
two systeas of castes - the Hindus and Sikhs* 
In Bijqor d i s t r i c t , U*P., according to Harrison in 1953 
there was cleavage and rivalry between the Jats and the Chauban 
Rajputs, and also between the Chaaars of the Uaidasi 3abha md 
the Shoshita Sangh* The Chauhan wi l l not follow behind a doai" 
nant Jat faction and the untouchables, too, wi l l keep their votes 
intact for sale to the h i ^ e s t bidder rather than enter into an 
inevitably subordinate relationship to eny caste Hindu peasant 
faction* 
In Asaagarh d i s t r i c t of U*P., froa the v i l lage Pakri Busurg, 
1. Harrison, S . S . , India» The aost dangerous deeadea. 195?, 
pp. 269-270, 
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i t was reported a cleavage between the KahatrlyaSf Rajputa and 
Mallahsy the bootnim, fishermen* The fomer with aoae other 
castes support the Indian Congress and the later with soae other 
castes are a f f i l i a ted with the ooamunist party* 
In Rajasthan, there was keen rivalry and even c l e a v e ^ 
between the Rajputs and the JatSt where we are told, "there 
has been a traditional animosity between the two eomaunities 
because of the fact that the Rajputs are landlords and Jat 
tenants** The 3watantra e>arty, the party which largely repre-
sents the wealthier c lasses , landlords and others, was believed 
to be dominated by Rajputs in Rajasthttn* On the v i l lage leve l , 
in the Panchayati Raj e lect ions , the toug^test struggle was 
alleged in Jodhpur divis ion, to be between the Rajputs and Jats* 
In Jaipur divis ions two parties were for opposing the alleged 
*'Jat*0ppre88i<m'*, the other pleaded for a combined Jat-Ahir, 
Gujar<-Hina combination* 
In Kerala as for as the Hindu society i s concerned the 
p o l i t i c a l scene presented i s that of a bisectional society, the 
two largest and important castes of Nayars and Ishavas having 
well organised separate associations of their members* 
In Orissa, the castes have not be«i so organised as the 
Nslr Service Society in Kerala* Thus neither the Brahmins nor 
the Kararis, writer c lass show associations similar to what of 
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the nayRTB* Bailey's study of three Til lages of the po l i t i ca l 
act iv i ty and relations with in then gives a clear indication 
that though struggles and conf l ic ts may s t i l l take place within 
the v i l l age between caste-groups* the po l i t i ca l allegiwftces 
and al l iances are not confined within the vi l lage* 
In TaBdlnad, doninant castes have cone to play an iaportant 
role in every sphere of Tiemil p o l i t i e s emd today every doainant 
eaote of any significance i s non-Brahnan. Ki^ h of these castes 
enjoyes a greater measure of unity than the non-Brahnins as 
whole alth(Hi(^ most of the major ones are themselves sub<»divided* 
The three-fold divis ion of society into Bri^iman, non-Bra)»an snd 
Harijans provides pertiaps Uie broadest basis for "communal" 
p o l i t i c s in Ttfiilnad* Jtota division provides the basic frsme-
work for the analysis of problems of both distribution and process* 
I t castes i t s shades at every level of po l i t i ca l organisation 
2 from the v i l lage to the s t a t e . I^ eaeh says that in a democratic 
system virtually any kind of social identity may be used as a 
baais for mobilising po l i t i ca l support and i t i s d i f f i cu l t to 
d^ny that castes play a major part in this regard in Tamilnad 
today* 
I t may be concluded that caste may be s ignif icant to the 
p o l i t i c a l process at every level of se^(mtati<m, although 
organized p o l i t i c s at s tate and d i s t r i c t l eve l s has often led to 
1. Bailey, F.G., Tribe. Caste anti Natipn, Oxford University Dress, 
1960, p , 261* 
2* Leach, r;*R*, Aspect of Caat^. Bombay, 1969, p . 259. 
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a quasi *- permanent aggregation of segments. Rvery vhere, 
however, the caste system provides one set of cleavages along 
which units tend to serge or sub-divide. Caste influences the 
p o l i t i c a l l i f e to a greater extent in the rural area than in 
the urban centres* This i s because caste conscimisness i s stronger 
along the rural people than tfsong the urban people. Choice or 
rejection of candidates as well as the nature of propaganda in 
po l i t i ca l e lect ions sre determined by osuite consideration aore 
in v i l l ages than in towns and c i t i e s . Caste ego i s stronger 
hence exerts a powerful influence in shaping the po l i t i ca l l i f e 
of the rural aggregate. In contrast of this extra caste consi-
derations considerably influence po l i t i ca l pre;)udiees and nre-
di lsct iona of the urban population. Ci»te i s the traditional 
integrative agency. It has now aligned i t s e l f with the oodem 
integrative agency - the po l i t i ca l party. In this process the 
caste gets a new strength. This i s owing to th^ fact that 
traditional l oya l t i e s can be exploited to achieve goals of 
T>olitieal power. 
Mo proohecy i s possible about the date when caste would 
disappear from the soc io -po l i t i ca l l i f e of this country. Mahatma 
Gandhi tried to destroy caste . He staked his whole po l i t i ca l 
l i f e on his support of the Harljans, children of God, as be called 
thooe oeople, the l ove l i e s t of the lovely, whcai others referred 
to as untouchsbles. 
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The new polit leal Iffiplieationa, the new lease of l i f e 
i t has acquired since independence. Caste has become a basis 
of economic and pol i t ical coaq;)etition« This was bound to happen 
sooner or later when the vote was given to the numbers without 
the emerging of caste. 
The politician wants caste and coranunal distinctions and 
animasities to disappear* At the same time he i s aware of vote-
catching power of caste* 
We have seen that caste plays very important roles in 
socialt culturalt pol i t ica l , eoonosic and various other aspects 
of our l ife* The varying idiosyncratic nodes of individual's 
behaviour are moreover reflected in «id supported by a hierar-
chical arrangonent of caste groups* This hierarchy again based 
on a system of ritual ranking* The mobility within this system 
always has been p<»sible. In each region the path of mobility 
i s defined by the customs of those who are h i^es t in the ritual 
hierarchy* If the local Brahmms refraim from eating meat and 
drinking wine, then a Jati that adopts these customs lays claim 
to a hii^er status* If i t i s a small group within a jat i , i t s 
members strengthen tii^r claim i f they refuse to intermarry with 
those who refuse to make the change* In time the new group will 
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beeoae a separate ja t l and w i l l fee l 8(»evhat superior to the 
group of vhich they were formerly a part • 
A siaposiua of socia l nobi l i ty in the caste systea in India, 
edited by James Silverborg (1967)* This includes ar t ic les by B* 
Barker, K. Harper, V.L* Rowe, B« Stein, T. B, Danle and M. Marriott. 
In an interest ing study on the nobil i ty novement of the Noniyas of 
U.P* claiiaing status of as Chauhan Rajput*s act iv i ty to raise statue. 
2 Daale s ta tes that the l i terature on soc ia l mobility suggests the 
nrevalence of four modes of conduct -> Bri^manic, Kshatriyas, 
Vaishyas and Western* His observation i s that the models of wester-
nisation has made very l i t t l e impact, except at a verbal l eve l , on 
ritual society* Morriott points out that the complexity of India's 
nyutemB of s tra t i f i ca t ion and stresses the need for a number of new 
analystic notions in order to understwid why any giiran effort at 
easts mobility i s about. First of a l l the, contrast between closed, 
interactional rural system of s trat i f i cat ion and the open, a t t r i -
butional urban systems should be taken into consideration. Further 
we need to distinguish the ranking and mobility of castes OB 
corporations ctmcerned with ritual dominance and polluticm from the 
ranking and movement of individual's and groups omtcemed with 
wealth, power or prestige* 
#e know that the caste-system i s far from a rigid system 
in which the position of each component caste i s fixed for a l l tiiae. 
1. Sivertsen, D., Vhen Caste BarriersFall> Universitets Forlaget, 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1963, p.22* 
2. Hitchock, J.T. The RaJputs of Kholanur. New York, 1966, p.10. 
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Movement has alvays been p<^slble, esp^ie l ly so in the middle 
regions of the hierarchy* A low caste vem able, in a ^neration 
or two, to raise to a h i^er position in the hierarchy by adopting 
•egetarisa and teetotelisa and by sansltritisation i t ritual and 
pantheon. Sanskritisation i s the process by which a low Hindu 
caste, or tribal or other group, changes i t s custtms, ritual, 
ideolo^ and way of l i f e in the direction of a high and frequently 
"twice bom" caste* Generally such changes are followed by a cl^iio 
to hii^er position in the caste hierarchy then that traditionally 
conoeded to the claimant caste by the local cmsaunity* The claim 
i s usually made over a period of time, infMt a generation or two, 
before the "arrival" i s conceded. Sanskritisation i s generally 
acconpanied by and ofton results in, upward mobility for the caste 
in question, but mobility may also occur without sanskritisation 
and vice^versa. However, the mobility associated with sanskriti-
sation results only in positional changes in the system and does 
not lead to any structural change. That i s , a easts moves up 
above i t s neighbours, and another comes down, but all this takes 
place in an essentially stable hierarchical order. The system, 
i t s e l f does not ohar'ge. 
Sanskritisation i s not confined to Hindu castes but also 
occurs sEBong tribal ar.d aemitribal grmips, such as the Bhils of 
iestem India, the Gonds md Ora<ms of Central India and the 
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pahadis of the Hinalayas* This usually resul ts in the tribe 
undergoing sanakritisation e la l s ing to be a caste and therefore, 
Hindu. In the traditional systea the only way to becone a Hindu 
was to belong to a easte and the unit of mobility was usually a 
froup, not an individual or a family* 
Group nobil i ty i s a oharaeteristie of the easte sys t« i , 
whereas in a c la s s system i t i s the individual and his foaily 
whieb moves up or down* A easte group can try to move upward 
by copying the behaviour of either the r i tua l ly pre-eminent 
Brahmin or of the eastes that are eeonemioally or po l i t i ca l l y 
powerful* Thus i f the middle group considers marriages to be 
a binding sacrament, an aapiring sub-oasto group wi l l ban the 
remarriage of widow* Again many p o l i t i c a l l y dominwfit castes do 
not object to alcohol and their emitatozti d s o wil l not do so* 
To help i t r i s e , a sub-KJa»te (rroup may change i t s name and lay 
claim to a long-l(wt membership in a higher varna* This helps 
i t relations with other sub<>oaste groups in the caste , in order 
to be recognised by outsiders as a separate, h i ^ e r caste group. 
If the ranking system i s validated by dif ferential wealthy 
then i t v i l l be upset by changes in the distribution of wealth* 
TnB changed eeonoi^y demands social mobility* Although i t i s the 
r ig idi ty of a system that has attracted most comment, observers 
have also noticed that under certain conditions mobility in the 
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syatea of ritual ranking i s poss ible . Hanu r e c o i ^ s e s mobility 
of this sort!" As the son of a Sudra oay attain the rank of a 
Brahnan, and as the son of a Brahvan >ay sink to a level vith 
3udras even so mist i t be with hia who springs from a Rashatriya, 
even so with hia who was bom of a Vaishya • 
Thus mobility ean be divided into two oatagoriest namely, 
(1) TtiQ group mobility, discussed above in terms of easts group 
mobility, and (2) Individual mobility whioh implies and involvee 
the quitt ing of one caste for another higher in the soale, held 
to be absent and impoasible in caste syst^ss where the rules of 
endogttiy plus the inheritance of permmmt caste status of birth 
combine to block any poss ib i l i ty of individual social advancement 
Msross caste boundariea. Both these forms of social mobility occur 
however among the castes* 
Ideally a l l mcNSibers of a s ingle caste are social equaLs-
in prentice factors of wealth, po l i t i ca l power, education, ocou-
nationaX status iuid so forth operate within, as well as between 
castes to produce important internal inequal i t ies of s tatus . In 
Indian caste sybtem these internal inequal i t ies of economic 
condition and social prestige which lead to caste f iss ion and 
sub<Ksaste formation, a group of eeoncwic peers hiving off and 
2 
claiming a higher status than their former caste fellowa • 
U Bailey, P .a , , Caate and the Kconwiic Frontier. Indian Branch, 
Oacford University press, 1971, p. 269. 
2. f^rer > Haiaendore. C.Y., 0 ^ 1 ^ m^ 3M.n T^> l%a^, India and 
Cevlon. Bombay, 1966, pp.70-73. 
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S(Hi«tlB«s the adoption of a particular oeeupation by a 
group of pooplo in a eaato alao results in the change of the 
soeiaX position of that group both within the caste and alao 
outside i t . This often leads to the foraation of new caste or 
sub-oastes* Radha Kasal Mukerji points to the stfie fact when he 
states that in soae eastes the adoption of a degrading oeeupation 
by certain faidlies has spelt sodial disaster for that section, and 
though s t i l l retaining the caste naae, they are conpelled to narry 
aaongst theaselves and thus font a sub<<aste« In other instances 
the converse i s the ease wid a group that abandons a disreputable 
oeeupation or c^mands sooial respeet by adoption of the oustoaa 
(and restrietions) of higher eastes i t s e l f attains in tiae to a 
hii^er sooial grade. 
tfith sooio^politieal awakeningt there haa developed an urge 
for bilker education among the various section of the society. 
Costes which sensed the necessity of hii^er education earlier and 
initiated their children into western education are emerging with 
improved soeisl position. In the coune of talcing advantage of the 
new opportunities and improving their pMitiim, caste groups are 
undergoing change in their very nature. I have tried to show that 
mobility was pMsible, though not easy, in the traditional system, 
and that i t did actually occur occasionally. One of the most 
potent sources of mobility lay in the system's polit ical fluidity. 
1. Mukerji, R.K., Frtn94ft3l?ff 9f <f<m9^^%U§ ^pny^fflt ^'S. Kink 
and Sons* Ltd., p.8. 
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Any oastt that aehievsd political power at the local level 
could adYanee a olaia to be Kahatriya* Mobility eharaeteriatle 
for the aedievaXt open agrarian ayatoM vith aobillty in aodem 
tiaea which occurs within a narrow, localised ranking systea, 
and arguea that the divisions characteristic of the great peasant 
oaatea of India hare arisen froa the foraer. 
The varioua faetora mentioned above weigh with the rural 
people in the fixation of social statua of individuals as well as 
of caate groupa* while the traditional t&otcarm l ike status by 
birth and ritual purity s t i l l Mcount for h i ^ social status, aodem 
factors l ike wealth, social and polit ical and nuaerical strength 
of a particular caatcgroup also are reaponsible for the superior 
social status of certain caatea in the rural areas. While birth 
and ritual purity s t i l l play a role in deteraining the social status 
of individuala, they have nevertheless lost nich of thd.r s ignif i-
cance. On the ether hand, social and political poaitioa i s now 
considered acre iaportant. 
It ia intereating to note that the aobility of a caate i s 
frequently stated in Yama teraa rather than in teras of the local 
caate situationa. Thia ia partly becauae each caate has a nuie 
and a body of cuatoaa and traditiona which are peculiar to i t se l f 
in any local area and no other caste would be able to take up i t s 
name. A few individual or faaily aay claia to belcmg to a locally 
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hi^er caste, but not a whole easte, even the foraer event would 
be difficult as the connections of these individuals or fanilies 
would be known to all in that area* On the other hand, a local 
caste would not find i t difficult to eal l i t s e l f Brahnin, Kshatriya 
or Yaishya* Even here there Bii^t be opposition but the parvenus 
may distinguish thenselves from the local Brahain, Kshatriya or 
Vaishya by suitable prefixes* Thus the Bedas of Mysore would find 
i t iapossible to eall theaselves Okkaligas (peasants) or Kurubas 
(shenherds), but would not have difficulty in calling thenselves 
Valoiki Brahsdns* The Smiths of South India long ago, in pre-
British times, changes their names to Vishvakarma Brahmins* In 
British India this tendency received special encouragement during 
the periodical census enumsrations when the low castes changes 
their names in order to move up in the hierarchy • 
Mobility aspirations became inter woven with pre-existing 
rivalries betwewn local castes* In this context, the urge to be 
a step ahead of one*s structural neigbbours must be distinguished 
from a general movement toward equality while a caste struggled 
for a higher pMition for i t s e l f in the local hierarchy i t restsited 
the efforts of others, in particular lower castes, to move up* 
It*s attitude may be summed up as, "I am equal to those who think 
of themselves as my betters, I am better to those who regard 
themselves as my equals and how dare my inferiors claim equality 
1. Srinivas, M.N..Casts in Modern India and other Esaavs. Bombay, 
1970, p,69* 
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with ae"? Berr«aftn*s aeeount of the situation in the Hiaalayan 
villag* of Sirkanda i s probably true of large areas of India. 
He says that in Sirkanda those lov oaste people who spoke most 
piously against hi^-^aste abuses vers l ikely to be equally abusive 
to their easts inferiors* However, no low oaste was encountered 
whose aenbers did not seriously question i t s plaee in the hierarchy. 
In connection with the caste nobility aoveaent of several 
lower castes and untouchable castes, one may observe that these 
castes have Bade corporate efforts to iaprove their rank wilbin 
the caste systea* The position of individuals has been auch 
aaeliorated as far as public l i f e i s concerned and that untouch-
ability has in that respect been very appreciably reduced, in re l i -
gious observances, the castes whose water cannot be accepted are 
held at as great a distance before. In so for as their position 
has been iaproved, i t seeas to be less the result of a change of 
heart towards thea than of a concession by oasts to caste for i t s 
own convenience end not by caste to outcaste for the benefit of 
the later. Gandhi led a crusade against untouchability and dis-
eriainatory caste practices with reaarkable success. Industriali-
sation has been another powerful factor in underaining tiie sharp 
distinctiveness of the caste systea. In Madras, in 1919 the caste 
worker would not agree to work in the saae departaent as the un-
touchables, separate canteen arrangeawits were necessary in large 
Aaerican 
I P.TT. 
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factories, Brahadn boys would not enter the leather trade. Many 
of these restrietiire praetioes haye either disappeared or are 
rapidly weakening in their applieation. In 1932, the untouchables 
were hesitant to s i t together with the easte vil lagers, and left 
a gap between the «ain audienee «id th^iselves* But after some 
time there was no such gap between different sections of the 
audience. 
The Harijans, particularly the ohamars have greatly changed 
their educational level and occupational pattwns. They are no 
longer regarded as i l l i t era te and unskilled landless labourers. 
They have also been able to a great extent dissociate themselves froi 
their traditional occupations. This has become pratioally coi^lete 
among the Chmmars. Increase in educational, occupational opportu-
ni t ies , constitutional privileges and desire among the Harijans 
to change their conditions and to move up in the social hierarchy 
contributed to this change. Adoption of mechanised farming oract^se< 
by the Jats and Brahmins also forced the Harijans to search for 
jobs in other fields other thwi agriculture. This change of occu* 
pation has taken place only recently and mostly confined to the 
memben belcmging to younger generation of the Harijan community. 
The l i f e style of the Harijana has also undergone several changes 
and hem fallen in line with the l i f e style of the higher caetes. 
The ohosges that have taken place in the different areas of l i f e 
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styl«» aavely Barriage, fasdly structure, ezeroiae of authority 
In the faaily, dreas* diet , emaaenta, houaing and poaaeasion of 
nod em eonnanities are aainly due to interplay of aereral faetora 
and not due to any particular factor. The faetora vhich have 
brau#it out ehangea in their l i f e atyle are aat apread of edueation 
ttBong the Harijana, ehangea in their occupational pattern and 
incoaie, change in the influence of the h i^er caste people, change 
in attitude of both h i^er caate people and a strong desire among 
the Harijans to go up izi the aoeial hierarchy. Harijana have 
inproved their position in reapeet of their entry into tenples, 
use of sanakritie literature and senricea of the Brahains in the 
worship of the deit ies , entering into schools and use the coanon 
wells. In general, the Harijma hare changed their social poaition. 
But in ooBparis(m to older generation, the ycwnger generation has 
beeone sore successful to change their aoeial position, because of 
spread of a»iskritisation and wettemisation. 
Signs of the sMskening of baekirard classes are found in 
every part of the country. Movement was very prcninent in aouth 
India and the Tavil country i t s heart and aoul. In Bengal the 
Togia and Ifaaashudras made a keen effort to i^srove their statua. 
Around 1911, the Arya Saaaj acreaent of Worth India aeeas to have 
Bade a strong appeal of low caatea in 8C»e diatricts of the Punjab 
and Uttar Pradesh. The Sttsaj founded Shuddhi aoveaent to prevent 
1. Gaagrade, K.D., Social Mobility in India} Mao in India. V. 33, 
Mo. 3f July-Sept., 1975* pp.248-70. 
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low eaatMi from being eonTrertod to other religions and to re-
olaiB those who had been already. In the ?unjab, a separate 
soeiety was formed to raise the status of untouchables through 
the Shaddhi noireBent. Recent vil lage studies have confirmed that 
the Arya Samaj did hove an appeal to Harljan eastes in western 
Uttar Pradesh. In Bihar and Orissa, i t had u strong appaal for 
low eastes sueh as Xurares, Ooalas and Mushahars • 
Sikhisa also provided a channel of mobility for several low 
eastes - The Akali movement included a large number of persons 
particularly sweepers* to return as Sikhs instead of Hindus. 
The members of lower castes, artisan md ocoupaticmal groups, 
obviously considered that they gained in status as soon as they 
eeased to be Hindus aiid became Sikhs. Similarly, the Jat in 
Jullunder end Hoshiarpur, i f a Hindu, was looked down by his 
Hindu RaJiNit nei^bours and so became a Sikh. Similar influences 
were operative in cases of such castes as: Tarkhana, Lobar, Hai, 
Sonar ete . 
The non-Br^ffiin movement of Maharashtra was largely, thaugh 
not entirely, autonomous. The opposition to Brahmin dominanee 
did not come from the low and appressed oaates but from the leaders 
of the powerful, rural dominant eastes sueh as the Kavmas and 
Raddis of the Telugu couutryt the Vellalas of the Tamil country 
and the Nayar of Kerala. Tlie other important stand in the ideo-
1. Census of India, 1911, report, Punjab, 1911* V* 8, Ifo. 3, 
April 1960, pp. 279-287. 
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logy of the non»SrahBdn sovemffifit ia "2»wajfaa Marjpadi," or self-
r98T)eet. The non-Brahraan aaveaent in Madras and Karnataka ia 
also iei!)ortant» 
Thus* the baokward clasaaa novasent of Scwth India as 
fundaiaentally a aioveBtant to aahiaYO Mobility on the part of 
groups which had laggod behind the Brahsins in weaterniaation* 
Education, employiient in the govemoent and partieipation in the 
new polit leal process were esaentiaX for such nobility, and edueation 
was an indispensable means for surviving the other two. It was 
Inevitably a secular noveaent* The idea of equality was inherent 
in i t . I t led to widespread rivalry between caatea v^ieh were 
ea£:er to move up and to this ' se l f respect aovement* and i t had to 
nnke an assault on the Bralmn'a culture and aooial drndnanee and 
exelusivenoss* In process of participating in the aiodexti political 
and other processes subsumed under westernisation, the caste 
systea underwent certain significant changea. The coming into 
existenee of new opportunities, educational, eooncHBio and political 
brought about an increase in horizontal solidarity* 
Political forces have playad a part in stittulating hori-
eontal solidarity, but they are not the only ones. Urb«iisation, 
irerc*«i5ed spatial mobility, westernised style of l i f e , and modern 
ideo lo^ have also played their part. 
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Tb« namtt of the tribe, Ahir i s a oorruption of the 
Sanskrit word Ab^hira. Tbe iyat&i£i »^^ ^® "ost nuBeroua and 
the cleanest of the several oastea of eowherda* They are 
found in alBost every part of Uttar Pradesh, Ttpm the extent 
of eountnr over vhieh they are sprei^ and froa the reference 
to theM in the «ost ancient Sanskrit works* i t seaas very pro-
bable that they had settled in tbe country loni; befoi« the 
Brabaans and the Kshatrlyas found their way into i t • 
According to the Bri^Banical tradition, as given by Menu, 
"they descended by a Braha«i froa a woaan of the Aabastha. or 
tribe of phisicians". In the Brahaa Purana i t i s said that they 
are descended froa a Kshatriya father and a woaan of the faiahya 
castef but on the question of the descent of the varioua tribes, 
the sacred books, as in aany other aatters, differ very auoh 
froa each other, and none are to be iapl ic i t ly trusted. This 
pastoral tribe of the Tadubanai stock was foraerly of auch greater 
consideration in India than i t ia at present. In the Raaavana 
«nd M^abharata theilKfeiBMl in *he west are apoken oft and in the 
Puranek geography, the country on the western coast of India, 
froa the Ti^ti to Devagarb ia called Abhira, or the region of 
cowherds. When the Xattia arrived in Gujarat, in the e i^th 
century, they found the greater part of the country in the oceu-
1. Bose, ?J.K., Hindu Cqiatea and Sec^a. Boabay, 1972, p.236. 
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patlon of the Ahlrs* The nane of Asirgarh* which Flriehta and 
Khesana Antra say i s derived froa Aaat Ahlr, shows that the 
tribe was of aoae iaportanee in DakUiin also* and there i s no 
doubt that we have traces of the naae in the Abiria of Ptolemy, 
whieh he plaees above Patalene« Ahirs were also Rajas of Mepal 
at the begining of our era* and they are pertii^s connected with 
the Pala or shepherd dynasty, whieh ruled in Bengal froa the 
9th to the latter part of the 11th century, and which, i f we say 
place trust in aonuaental inscriptions, were for soaetiae the 
universal rulers of India* 
On the tribe to the east Rlsley writes, "The traditions 
of the caste bear a h i ^ l y iataginative character and profess to 
trace their descent froa the ged Krishna, whose relations with 
the milknaids of the Brindaban play an important part in Hindu 
aythology"* Krishna hiaself i s supposed to have belonged to 
the tribe of Yadavas or descendants of Ti^u, a noaadic race, who 
grace cattle and aake butter and are believed to hare aade m 
early settleaent in the neighbourhood of Mathura* In mtmary of 
this tradition, one of their sub-eastef), in the North'-tfestem 
Provinces, i s called Yadu or Jadubaosi, to the present day* 
Another story aakes out the Gualas to the Vaishyas, who were 
1. Risley, H.H., Tribes and Castes. Calcutta, 1975, p. 282, 
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degraded in consequence of haying introduced castration among 
their herds and aeBbers of the caste who are disposed to claia 
this distinguished ancestor may lay stress upon the fact that the 
tending of flocks and herds i s aentioned by the authorities among 
the duties of the Vaishyas order. Taken as a whole, the guala 
traditions hardly can be said to do more than render i t probable 
that one of their earliest settloaents was in the neighbourhood 
of Mathura and that this part of the country was the centre of 
distribution of caste. The large functional group known by the 
neuse Ouala seems to hare been recruited not merely by the diffusion 
along the Canges Talley of the Semi-Aryan Gualas of the North-
Vestem ProYinces, but also by the inclusion in the caste of 
pastoral tribe who were not Aryan at a l l . These, of course, would 
form distinct sub-castes, and would not be admitted to the Jus 
connubii with the original nucleus of the caste. The features of 
Mathurabasi Gwalas are high, sharp and delicate and they are of 
a l i ^ t brown complexion and the features of Magadha sub-caste, 
on the other hand, are undefined and coarse. They are dark c<»plez-
ioned, and bare large hand and feet. Seeing the latter standing 
in a group with some sinhbhum Kols, there i s no distinguishing one 
from other. There has, doubless, been much intermixture of blood. 
These remarks i l lustrate both the processes to growth of the caste 
i s due. !niey show bow representatives of the original tribe have 
spread to district vey remote from their original centre, and how 
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at the stfie tiae people of alien race vho followed pastoral 
oeeupatieas hare beeoae attaehed to the eaate and are reoogniaed 
by a sort of fiction nm having belonged to i t a l l along. 
Another aeofHint represents then to be the deseendants of 
the Abars> one of the Scythian tribes vho in the seeond or first 
century before Christ entered India fron the north-west or, and 
this i s perhsps more pztibablet they are regarded as an old Indiwi 
or half Indian T9Xi% who were driven south before the Scythian 
invasion. That they were very early sett lers in the Provinces 
and the neighbourhood certain. The Nepal legend states that the 
Kiratas obtained possession of the valley after expelling the 
Ahirs* In the Hindu draaa of the Toy^Cart t the successful 
usurper who overthrovs Pol ska. King of Ujjain, i s Aryaka, of the 
cowherd caste and similarly in the Buddhist chronicles Chandra-
gupta i s described as a cowherd of princely race. In Oudh they 
appear to have been early, probi^ly aboriginal, inbabitants before 
the Rajput invasion. They are alao said to be closely related 
with the BharSf and they attend at great nuabers of the occasion 
of a fair at Salaau in the Rae Bareli district held in honor 
of the Bhar. Hero Oal, who has been in connection with that tribe 
shown to be nytbieal. General Cunning^an assuaes froa the refe-
rence to thea in Menu that they soist certainly have bewi in India 
before the tiae of Alexander, and that as they are very nuaereus 
1. AtUnson, Hiaalavm Qasetteer. II , p.564. 
2. Wheeler, ^ilffTf fff l^^%* Vol. I?, p.283. 
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in tli« •astern distr icts of Mirzapur, Banaras and Shahabad they 
cannot pcNisibly l ike the Jats and Gujarat be identified with the 
Indo>Sejrthians« vhose doainions did not extend beyond the upper 
Ganges. It i s Berely a conjecture or Mr* Nesfield that the Kor 
or Kur sub'Caate i s derived frosi the Kola of the Vindhyan plateau. 
At the aaae time, as e i ^ t have been expected soae of 
their tri^itionstindicate a tendency to aspire to a higher origin 
than those vhiob vmld associate thea with nenial tribes aueh 
as the Bhars. Thus in BuXandshahr they claiB to be Chauhaa 
Rajputs. The Holiilkhand branch says that they case fros Hausi 
Hissar about 700 yeara ago. In Gorakhpur the Barai^a sub^caste 
provides Vet nurses in Rajput faniliess Others call theaselves 
Jata and refer their origin to Bharatpur while they call theo-
selves Kshatriyas. There i s again a very oloae connection between 
the Dauva 8ub->oa8te «nd the Bundela Bajputs for whon they provide 
Wet nurses. In AsaPgarti, they olaiB to have been once Kshatriyas 
who ruled the country} in Mainpuri they assert that they are diseen-
dants of Rana Katira of Mewar» who bad bsen driven fron his own 
country by an invasion of the MobaMiadana and took refuge with 
Digpala, Eaja of Hahaban whose daughter Kanh Runwar hia son 
subsequently earried, and By her becaiBe the ancestor of the Pathak 
auB-esste. They are the highest clan in that part of the country. 
This arguaent i s interesting as showing that Abhira vas 
'• ^.ftiP-^^^iJ'^'* »ri«f vi^^a on Caate^Svatem^ Allahabad, 1885. p. 106. 
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not origiiially an oeeupatlwial t«m for m h«r4Ban, mor a 
oast«nam«, hat baloiigad to m iMdgrant tribe. Owing apparoat* 
ly to the faot that the Abhirast l ike the Gujara, devoted tbea-
selvea to a pastoral node of l i f e in India, where as the preYi-
otta Aryan indgranta had settled down to cultivation. They ^ve 
their name to the great occupational oaate of herdsaan which 
waa auhaequently developed, and of which they nay originally have 
constituted the nueleus • 
Internal ^truoturet At the census 1891, Ahirs were recorded 
in s ix t een sain sub-pastes - Benbansi, th@ offspring of Rags 
Vena, the faaoua ainner of the aythology, Bhirgudi, Bauwa, 
Dhindhor, Oaddi, 6a»el, Ohoreharba, riders on horses, "Ghosi" 
or "Sbouters", Oujar, (^albwsf Jadubanai *of the Yadava raee**, 
Kanarihat Khunkhuniyai Kurt Nandbanst "of the race of Nanda*, 
the foster father of Krishnai Pathak| Hajauriya arid Kawat • The 
internal classification of Ahirs was very carefully worked out 
by Sir H.M« Klliot, who writes that there appear to be three 
grand divisions aaong then - the Nandbane, the Jadubans and the 
Oualbans, which acknowledge no connection except that of being 
all Ahirs. Those of central Duab uaually style theaselves Nand-
bans, those of the west of the Jswina and upper '^ uab, Ji^ubans 
and those in the lower Duab and Banaras Oualbans. The latter se«B 
1* f^22^^*Jjii Tribes and Castes of Horth«Vestem Province^. 
Delhi, 1974, PP. 49-66. 
?, Census of India, 1891, Report, 1894, V. XVI, p. 515. 
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to hare no sulH>diviaions or gotraa. 
Tho prineipaX gotras of Nandbaoa are aavarphaltat 
Kiahnaut, Bliagta« Bilabniyat Ittawar, Nagaiiwa« Kanandha* Cunr, 
Rawatf Tonguriya* Kiir» Kharkliari» Dirbor* Sitaiilia» Jarwariya« 
Barotbi, Gonda and Fhotak - amoanting in al l to oigbty-four* 
In pri^ota* bealdea aany of theae thera are the Holak, Santoriya, 
Khoaiya, Kballija» Lonivalt Abtaariya or Apblriya, Hailat Mballa« 
Kborot Siaotiya, Gandval, Gird, Bbaaaara, Janjariya, Kankauriya 
and Higaniya* anounting in al l tbe atfcy-four* Many of the tvo 
last naned elana have been converted to the Mobaraaadan faith, 
and are known ae Rengara* 
In Agra* aain sub-oaatea are Nandbana* Gualbana* Kaaariha 
and Ghuaiya. In Kanpur, the sub-oaatea are ffandbana, Jadttbana* 
Kiahnautt Kanattjiya, Ghoal* Oualbana and Illahabaai« or residents 
of Allahabad* 
In the eaat of the Provinces there ia a different set of 
sub-oaates* Thus in Mireapur they are divided into Churiya Oiial, 
who are so called beeause their w<»ien wear bangles, Mathiya, or 
Mahalwa, Obarora, Bhurtiya and Bargahi. The Kiahnaut sub-oasta 
allege that i t was mrnig then that the infant Krishna waa nuraed. 
The Mf^ arwas or Mahalvas te l l the following story to aeoount 
for their namei- "Once "P®" * **"• *^^^^ lived an Ahir at Agori, 
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th« fwBOtts fortrMS of the ChandaX Rajputs, on the river son. 
He vas rioh aaS deiroted to goibliiig. The Raja of Agori also 
loved the diee. One day they were playing, vhen the Ahir lost 
al l his property and finally staked his unborn child. He lost 
this also. Vhen the Ahir*s vife brought forth a g ir l . Raja 
claived her and the Ahir was ealled Maharva, beeause his dsughter 
had to enter the hares (aahal) of the Raja. 
In district Oasetteer of Uttar Pradesh, we find Tarious 
varieties of Ahirs in U.P. Of these, those aost largely represented 
aret in Oorskhpur, they are strongest in Padrauna and Oeoria 
(Deoria i s a separate district now and Padrauna i s in Oeoria) but 
are fairly evenly distributed throughout the d is tr ic t . They are 
said to have aeeoapanied the Rajputs as herdsaen and in aany 
instances their woaen were eoiployed ss wet nurses several ftfidlies, 
now known by the distinguishing t i t l e of Bargaha, having been 
raised to wealth by the favour of a Rajput foster-brother. 
Siadlarly the Rawats of Ha^ar and elsewhere are said to be of 
partly Rajput descent, and consider theaselves superior to the 
rest of their caste-fellows. The vast aajority of the Ahirs 
belong to the great Gwalbans sub-division, found throu^out ttie 
eastern district and Oudh, the reaainder being principally of 
the I^indhor clan. 
In Basti , they sre aost nuaerous in the Khalilabad tahsil, 
1. Diatriet Oasetteer of U.P., Basti | 1907, ?.32, p.77. 
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while Bansi eoaes next vlth a sliu|iUy snaller figure. The vast 
•ajoritjr of the Ahir*8 faadlies belong to the Kanatijiya sub-
division. In the ninber of Ahirs Basti i s only surpassed by 
Gorslchpur. 
Zn Ballia Ahirs are aost nuaerous* Throughout the rest 
of the district they are very evenly distributed. Many of the 
Ballia Ahirs beease Musalmens, and are now known as Sheikhs, 
denying the Hindu origin. The aain sub-pastes of Ahirs are the 
Kanaujia* Kishnaut and Majraut. 
In Bare Banki* ,^ they are to be found everywhere but are 
•est nuBsrous in the Rsasanehii^at tahsil . Most fsjailies belong 
to the Bashhar, I^arbansi, Muriyana* snd Ra^bansi castes. 
Alaost a l l the Ahirs in Banaras^ belong to the Owalbans 
olsn. 
In Hardoi they are found in large nuai>ers in al l tahsils» 
but predoBinate in Bilgras. Most of the families belong to the 
Kauriya sub«division. 
In Oanaot the Gelt Govuliya and (tealbansi sub«eastes are 
found. In Rai Bareli, the Ahirs are said to be the aodem repre-
sentatives of the original Ittiars, but whether this i s so or not, 
they se^i to have been dispossessed by the Rajput inoigrants. 
1. District Gazetteer of U.P. (1904), Balia. 
2. District Gasetteer of U.P. (1904), Bara Banki. 
3 . District Gasetteer of U.P. (1904), Banaras. 
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In Jaiinpur the great aajority belong to the Gwalbaas 
sub-dlyision, though there are large nwibera of Ohlndhors, aa 
i s the case throu^out the eastern half of the provinces. 
In Lucknov, the Ra^iubansi i s the main sub-division of 
this caste. 
In AzaBgarh, they belong for the most part to the sub-
division known as Owalabans. 
In Ghasipur, they belong with few exceptions to the 
Owalbans clan, the rest being Shindhors. 
In Jhansi, they belong to their kindred clans of Ghosi, 
Gwala, Barar and Kanohedia. They claia Muttra as the cradle of 
their race, and say in the tiae of Krishna they were the village 
Banias of Brlndaban, that those known as Nandbans and Gwalbans. 
In Etab, this large tribe includes within i t several gots 
such as the Seaberphula, Bhogita, Oiswar, Hujharanwat Jhinwariya 
and Barothe. Kor i s neither a tribe nor a got, but a Synonymous 
term for a Kamariya. Among the gots of the Ghosis are the 
Bilahariya, Diswar (found in both tribe), Rawat, Barawiya and 
Phatak. 
In Bijapur they were divided into Advi Cols, Hasan Gols, 
Krishna Gols, Paknak Gols and Shastra Gols. 
In Sitapur, they belong to the Rajbansi sub-division. 
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In Sultanpur, aost f a n i l i e s belong to the Dhuriya sub-
d i v i s i o n . 
In Oonda> alMOst a l l of whoa belong to the Gwalbans sub-
d i v i s i o n . 
In Etewah, the Bajority of the Ahir inhab i t an t s belong 
to the Kaiaariha and Ghosi sub-d iv i s ions , the former being the 
most numerous in Etawah* Neither Nandbans nor Gvalbans Ahirs 
are numerous, and other sub-divis ions are very s can t i l y repre-
sented . 
In Mainpuri, they belong to the Nandbans d iv is ion of the 
t r i b e , and t h e i r most numerous gotra i s the Phatak and other are 
Girdhanpuriya and Tulas l . 
In Jalaum, t h i s cas te claims Mathura as the cradle of i t s 
race and declares tha t in the time of Krishna they were the 
v i l l a g e Banias and Brindaban, known as Nandbans, and that those 
with l e s s were ca l led Gwalbans. The Nandbans Ahirs out number a l l 
o ther sub-divis ions in t h i s d i s t r i c t . Gwalbans are comparatively 
few and the other best represented cas tes are Dhindhors and 
Ghosies* 
The de ta i led Census re turns enumerate many v a r i e t i e s of 
Ahirs . Of these most l a rge ly represented are - i n Bulandshahr, 
the Bhat te , Narban and Ahart i n Aligarh, the Chakiya, Garoriyai 
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in Bareilljr, the Cliattiitatliia or * sixty-fours't in Moradabad, 
the desvari in Sfaahjatapiir, the Baehbar, which i s the naae of well 
knovn Rajput sept, Bakaiya, Chanvar, Oarsvar, Oohr, Birhariya, 
Khare, Katba» Katb«riya» Nanhpaobebar, Ranat Robendi and Sisariya{ 
in Fatebpur, the Ra^nibaasit in Bn&daf the Bbarauniyat in HiorKlrpur, 
the Rautalai In Mirsapttr, tbe Kiabnaatt in Partapgarh, the Sober. 
The Puawa or Wet Huraea Ahira Fosterage 
Tbe IHiawa or vot nurses Abirs are descended fr<» the i l l e« 
gitiaate offspring of Bundala Rajput fathers by Ahir mothers who 
were employed in this capaeity in their families* An Ahir Mcmm 
kept by a Bundela was known as Pardwarin or one coming fr<»i 
ano^er house. This i s not considered a disgraceful origin thou^ 
the Ouawa iUiirs are not recognised by the Abirs proper, they form 
a separate section of the caste, and Brahaans will take water 
from them. Tbe children of such mothers stood in the relation of 
foster brothers to the Rajputs whoa their mothers has nursed. 
(Marriage Rules) 
ExogMurt- The caate have exogamcms sections, which are of tbe 
uaual low caste type, with titular or totemistie neves. Those 
of the Chbattisgartii Rawats are generally named after animals. 
A curious name among tbe Mahakul Abirs i s Mathankata, or one who 
bit his mother's nipples. Tbe marriage of persons belonging to 
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the sail* sttotion and of first oousins Is prohibited. A nm Mgr 
Barry his vifo*s jfonngor sister while his wife i s living, but 
not her elder sister* The praetiee of exchanging girls between 
fsBilies i s peraissibls • 
Endogaayt- All Ahir oastes interaarry on tenos of equality, 
avoiding only the four gotras nearest related, A nan, for ias -
tanoe, cannot aarry into his father*s. Bother's paternal or 
Baternal gotrasf no interaarriages oan take place between dis-
tant clans • 
As has been already said, the sub-castes are endogan(nia. 
To the west the gotra systes i s in full force and narrlage i s 
barred in the four gotras of father, aether, grand-father and 
grand-Bother. To the east few of the rural Ahirs seea to know 
wiything about their gotras* They will not aarry in a family to 
whieh a sister has been g i v ^ in aarriage until three generations 
have passed* In Bihar, aooording to Hisley, "the Brahaanieal 
gotras are unknown and aarriage aaong the Cualas i s regulated by 
a very large nuaber of exogaaous group of the territorial type. 
In scae places where the existing groups have been found in con-
viniently large and aarriage has b e ^ regarded unduly difficult, 
certain groups (aula} have broken up into Purukhs or sub-seetions. 
Where this has been taken place a Ban Bay aarry within the aul. 
1. Russel, R.V., Op. e i t . , V* II , p.26* 
2. Crook, w.. Tribes and Castes of Worth-Vestern India. Delhi, 
1974, p*57. 
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but not within the pumkhsyth* smaller and nore convenient ^oup*. 
He also explained how this nile of exogaay works in practice and 
how i t i s necessary to sappleaent i t by the standard foraula of 
exogtfiy coMion to mway of the lower tribes* Of this elaborate 
aystea no trace has been found as yet anong the western Ahirs, 
but i t i s quite possible that of further local inquiry Bay supply 
exsJiple of this , or smie analogcnis rule of exogany prerailing 
in these provinces* 
Ahir Dialeotst- Certain dialects called after the Abhiras, or 
Ahirs s t i l l reaain. One known as Ahirwati,is spoken In the Rohtak 
and Gurgaon districts of Punjab and round Delhi. This i s akin 
to Mewati, one of the foras of Kajasthani or the language of 
Rajasthan. The Nallni dialect of Rajasthanl i s also known as 
Ahiri and that curious fora of Gujarati, which i s half a Bhil 
dialect, and i s generally known as Khandestic, al«> bears the 
naoe of Ahirani 
Foods- They eat oaitten but not beef, md drink spirits in aodera-
tion. In Cutch the eating of flesh and the drinking of spirits 
thou^ not prohibited i s regarded as degrading* Though they 
associate with Mohaaaadans, alaost al l flesh eating Hindu castes 
will dine with thea* They dine with Parajla Brhaaana, Rajputs, 
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Rabaris, Anjna Kanbist Charans, Bbata, Parajla Satraa* Hajaaa, 
Ojha KuBbharSf Mallsi AUtSi Darjis, Lofaara and Rawata • 
Tribal Couneilt- tha intamal affiara of the caata are 
nanaged by a Panehajfat or tribal oouneil* Aa an inatanee of i t s 
vorkingy in Mirsapur i t i s presided over by a paraanent chainun 
(Cbaudhari) ntid, aa a rule, meets only on the occaaion of weddings 
and funeral eereaonies when current business i s brought before i t . 
The oaaea uaually heard are conneotad with imaorality, eating with 
a prohibited oaata and family diaputea about inheritance and 
property. The accused peraon during the hearing of the caae i s 
not allowed to al t on the tribal sat with his brethren* The 
nresidant uses the aeabara only aa aaaaaaora and after enquiry 
announeea the dieiaion. k person found guilty of ianorality i s 
usually fined e i ^ t rupeea, and haa to supply two fcasta for the 
brethren. Out of the fine of the chairaan reeelTca one rupee and 
the reat ia apent in purehaaing Tcaaela and other furniture for uae 
at the aeetinga. If a aan ia convicted of an intrigue with a 
woaan of the tribe, ha ia fined only one rupee and hui to give 
two dinners to the brothertiood* Anyone who disobeys the orders 
of the ohsiraan ia baatan with ahoaa in the preaence of the 
council and ia excluded fr<Hi al l eaate privileges until he 
submits • 
1, Fnthoven, R.E,, Tribes and Caatea of Bombay, Delhi, 1975, p.26. 
2. Crook, v . . Op. e i t . , p.57. 
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Marriage Custoasi- As a rule girls aay be married before 
puberty or at the age of nine or ten. Boys are generally aarried 
between sixteen and twenty. In the ease of girls» both Infant 
and adult aarrlages are In vogue* The adult aarrlage Is aostly 
prevalent uaong the poorer classes* In the ease of adult aarrlage, 
If a girl oooBits sexual indiseriptiwi with a man of her oaste 
of a different gotrast he i s eoapelled to marry her* If he 
happens to be of the s«se gotra* he i s fined Rs*40 or 30, with 
whioh the caste are treated to a feast* If, however, he Is of 
a different easte, every attenpt i s Bade to eoneeal her sin, but 
i f secrecy i s inpossible, she i s turned out of the caste* 
Polyandry i s unknown, but polygaay Is permitted, i f the 
first wife i s barren or i s suffering fron soae incurable disease, 
stu}h as leprosy* It i s also allowed on the grounds of luxury anS 
growth* In theory, a aan may marry as many wives as he can main-
tain* It i s rare, however, in actual l i f e to find more than 
three • 
The wedding ceremony i s of the kind prevalent in the 
locality* The proposal comes free the boy*s fesiily, and a price 
i s usually given for the bride* The Kaonra Ahirs of Mandla and 
the Jharia and Kosarla Rawats of Chbattlsgarh employ a Brahman 
only to write the lagun or paper fixing the date of the wedding. 
1, Enthoven, R.E*, Qp*olt*, pp* 27-52* 
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and the eer«Bony i s eondueted by the Svasin* or relatives of the 
parties. In Chhattisgsrii the bridsgrooa i s dressed as a girl 
to be twkvn. to the wedding. In Betul the weddings of aost Goolis 
are held in Magh (January), and that of the Ranya sub^^aste 
in the b r i ^ t fore n i ^ t of Kartik (October) • At the eerenony 
the bride i s Bade to stand on a snsll stone rollert the bride-
grooB then takes hold of the roller facing the bride and (eoes 
round in a oirele seven tines« turning the roller with hiB* 
Generallyt in Ahir's the bridegroos dressed yellow loin 
cloth and a red turbm and ooad, and the bride i s dressed in the 
yellow rope, yellow bodice and Barriage corcmet* And they o(Mie 
at the nlaee, where aarriage oereBony i s oocured. When bride i s 
seated on the le f t side of the bridegrooB, cash ^resent oereBony 
i s gone through by the bride*s relatives and caste-people* It is 
also known as the Kanvadan cereBony. Then bride and bridegro(W 
walk seven tines round the fire (Havan-Kund) md aango branch 
in the presence of the Brahaan priest and caste people. An then 
they becoae husband and wife. 
Widow r^narriage i s peraitted, and a widow i s often 
expected to marry the younger brother of her deceased husband. 
If a bachelor wishes to marry a widow he first goes through the 
ceremony with a dagger or an earthen vessel. 
Divorce i s freely permitted. In Hoshangabad a stripe i s 
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torn off the clothes vom by husband and a v i f e as a sign of 
their divorce. This i s presuaably in contrast to the knotting of 
the clothes of the couple together at a wedding. 
Adoption Cust(»nst- Adoption preTails as long as their i s a 
s i s t e r ' s son i s available for adoption, no other relat ive can 
be se lected. Adoption while a son i s a l ive , i s forbidden. A 
widow can adopt only with the express pemissionof her late 
husband, and not i f her husband have adopted a son during his 
l i f e t ine . A aan nay adopt h i s nephew at any age, but in the 
case of outsider the child adopted nnist not be acre than twelve 
years of ago. The boy adopted nust, in any case, be of the same 
gotra as his adoptive father. The adoption of a s i s t e r ' s i s 
pr(^ibited, as a rule a nan adopts the son of his brother. 
Adoption i s performed in the presence of and with the advice and 
approval of, the assembled brethren. The man and h is wife take 
their seats in the essembly and the wife takes the boy into her 
lap and acknowledges him as her own chi ld . A distribution of food 
and sweetmeats follows and concludes the ceremony. There i s no 
custom analogous to Beena marriage recognised where the bridegro(» 
i s taken into the household of h i s father-in»law and serves for 
his bride. They follow, as a rule, the Hindu law of succession. 
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Birth CustoBss- niere is no obsenranoos during pregnancy* 
tfhen the ehild is born the midwife is ealled in* The nother 
gets no food that day* and next aoming she is dosed with a 
Mixture of ginger, turmeric and treaele* The nidwife attends 
for six days and after the sixth day or ohhathi oerexmy of 
purification, when the mother and child bathed tmti dressed in 
clean clothes, she is dismissed. On this day the mates of the 
family are shaved. Barber's wife cuts the nails of the mother 
and child. All the clothes of the mother and the child are 
washed and the house is whitewashed ) the child is also nsMied on 
this day. The mother cannot go out of doors until after the 
Barahi or twelveth day ceremony. If a child is bom at an un-
lucky astrologioal period its ears are pierced in the fifth 
month after birth as a means of protection. 
Death Customst- The married dead are cremated, children and 
those who die of epidemic disease are buried. When a man is dying 
they put basil leaves and boiled rice and milk in his mouth and 
a little piece of gold or if they have not got gold they put a 
rupee in his month and take It oute^ain • For ten days after a 
death, food in a leaf<-cut and a lamp are set out in the houseyard 
every evening, and every morning water and a tooth stick. On the 
tenth day they are taken away and consigned to a river. In 
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Chbattiagarh on the third day after death the aoiil la brought 
baok* The woaen put a la^p on a red earthen pot and go to a 
tank or atroaw at nig^t* The fiah are attraeted towards the 
l ight , and one of thea ia eau^t and put in the pot, whieh i s 
then f i l led with water. It i« brought hose and set beside a 
saalX haap of flour and the elders s i t round it« The son of 
the deeeased or the other near relative anoints hlaself with 
tumerie mid pueka up a stone* This ia washed with the water 
frtm the not and alaoed on the floor and a aaerifiee of a eoek 
or hen i s aade to i t according as the deceased was a man or a 
woman* The stone i s th«i enshrined in the house as a family 
pod, «id the saeriflee of a fowl i s repeated annually* It i s 
sunposed apparently that the dead man'a spirit i s brought back 
to the house in the fish and then transferred to the stone by 
washing thia with the water* 
On the thirteenth day a feast i s given to his eastoHban 
and Brahaans* IHaring this Brahoan repeats texts, axid the rela-
t ives , after shaving come hoae and offer a burnt offering. 
Clothes, vessela, a cow arid other articles are given to a Mgdia 
Bri^ man in the belief that they will pass for the use of the dead 
man in the next world* 
Religloni- The Ahirs have a special relation to the Hindu 
religion, owing to their association with the sacred cow which i s 
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i t s e l f revered as a go4dess. Krishna, one of the most popular 
gods of Hinduisa, who was a cowherd and as he i s represented 
as being of a dark colour, may eroa have been held to be of the 
indigenous races. Though according to the legend, he was really 
of royal birth, Krishna was brought up by Nand, a herdsnan of 
Ookul, and Jasoda his wife, and in the popular bel ie f these are 
his parents, as they probably were in the original story. The 
substitution of Krishna bom as a prince, for Jaaoda's 4au|^ter, 
in order to protect him from destruction by the evi l king Kansa 
of Mathura, i s perhaps la ter gLoss, devised when his herdsman 
parentage was considered too obscure for the divine hero* 
Krishna's childhood in Jasoda*s house with his miraculous feats 
of strength and his amorous sports with Radha and the other id-lk* 
maids of Brindaban are among the most favourite Hindu legends. 
Covind and Gopal the protectors or guardians of cows, are names 
of Krishna and the commonest names of Krishna and the commonest 
names of Hindu as are also his other epi thets , Murlldhar and 
Bansidhar, the flute-player} for Krishna and Balaram, l ike Greek 
and Roman shepherds were accustomed to divert themselves with 
song, to the accompaniment of the same instrument. The child 
Krishna i s also very popular and his birthday, the Janam-Ashtami 
on the 8th of dark Bhadoo (August), i s a greet f e s t i v a l . On this 
day potsful of curds are sprinkled over the assembled worshippers. 
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Bbilmtt ft popular loeal godling of the Nerbiiddft ?alloy» 
was the son of an Ahlr or Qooli woaant she was ehildless and 
prayed to Parratl for a ehild and the gc^deas caused her Totary 
to have one by her own husband, the god Mahadeo. Bhilat was 
stolen away fro« his hoMs by Mahadeo in the distinguish of a 
bagger and grew up to be a great hero and Bade many eonqueatsi 
but finally he returned and lived with his herdsaan parents. 
He perfomed nuaerous niraeles and his devotees are s t i l l possessed 
by his sp ir i t . 
Singaji i s another godling, who waa a Oooli by easte in 
Indore. The Ooalis playa to his for the proteotiea of their 
eattle froa diaease and Bake thank offsprings of butter i f these 
prayer are fulf i led. 
In the Betttl district there i s a village goding called 
Dait, represented by a stone under a tree. He i s ttie spirit 
of Ay Ahir who in his l i f e - t i ae wss credited in the locality with 
having the powera of m ezorciat. In Manland other diatrict when 
any buffalo herdaaan diea at a very advanced age the people aake 
a platfom for hia within the village and cal l i t Mahashi Deo 
or the buffalo god. 
The occupation of Ahirs also lends i t s e l f to religious 
iaaginatlcms. He stays in the forest or wasti ^assland, fre-
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quently alone froa coming t i l l n l ^ t , vatohing his herds and 
the credulous and tinedttoated Binds of the more eaotlonal oay 
easily hear the •oiees of spiritst or in a half-sleeping 
condition during the heat and still->ness of the long day nay 
think that Tisioas hsTO appeared to thes. Thus, they come to 
believe thestselTes selected for eoBKBunieation with the unseen 
deities or sp ir i t s , and on occasions of strong religious excite-
•ent work theaselYes into a frensy and are held to be possessed 
by spirit or god* 
Caste Deitiesi- ABong the special deities of the Ahirs i s 
Kharah Deo who i s always located at the Khirkha or place of 
asseably of the catt le , on going to and returning froa pasture* 
He appears to be the spirit or god of the Khirkha. When cattle 
fa l l i l l the owner offers flour and butter to bia, these are 
taken by Ahir in charge and i t i s thought that the cattle will 
get well. Matar Deo i s the god of the pen or enclosure for cattle 
Bade in the jungle. Three day after Diwali Hawats sacrifice one 
or acre goats to hia, cutting of their heads. Guraya Deo i s a 
deity who l ives in the cat t le -s ta l l s in the vil lage and i s 
worshipped once a year. A favourite saint of the Ahir isNaridas 
Baba. He was a Jogi and could separate his soul froa his body 
at pleasure. On one occasicm he had gone in spirit to Banaras, 
leaving his body in the house of one of his disciples, who was an 
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Ahir. When he did not return, and people heard that dead body 
was lying there they burnt i t* tfhen be eane baolc and found his 
body burnt, he entered into a aan and spoke throu#) him, tell ing 
the people vhat happend* In atwiMient for their unfortunate 
•dstake they proaised to worship hia* 
Other Oeitiesf- To the east of prorinees the worship of 
Kashinath i s very popular. In aost of the villages there i s a 
Ban who i s supposed to be possessed by this deity. Ke le ts 
his hair grow onoe or twice, Kashinath "eoaes on bis head", 
then he begins to move his hands and shakes his head, and this 
state utters prophecies of the prospects of the crops and other 
Batters affecting the vi l lage. 
In parts of Hirsapur worship of Birnath, the Ahir cattle 
godling i s popular. The Mahakul Ahlrs of Jashpur have three 
deities whoa they call Mahadeo or Siva, Sahadeo, one of the five 
Pandava brothers and the goddess Lakahad.. xhey say that the 
buffalo i s Mdhadeo, the cow Sahadeo and the rice Lakshai. This 
also appears to be ivi instwice of the personification of aniaals 
and the com into tfithropoaorphie de i t ies . 
Festivalss- The Ahirs observe the usual Hindu feftivals, 
particularly the Holi, which i s the occasion for aueh drinking 
and rude horse play. Another festival of Ahirs i s Diwali, falling 
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about the begiimlng of NoTwnber which i s also the tiaie when the 
anttum crops ripen* All classes observe this feast by illnvi<-
nating their bouses with uany snail saucer leaps and lett ing off 
crackers* and fire works and they goaerally gamble with aoney to 
bring then goodluek during the eoaing year. The Ahirs sake a 
•ound of earth, which i s called Govardhan* that i s the aountain 
in Mathura which Krishna held upside, down on his finger for 
seven days and niglits, so that al l the people Bi(^t gather under 
i t and be protected froa the devastating storas of rain sent 
by Indra* After dtficing round the sound they drive their cattle 
over i t and saJce thea tranple i t to pieces* ^t this time a 
festival called Marbai i s held, at which much liquor i s drunk and 
all classes disport thoaselves* On this day Ahirs go to the 
standing place for village catt le , and after worshipping the god, 
fri^'*ea the cattle by waving leaves of the baset-plant at then 
and then put o«i fantastic dresses, decorating th«Bselves with 
cowries and go round the vi l lage, singing and dancing* At nany 
places at the time of Marbai they dance round a pole with peacock 
feathers tied to the top and soaetioes wear peacock feathers 
theaselvest as well as aprorw sewn al l Cfwer with cowries* It i s 
said that Krishna and Ba^raa used to wear peacock feathers when 
they danced in jungles of Mathura, but this rite has r^ robably 
SOBS connection with the worship of the peacock* This bird night 
be venerated by the Ahirs as one of the proninent denisens of tho 
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jungle* 
Social Fositionio The Abirs enjoj a good soolal status, 
owing to their relations with the sacred cow* As reaarked 
by Eha, "His family haying been connected for many generations 
with the sacred animal he enjoys a certain consciousness of 
moral respectability like a man whose uncles are deans or canons. 
411 castes will take water from the hands of an Ahir* 
In Kanpur they will eat Kachohi or ?akki with all 
Brahmans, Pakki with Rajput and Baniya and drink and smoke with 
non but m^Bbers of titeir own caste. In Mirmapur they drink 
water from the hands of Brahman, Kshatriya andi Yalshya except 
Kalwers* They will eat Kaehehi cooked by a Brahman. In Bihar 
according to Rlsley, they rank with Kurmis and similar castes, 
from whose hands a Brahman erni drink water. Towards Delhi, they 
eat, drink wnd smoke in conaon not only with Jats ortd Gujars, 
but also under a few restriction with Rajputs. In other places 
Rajputs would indignantly repudiate al l connection with Ahirs. 
In rural belief Ahir i s a faithless, greedy and quarrelsome. 
Like Gadariyas and Gujars they are naturally dwellers in the 
jungle -
Ahir Oadariya Gujar, 
Ye Tinon Chahen Ujar. 
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The other local proverbs ere not such aore coapllnentary 
to thea " Ahir se jab gun nlklot j«b balu se ^ - "You can 
as soon get good out of an Ahir a butter froa aand". Ahir dekh 
Gadariya aastana * If the GtKdariya gets drunk he learns i t froa 
the Ahir* Ahir lea kym jajaan, our lapsi ka kya pakvan - "As 
soon be an Ahir*s client as hold gruel a dainty" • 
Social CustoBst- In Mandla vh«i a aan i s to be brought back 
into caste after a serious offenoot sueh as getting vemin in 
a wound, he i s made to stand in the aiddle of streaa, while 
some elderly relative pours vater over hia. He then addressed 
the members of the caste panchayat or ooamitteei who are stand-
ing on the bank, saying to thea, "Will you leave rae in the nud 
or wil l you take rae out"? TYi&a thay t e l l hia to come out and he 
has to give a feaet. A nan i s put out of ctvste of a dog, fowl 
or pig touches his vater or cooking pots or i f he touches a 
fowl. In the latter case he i s obliged to make an offering of 
a fowl to the local god, and e i ^ t days are allowed for procuring 
i t . A Ban i s also put out of caste for beating his father. 
Like the Jats and other oastes they practice widow aarriage. 
They bury their dead. 
Residences- The caste i s generally to be followed residing in 
1. Crooke, W., Op. c i t . , p. 65. 
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outlying haid^ts, often sltttatod in the poorest portion of 
the Ti l lago, « habit no doubt adopted to fae i l i a t e the grating 
of their numrous eat t le* 
OmiAMSNTS MP DRSSSt-
Their voaan always be known by their blue pet t i ooats» 
and red orhnas, worked on the ke« in white. 
Ahir wo«en are spee ia l ly fond of wearing large Churas, or 
leg-Orntfients of bel l -«etal« T^ese constat of a long oyllnder 
whioh f i t s olosely to the l eg , being made in two halves whitsh 
look into eaoh other, while at each end and in the centre circular 
nlates projeet outwards horisontally* In Qany places the wcnsen 
used to wear silTer omanenta in their hands, nack, and ears. 
The Ifandban w(m«i wear bangles glass and Oualbans wear bangle 
of lao . 
OCCUPATIONS* 
Only about thirty percent of the Ahirs are s t i l l occupied 
in breeding cat t l e and dealing in milk and butter. About four 
percent are dooestio servitnts, and nearly a l l the remainder 
cult ivators and labourers. As cultivators he does not take a 
h i ^ place, as he depends more on his c a t t l e than on his f ie lds 
and in some places he i s not free frosa the suspiclans of cat t l e 
stealing* On this account, aceordinip to the proverbs, the Ahir 
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ia held to treaeheroua and falaa to hla ongagaaenta* They are 
alao regarded aa atupid becauae they aeldoa get any edueation, 
retain their ruatie and half-aboriginal dialeet, and on aeoount 
of their aolitary l i f e are dull and alow-vitted in eoapany. 
The District Caaetteer of United Provinoea ahowa that 
in Gorakhput, Baatit Ballia« Banaraa, Faisabad, Hardoi, Aaangarh, 
Etah, Sitapur, Bijapur, Sultanpur and Jaunpur, the majority are 
engaged in agrieulture, and M a oaata they form the baokbmie of 
the oultivating oonminity. Theyown a anall area of proprietora, 
but they are principally found aa tenanta* Their atandard of 
husbandry ia generally h i ^ , and they atand well among the oult i -
trating eaata. In Barabanki, carrying their hereditary occupation 
of herdaa»n« In Unnao, althou^ their hereditary occupation ia 
that of herdamen, they chiefly betake themaelvea to agriculture. 
Originally they appear to have been a paatoral race, herding their 
cattle in the foreata which then covered the country, and raiaing 
a acanty crop of grain in the clearings round their villa^tea. 
In Lueknotf, Farmkhabad, Obasipur, Jhanai, Banda, Gonda, ^.tavah, 
their main occupation ia cattle breeding and grasing* They have 
their own animala. They have gradually taken to cultivation, and 
their villagea are often aituated in the oidat of Usar plaina 
where they originally settled for the aake of the grazing. They 
are however indifferent cultivatora, and their villagea are 
generally inferior* 
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DISTRIBUTION OP AHIR (1931) 
Person No. per Bi le of 
total population 
Peroentage variation In 
population 
1931 1931 1921 - 31 I 1911 -
—r 
21'. 
h 
1901 - 3 
3,897 78 • 5.6 - 5.4 • 1.3 
Distr ict or State 
United Provinces 
Brit ish Territory 
Agra T>rovinces 
Meerut Divlflj^n 
1, Dehra Dun 
2. Saharanpur 
3 . Mttsaffarnafar 
4 . Meerut 
5. Buiand Shahar 
A ^ i O^yiffipn 
6» Alii^arti 
7 . Muttra 
8, Agra 
9 . Mainpuri 
10. Etah 
Males 
2, 050, 
2, 023, 
1, 408, 
20, 
1, 
2, 
10. 
5, 
185, 
13. 
3 , 
22, 
91, 
53, 
796 
447 
618 
545 
523 
955 
247 
407 
413 
703 
784 
937 
754 
325 
903 
Fenales 
1, 835, 249 
1, 807. 910 
1, 247, 112 
15, 370 
1, 047 
2, 040 
180 
7, 823 
4, 280 
150. 942 
11, 761 
3, 244 
17, 853 
71 , 898 
46, 186 
POPULATION OF AHIRS IN U.P. 
(1931) 
RATIO (r/MxiOOO) 
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HMto 
'•^Ivi'^*'.-.". 
:7?r 
SCAU 
I KM 
rnjj ftELow 800 
800- 850 
850- 900 
90C-950 
950-1000 
1000-1050 
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Dlstriot or State Males 
Rohji.^  K^mi nn9%n 39, 300 
in Barellly 3» 919 
12. Bljnor 3t 240 
13* Bttda»n 1, 694 
14. Muradabad 18, 127 
15. Shahjahaapur 32, 221 
16. Pilibhit 299 
Mtif^9^f^ ^ni^m 282, 8C1 
17. Farnikhabad 54, 214 
18. Etawah 56, 935 
19. Kanpttr 66, 507 
20. Patehpur 29, Si'^ S 
21. Allahabad 7 5, 657 
JQff^ ffii ow§;^<m 85, 880 
22. Jhansi 27, 982 
23. Jalana 7, 885 
24. Hanirpur 17, 204 
25» Banda 52, 729 
BtnjffHt 0|n<^«ft 324, 125 
26. Baaaraa 52, 041 
27. Mlraapur 27, 806 
28. JauQpur 99, 622 
Feaales 
47, 
3 , 
2, 
1, 
15, 
24, 
232, 
42, 
45, 
50, 
24, 
71, 
77, 
24, 
7 , 
15. 
30, 
302, 
47, 
27. 
98, 
256 
390 
644 
332 
108 
290 
492 
071 
728 
024 
232 
686 
401 
475 
426 
013 
450 
586 
426 
860 
484 
287 
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Dlstriet or Statt Males Faaalaa 
29. Ghasipur 
30. Bal l ia 
GorakhDiur Divlaion 
31« Gorakhpur 
32. Baati 
33* Azsngaz^ 
KWfm DJ^ vAffi^ w 
34. Ifaini Tal 
35. Alaora 
36« Garhwal 
37. Oudh 
ItVPkq v^ ^iy*s^9rr 
58, Lucknow 
59• Oanao 
40. Hae Bareli 
41 . Sltapur 
42. Hardoi 
43 . Khopl 
y«i«ff*^^ Civia;^ 9r^ 
44. FaiKab&d 
45. Goada 
46. Bahraieh 
80, 
63. 
449, 
205, 
104, 
138, 
914 
742 
099 
727 
859 
515 
965 
895 
34 
36 
614,829 
273. 
40, 
43, 
62, 
54, 
41 , 
31, 
341. 
44, 
68, 
64, 
395 
064 
578 
558 
094 
559 
542 
434 
979 
916 
069 
73, 457 
55, 338 
421, 171 
193, 641 
98, 155 
129, 375 
401 
377 
21 
5 
560, 798 
229, 386 
32, 928 
35, 632 
56, 903 
45, 091 
32, 153 
25, 179 
330, 917 
48, 786 
64, 080 
57, 703 
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District or State Males 
47. Sttltanpur 
48. Partapgarh 
49. Bara Banki 
States 
50. Raopur 
51. Tehri-Oarhwal 
52. Banaras 25, 372 25, 691 
54. 
50. 
58, 
27, 
1, 
476 
145 
846 
549 
977 
Feaales 
55, 
51. 
53, 
27, 
1. 
284 
246 
813 
339 
648 
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Indian oaste syst^i i s of Indo^Aryan origin and 
flourished in the Indo-Oangetio plain and afterwards i t 
^ev more oonplex and rigid with the passage of tine* After 
a few hundred years of Aryan settlemmt in India a new soeial 
division arose which was based on the division of labour and 
the nature of the work. The Aryans got divided into three, 
naioely, BraJisanSf Kshatriyas and Vaishyas* Those who perform 
religious activit ies like priests, teachers, attaining even 
sainthood were called Brahaans* Soldiers and adtBinistrations 
were known an the Kshatriyas* Those who were engaged in trade, 
o(Munerce and agriculture were ealled Taishyas* 
The caste s y s t ^ i s based on the four original "Yamas*, 
naaely, Brah«euis, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sudras. The "Varna" 
systev enunciates social norality which includes various duties 
and obligations concerning to one*s position, avocation or caste 
identificati<m in the society* In course of t ise "Varna" systea 
was modified into the "Jati" system, which corresponds not to the 
theoretic divisions but to the castes which actually exist* The 
various "Jatis" were arranged into any one of the "Varnas". Iliua 
the "Varna" scheme provides a simple way of indicating the seetoi 
of the hierarchy of the caste into which a particular "Jati" can 
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be f i t t e d . 
In connection with the origin of these V a t i s " (Castes)* 
conf l ic t ing vievs have been presented by various persons, fre«i 
time to time* The theories which have been discussed in Chapter I 
are - traditional theory of ecMte, racial theory, Senart*s 
inst i tut ional theory and theox^ of tribal origin of caste systesi. 
The supemaey of the Brabaans over other castes gave r i se 
to the "Hindu Pollution Concept*. The Brahaans are at the top 
of the society because they are acre pure and sacred than the 
remaining cas tes , while the untouchables are at the bottoa because 
they are impure* Ihus the "Pollution Concept* indicates a 
aythical kind of be l i e f regarding the purity and impurity. 
The castes are divided into groups on the basis of 
endogoDoy, hyper^ i^my and exogamy. The larger divis ion within the 
caste i s called sub-caste. Sub-^castes are then divided into 
many exogamous groups which are called "Gotra" or clan, within 
the clan there are many small groups such as "Kutumb*, "Household" 
e t c . The endogamwas groups are occasionally further sub-divided 
into smaller groups of the awae nature. Finally, the endogaaous 
sub-caste i s broken up into exogamous sect ions . The following 
type of ^dogamous divisions Bay be distinguished! (1) Ethnic 
groups, (2) Linguistic or Provincial groups, (3) Sub-Castes th^t 
bear the name of some ancient c i ty or l oca l i ty , (4) Functional 
or (tecupational groups, (5) Sectarian groups, (6) Social groups. 
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(7) ]flekntti«s • regarded em specifio or are of tlie nature 
of nieknavea, (8) Intemarriaee - glTing rise to aany endogaaoas 
eaatest (9) Fomation of eub-^astea due to pollution and lov 
ori(dln« 
A caste group i s generally endogiOBoua but oooaaionally 
endogaay i s found to co-exist vith hypergangr* Hypergmgiy oooura 
in several regions of India - Keralat Gujarati B«igal and parts 
of Utfcar Pradesh, 
All 8ub-»ea8te8 are divided into exogaaous sections vhich 
can be called "Clans". The following classes of exogammis 
divisiwis have been Mentioned in Chapter ZI| 
(1) TotemistiCf (2) Territorial, (3) I«oeal, comnunal or family 
sections, (4) Titular or nieknaae groups, (5) ^^orship-septs, 
(6) Eponyoous* 
In the Chapter III , a study has been Bade about the *Role 
of Caste in Modem India", under which the role of caste in 
social wid cultural l i f e , in po l i t i es , econonLcs mi well as in 
mobility m\d interaction have been discussed. 
The caste systea influences individual neabers in a 
variety of ways such as social and cultural l i f e including 
education, occupation, ectmoay and politics* Each individual 
participating in any of these spheres, i s bound to be influenced 
by his caste, to a greater or lesser extent* At present, i t i s 
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the east* sjrstwi which regulates the nature of a Hindu oeeupation, 
the Method of his Banttfaeturet the liaits of his elientele «id 
the prices of his goods* The social status of a particular caste 
is, therefore* detemined by the econonic factors* Caste also 
plays a crucial role in the politics at every level of se^penta-
tion* Everywhere the caste systen provides one set of cleavages 
along which units tend to merge or sub-^ livide* The caste 
influences the political life to a greater extent in the rural 
area than in the urban centres* In each region the path of 
mobility is defined by the custcNis of those who are highest in 
the ritual hierarchy* nius caste produces an interference in 
connection with mobility and interaction* 
The last Chester is concerned with the detailed study 
of Ahirs in Uttar Pradesh* It covers the origin of Ahirs, their 
internal structure, marriage customs, food, »ioption cust<»», 
birth and death customs, religl(m, festivals, social position, 
social customs, residence, ornwaents, dress, occupation and 
distribution ±n Uttar Pradesh* 
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